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PREFACE:
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HANDBOOK

Title IX and the Achievement of Equal Educational Opportunity: A Legal Handbook is designed to
provide an introduction tc major issues, controversies, and case law' related to TitleIX of the
Education Amendments of 1972. It is intended for use by education administrators, technical
assistance personnel, and attorneys; it is hoped that the information may promote more in-
formed interaction between administrators and the attorneys who represent and advise them
regarding sex discrimination issues. Nori-lawyers may find; Appendix B a valuable starting
point for use of the handbooks, as it provides basic information on the legal system and legal
citation form that is used throughout the text.

As decisions. regarding Title IX litigation are issued in the future, the handbook should be
torn apart and supplemented. (Holes have been punched in this volume so that it may be
inserted in a looseleaf notebook along with any supplementary materials.that become available.
The internal organization of the handbook is similarly designed for section-by-section inser-
tion.) Supplementary Materials may be forthcoming from the Women's Law Fund or the
Council of Chief State School Officers' Resource Center on Sex Equit:,.. Other Information may
he found in local newspapers and civil rights newsletters.

interpretations issuedTby HEW and decisions by adrninistrative law judges interpreting Tale IX
are not within the scope of the handb.,ok.
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I. THE NEED

Although the, problem of discrimination in education
had bekm recognized for decades, it was pot until after
the Supreme Court decision in Brown p. Board of Ettur-a-
rim of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483, 74 S.Ct. 686 (1954) that atten-
tion was focused on efforts to eradicate the inequities in
the eduCational system. Ultimately, the problems that
women faced within this system, as students and as
teachers, became the subject of debate and discussion.
As the Commissioner's Task Force on the Impact of Of-
fice of Education Programs on Women declared,

Although women are close to half the working population,
education is still preparing them to be housewives. As an
employer, the education system is equally guilty. Women
working in education can generally expect lower pay, less
responsibility and far less chance for advancement than men
working at the same level.

The situation is nut without its bright spots. But mounting
evidence makes it clear that unequal treatment of the sexes
is the rule in education, not the exception. As a girl pro-
gresses through the education system, she confronts serious
biases and restrictions at each level, simply because she is
female.

A lAwk at Women in I.:duration: issues and A t t s t _Ts for I /LW
(Report of the Commissioner's Task Force on the Impact
of Office of Education Programs on Women, November
1072).

The disparity in treatment begins in the earliest stages
of education, both public and private. Outmoded and
stereotypical educational programs, which cast indi-
viduals into different curricula and programs based on
their sex, Ire failing to prepare males and females for the
realities of living. Universities and colleges often Will-
fain quota systems that limit the number of women who
can he admitted or impose more stringent admission
standards on women. Women who do acquire higher
education often become discouraged and discontented
because of inadequate vocational counseling and dis-
crimination in the iob market.

Furthermore, this sex-role sterotyping is cyclical.
Teachers'and counselors' biases and attitudes about the
proper role of the sexes in society result in young
women relegating themselves to an inferior status, ac-
cepting limited career choices, assuming passive roles,
and ultimately passing their responses on to their class-

After graduation, the prospects for women in educa-
tion remain bleak. Although women compose a majority
of public elementary and secondary schobl teachers,
they Make up only a small percentage of school adminis-
trators and are almost nonexistent in superintendent
roles.

Opportunities at colleges and universities are no
greater. Although women are hired to %York in these
settings, in general they are restricted to teaching
courses at the undergraduate levels, are frequently paid
less than their male colleagues, and are less likely to be
awarded tenure.

To break this cycle, Congress, in 1072, enacted Title IX
of the Education Amendments of 1072 (Title 21) U.S.C. Zti
1681). Prohibiting sex discrimination in any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance
thus became a national priority. The nation could no
longer afford the waste of human resources that results
from sex-role stereotyping, and Congress could no
longer justify supporting with federal funds institutions
that perpetuate this discrimination. Reflected in Title IX
is Congressional belief that if an educational experience
is worthwhile, it is of value to persons of both sexes, and
that by participating in educational opportunities offered
on a nondiscriminatory basis, all students will he better
prepared to fulfill their societal roles.

For more background information relating to the need
for Title IX, see Discrimination ;Against Women: Heainxs err

Section 805 of H.R. 16098 Before the Special Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Education and Labor, 0 s t Cong.,
2d Sess. (1070) (2 vols.).
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II. THE CONCEPT OF DISCRIMINATION

A. Permissible and Impermissible Discrimination,

1. The Theory

Decision-making is essentially a process of discriminat-
ing. Whenever a legislature decides to impose a special
burden or to grant a special benefit to a particular group
or class of individuals, that decision requires discriminat-
ing among distinct groups or interests, all of which may
have legitimate claims of entitlement to the benefit or
burden.

It is the essence of a classification that upon the class are cast
duties and burdens different from those resting upon the
general public. . . . Indeed, the very idea of classification is
th't of inequality.

At,Ilison, Topeka S.F. R.R. Ala thetcs, 174 U.S. 96,
106, 19 S.Ct. 609, 613 (1899)

The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, however, guarantees to all persons "the
equal protection of the laws." This being the case, how
does one accommodate the right of Cie legislature to
classify with the right of the individu el to equal treat-
ment under the law? More important.. perhaps, when
does the natural and legitimate process of classifying run
afoul of the mandate of equal protection?

Basically, accommodation of the governmental inter-
est with the private interest is achieved through applica-
tion of the doctrine of reasonableness, the essence of
which can be stated simply:

The Constitution does not require that things different in
fact be treated in law as though they were the same. But it
does require, in its concern for equality, that those who are
similarly situated be similarly treated. The measure of the
reasonableness of a classification_ is the degree of its success
in treating similarly those similarly situated.

Tussman and tenBroek, The Equal Protection Of The
Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. at 344 (footnote omitted) (here-
inafter Tussman). The ability of a classification to meet
this test depends greatly on whether or not the classifica-
tion includes all who are similarly situated and none
who are not. Yet this is not to say that so long as a
classification draws its lines on identifiable characteris-
tics (i.e., hair color, height, sex, race, age), it is reason-
able: more is required than the mere enactment into law
of physiological differences. What is further required is
that we look beyond the classification to determine
whether or not it meets the purpose of the act. An
analysis of this purpose is paramount to a decision as to
a classification's reasonableness.

'The author is greatly indebted to Tussman and tenBroek,
The Equal Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 341 (1949), for
guidance in the development of this chapter. This classic work
on equal protection theory, although now 30 years old, con-
tinues to provide an analytical approach for evaluating the
decision-making process.

Hypothetically, if we suppose the purpose of a law to
be the elimination of a public mischief,2 then the
achievement of that end will be best achieved by defin-
ing the classification to include only those who possess
the trait identifiable as the mischief. By defining the clas-
sification in this manner, the class will automatically in-
clude all who are similarly situated with respect to the
purpose of the law. When this happens, there is exact
congruence between the class defined and the purpose
of the law This is the ideal: perfect reasonableness.

This may not always be practical, however. Fre-
quently, for political or administrative reasons, legisla-
tures classify on the basis of traits that are presumed to
be, but are not necessarily, related to the mischief. When
this occurs, there are five possible relationships that can
result. .1

If the trait turns out to be exactly congruent to the
mischief, then the ideal has been reached. If none of
those possessing the trait are tainted with the mischief,
then absolute unreasonableness has been achieved, and
the classification is invalid.

Between these two extremes are the categories into
which most legislation falls. If the classification includes
only those who possess the mischief but fails to include
all persons who are so tainted, the classification is "un-
derinclusive." By failing to include all who are similarly
situated, the classification is prima lade unreasonable,
but not necessarily invalid. Courts recognize that legisla-
tures cannot be expected to either attack every aspect of
a problem or not attack it at all. Dandridge v. Williams, 397
U.S. 471, 90 S.Ct. 1153 (1970). Because new programs
are often experimental, legislatures proceed cautiously;
courts recognize this caution (as well as administrative
convenience) as a legitimate justification for the under-
inclusiveness of a classification.

If the classification includes within its parameters in-
dividuals other than all of those tainted with the mis-
chief, it is overinclusive. Such a classification is more
likely to be invalid than is the underinclusive classifica-
tion: "[O]ver- inclusive classifications reach out to the
innocent bystander, the hapless victim of circumstances
or association. . [S]uch classifications fly squarely in
the face of our traditional antipathy to assertions of mass
guilt and guilt by association." Tussman, at 351-52.
Courts will look more closely at the legislative purpose
behind these classifications when examining their valid-
ity. Justifications to sustain such classifications will have
to be more compelling than those advanced to justify
underinclusive classifications. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S.
190, 97 S.Ct. 451 (1976).

2Tussman, from which this exercise is borrowed, points out
that the purpose of a law can be ratter the elimination of a
public mischief or the achievement of some positive good. Ana-
lytically, the approach is similar, regardless of which purpose is
identified. Tussrnan, at 346.
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Finally, there are classifications that are both overin-
clusive and underinclusive. Webiberser Wieseuie/d, 420
U.S. 636, 95 S.Ct. 1225 (1975). These classifications stil-
ler twill those deficiencies that are characteristic of their
parts.

1Vorking concurrently with the reasonableness test is
the belief, basic to American legal theory, that certain
classifications come to the court with a presumption of
invalidity. Classifications based on accidents of birth
(Le., race, alienage, national origin) are repugnant to the
concept ot human equality.' Rarely, it ever, will classifi-
cations drawn on such lines identity with exactitude
th.lse tainted with the mischief sought to be controlled.

. Consequently, although not denying that such classifica-
tions could be valid, the court is more exacting in its de-
mand for reasonableness. "It should be noted, to begin
with that all legal restrictions which curtail the rights ot
a single racial group are immediately suspect. That is not
to say that all such restrictions are unconstitutional. It is
to say that courts must subject them to the most rigid
scrutiny.- Korcitiatsu United .States, 323 U.S. 214, 216,

S.Ct. 193, 144 11944). Such classifications will be sus-
tai.ned only upon a showing that the purpose of the act is
ot the most compelling nature, and that that purpose
cannot be achieved by using a not suspect, less onerous
classitication.

l'his approach. as outlined, is basically theoretical.
More iihrortant. iii a practical sense. is how the courts
use this the, ,ry when analysing; the law and facts pres-
ented to them

2. The Reality

Actions challenging legislative classifications as dis-
criminatorY are generally brought under the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution. This
amendment provides, in relevant part, that no state shall
deprive any person ot life, liberty, or property, without

due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."4 When
forced to determine whether a legislative classification is
(Insistent with the mandate of the Equal Protection

pause,Lu the Court -requires. at a . minimum, that a
statutort classIliCatioll bear some rational relationship to

le'g!tlum,a to state purpose." lVcher Actria Casiia/ty
U.S. 164, 172, 92 S.Ct. 1400, 1405

t1972). l'his -rational relationship- test requires inquiry
into whether the legislation is in furtherance ot a con-
stitutionally permissible purpose and whether the clas-
sification adopted reasonably relates to the accomplish-
/11,111 itt this purpose. :\ classiticat ion "must be reason-
able. not arbitrary, and must rest upon sonic ground ot
ditteren«. having a fair and substantial relation to the

'Although one would assume that classifications based on
the set ot an individual would he equally suspect (being based
on an acident o' birth), the courts have been reluctant to so

oNcli' 011/ISCI,11X1INATION, Sex
rutun,oion \ Lniinc IndRial Approach. at 17 ,t

Fourteenth Amendment does not rea. :h purely private
conduct but touches only conduct taken by a state o; under

state authority. Burton WiltrunOm Parking AutIzornu,
-;o; U ts. 715. SI S.Ct. M5, (1961); Moose ',kip' No. 107 IroN,
407 92 S.Ct. 1955 (1972); Jackson v. Alctropoltfan lldrsun
Ltitiitatild. 4 (0 U.S. 345, 95 S.Ct. 449 (1974).
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object of the legislation, so thcit all persons, similarly
circumstanced shall be treated alike." F. S. Rouster Guano
Co. v. Virginia, 253 -.U.S. 412, 415, 40 S.Ct. 560, 561-62
(1920). When making this inquiry the Court traditionally
adopts 'certain presumptions: (1) A classification that has
some reasonable basis is not invalid merely because it is
not drawn with mathematical nicety or because it results
in some inequality; (2) if any state of facts reasonably
can be conceived that would sustain the classification,
the existence of those facts at the time the law was
enacted must be assumed; and (3) the person assailing a
classification has the burden of showing that it does not
rest on any conceivable rational basis, but is essentially
arbitrary. Limis/cii ,'X'atiiral Carbonic Co.. 220 U.S.
61, 78-79,.31 S.Ct. 337, 340 (1910).

If the classification being challenged draws its line
along race or national origin, however, courts subject
those classifications to a closer examination referred to as
strict scrutiny 5 Under these circumstances, the ordinary
presumption of constitutional validity disappears. The
inquiry shifts to a determination of whether the legisla-
tive purpose is of an overwhelming or compelling public
importance (not merely permissible) and whether using
the suspect classification is necessary (not merely ra-
tional) to achieve that purpose. The burden of proof in
this situation rests with the state to demonstrate that the
purpose ot the act is of overwhelming public impor-
tance, and that there are no less drastic means than the
suspect classification available to accomplish that pur-
pose. In addition, justifications that may suffice to sus-
tain rational classifications (i.e., administrative conveni-
ence, protection of the governmental fisc, tederaLstate
comity, the need for experimentation) will net be sutti-
cient to sustain suspect classifications. Ca/itane r.
Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199, 97 S.Ct. 1021, 1029, n. 9 (1977).

Although this distinction is ot ten termed the "two-tier
approach to equal protection analysis,- it is becoming
more and more evident that what is actually at work is a
sliding scale that involves a balancing of interests. When
Congress is allocating noncontractual benefits under a
social welfare program, the Colzrt is most likely to apply
the weakest level. of scrutiny, invalidating only the sta-
tutes that manifest "a patently arbitrary classification,
utterly lacking in rational justification." Floiniinigu. Nt's-
tor, 363 U.S. 603, 611, 80 S,Ct. 1367, 1373 (1960). I low-
ever, it Congress, when distributing contractual benefits
or imposing sanctions, chooses to classify upon archaic,
overbroad, stereotypical generalizations, the Court will
require that the classification serve an important gov-
ernmental objective, and that it be substantially related
to the achievement of that objective. Craig 13min, 429
U.S. 190, 97 S.Ct. 451 (1976). Of course, when the legis-
lature, for whatever reason, purposefully classifies upon
''a characteristic determined by causes not within the
control of the . . . 'which) bear, no relation
to the individual's ability to participate in and contribute
to society," A1athczes Lucas, 427 U.S. 495. 96 S,Ct.
2755, 2762 (1976), the Court will be especially ..igilant in
examining this classification.

Ilabit, rather than analysis, makes It seem acceptable and
natural to distinguish between male and female. alien and

`Strict scrutiny is also used to evaluate legislation that in-
tringes on certain rights designated as tundamental tt.t.t., vot-
ing, interstate travel, procreation).



citizen, legitimate and illegitimate; for too much of our his-
tory there was the same inertia in distinguishing black and
white. but that sort ot stereotyped reaction may have no
rational relationship other than pure prejudicial discrim-
ination to the stated purpose for which the classification is
being made.

Alathr;,-: c. I !was, S.Ct. at 27t") (Stevens, J., dissent-
ing) (f0,,tnotp omitted).

Further refinements in the analytical process have also
developed so as to make certain that judicial enforce-
ment 01 the mandate of nuns H rimination continues to
be ettective.

As invidious cia! classifications were invalidated, the
promise ot equality under the law became more and
Men' a reality. But at the same time, opponents of equal-
ity developed new and more subtle modes of achieving
their illegal goal. Overt discriminatory practices became
covert. Thus, tt became apparent that a determination as
to the constitutionality of a statute would require more
than an examination of the language of the act. The
courts would have to look beyond the wording of the
statute to examine the application and effect of a law.

Statutes, fair in form, that were enforced only against
a specific identifiable group were found to he as invalid
as facially discriminatory ones.

Though the law itself he fair on its face and impartial in
appearance, yet, it it is applied and administered by public
authority with an evil eye and an unequal hand, so as practi-
cally to make unjust and illegal discriminations between
persons in similar circumstances, material to their rights, the
denial of equal justice is still within the prohibition of the
constitution.

rck We v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 374, 6 S.Ct. 1064, 1073
(1`+`+6).

The more difficult case was presented by those sta-
tutes, neutral in form and fair in application, that effec-
tively resulted in invidious, suspect classifications. Rec-
ogniiing that its obligation required it to scrutinize
"sophisticated as well as simple-minded modes of dis-
crimination," the Court found that contrivances enacted
to thwart equality in the enjoyment of a right violate the
Constitution. Lane Wilson, 307 U.S. 268, 275, 59 S.Ct.
872, 876 ( 1939). Thus, when confronted with evidence of
"disproportionate impact" resulting from the effect of a
statute, the Court examines the statute more closely to
determine the true purpose behind the law. Legislation
motivated by racial considerations or resulting in racial
classifications is constitutionally suspect and comes to
the Court with a presumption of invalidity. Cf. Wright u.
Roc/wiener, 376 U.S. 52, 84 S.Ct. 603 (1964). Although
disproportionate impact, standing alone, does not re-
quire the Court to subject the statute to the strictest
scrutiny, sec IVashington Darns, 426 U.S. 229, 96 S.Ct.
2(140, 2049 (1976), "when there is proof that a dis-
criminatory purpose has been a motivating factor in the
decision," Village of Arlington tsitNitts v. Metropolitan!
low.ing Development Corporation, 429 U.S. 252, 97 S.Ct.

555, 563 (1977), judicial deference to an otherwise rea-
sonable classification is no longer justified. Because the
search for legislative purpose is generally elusive, Pa7mer
z'. en! pswr, 403 U.S. 217, 21 S.Ct. 1940 (1971),
"Id kJtyrinining whether invidious discriminatory pur-
pose was a motivating factor demands a sensitive in-
quiry into such circumstantial and direct evidence of in-
tent as may he available." Pillage of Arlington Hcights

et rcpuq;i4n lousing DevelOpinent Corporation, 429 U.S.
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252, 97 S.Ct. at 564. Often, an invidious discriminatory
purpose can he inferred "from the totality of the relevant
facts, including 'the fact . . that the law hears more
heavily on one race than another." Washington v. Davis,
426 U.S. 229, 96 S.Ct. 2040, 2049 (1976). "Sometimes a
clear pattern, unexplainable On grounds other than race,
emerges from the effect of the state action when the
governing legislation appears neutral on its face." Village
of Arlington Heights u. Metropolitan Housing Developnwnt
Corporation, 429 U.S. 252, 97 S.Ct. at 564. The historical
background of the legislative choice will be particularly
relevant if it reveals a series of official actions or a se-
quence of events indicating an invidious purpose. A his-
tory of past discrimination will also be important if pres-
ent events are to he put properly into perspective. Ab-
sent proof, however, that the disproportionate impact
was the result of a purposeful device to discriminate
against a particular class, the Court wilt apply the tradi-
tional test of reasonableness in judging the constitution-
ality of a particular statute.

However, when evaluating a classification under a
congressional mandate of nondiscrimination (i.e., title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, banning race discrimi-
nation and discrimination based on national origin in
programs receiving federal financial assistance; Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act_ of 1964, banning discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, and national origin in
employment; Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
banning discrimination based on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin in housing), a more rigorous
standard is adopted.

Because Congress directed the force of these acts to
the consequences of a practice, not simply the motiva-
tions behind a practiG, discriminatory purpose needknot
he proved. Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 96 S.Ct. at
2051. In these circumstances, "practices which are fair in
form, but discriminatory in operation" are invalid, re-
gardless of intent. Griggs t'. Duke PoWer Co., 401 U.S. 424,
431, 91 S.Ct. 849, 853 (1971). Good intent or absence of
discriminatory intent does not redeem otherwise rea-
sonable procedures that , operate as "built-in-
headwinds" for minority groups. It is necessary, in addi-
tion, that practices be validated in terms of performance.
Unless it is shown that a specific practice or procedure is
necessary for successful performance and that no less
discriminatory means exists to achieve this end, the
practice or procedure must be discontinued.

Judicial review of practices vis-a-vis compliance with a
congressional mandate of nondiscrimination "involves a
more probing judicial review of, and less deference to,
the seemingly reasonable acts of administrators and exe-
cutives than is appropriate under the Constitution
where special racial impact without discriminatory pur-
pose is claimed." Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229, 96
S.Ct. at 2051. See Griggs t'. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424,
91 S.Ct. 849 (1971) (requirement of employer that all em-
ployees have a high school diploma held to violate Title
VII where practice had the effect of denying employment
to substantially more Blacks than to whites and where
high school education not necessary for the successful
performance of the job and operation of (he business);
Lan p ,Nichols. 414 U.S. 563, 94 S.Ct. 786 (19741 (school
system's failure to accommodate needs of non-English-
speaking students of Chinese ancestry held to violate
Title VI where practice had the effect, although no pur-
poseful design was present, of restricting individuals in
the enjoyment of an equal education based on their
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race); Village of Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Hou:;ing
Rv!opulent Corporation, 429 U.S. 252, 97 S.Ct. 555 (1977)
(zoning case remanded for consideration of whether a
violation of the Fair Housing Act occurred, despite the
finding by the Court that no violation of the Constitution
occurred due to the lack of proof of racial motivation.)

The result has been the creation of a more probing
standard of scrutiny by which classifications must be

16

judged. When a challenged law, neutral on its face,
gives rise to constitutional and statutory questions, it is
not sufficient to stop with a determination of whether
racial or sexual animus motivated the legislation. Further
inquiry must be made to determine if the seemingly neu-
tral classification is the functional equivalent of a prohi-
bited classification (regardless of the motive behind the
legislation) and, therefore, is illegal.
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B, Sex Discrimination: A Unique Judicial Approach

Historically, the Supreme Court has uniformly accepted
the reasonableness of sex-based classifications. In Brad-
well Illinois. 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 130 (1873), the Court
upheld the right of Illinois to prohibit women from prac-
ticing raw. In his concurring opinion, Justice Bradley ex-
plained why such a classification limiting a woman's
professional opportunities was reasonable:

The natural and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs
to the female sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupa-
tionsrof civil life. The constitution of the family organization
which is founded in the divine ordinance, as well as in the
nature of things, indicates the domestic sphere as that which
properly belongs to the domain and functions of worn-

.. anhood. The harmony, not to say identity, of interests and
views which belong, or should belong, to the, family institu-
tion is repugnant to the idea of a woman adopting a distinct
and independent career from that of her husband.

The paramount destiny and mission of woman are to fulfil
the noble and benign offices of wife and mother. This is the
law of the Creator. And the rules of civil society must be
adapted to the general constitution of things, and cannot be
based upon exceptional cases. -

Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) at 141. This attitude
became the majority opinion 35 years later in Muller t'.
Oregon, 208 U.S. 412, 28 S.Ct. 324 (1908). In Muller, the
Cpurt was asked to consider the constitutionality of a
state law that prohibited women from working in a
laundry more than 10 hours a day. Although three years
earlier the Court had struck down a similar statute limit-
ing the hours of bakers, Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45,
25 S.Ct. 539 (1905), the Court voiced different concerns
about limitations on women's hours:

I Hi istory discloses the fact that woman has always been
dependent upon man. He established his control at the out-
set by superior physical strength, and this control in vari-
ous forms, with diminishing intensity, has continued to the
present . . . I n the struggle for subsistence she is not an
equal competitor with her brother. Though limitations upon
personal and contractual rights may be removed by legisla-
tion, there is that in her disposition and habits of life which
will operate against a full assertion of those rights. She will
still be when? some legislation to protect her seems neces-
sary to secure a real equality of right. Doubtless there are
individual exceptions, and there are many respects in which
she has an advantage over him; but looking at it from the
viewpoint of the effort to maintain an independent position
in life, she is not upon an equality. Differentiated by these
matters from the other sex, she is properly placed in a class
by herself, and legislation designed for her protection may
he sustained, even when legislation is not necessary for men
and could not be sustained. . . The two sexes differ in
structure of body, in the functions to be performed by each,
in the amount of physical strength, in the capacity for long-
continued labor particularly when done standing, the influ-
ence of vigorous health upon the future well-being of the
race, the self-reliance which enables one to assert full rights,
and in the capacity to maintain the struggle for subsis-
tence. This difference justifies a difference in legislation and
upholds that which is designed to compensate for some of
the burdens which rest upon her.

Muller v. Oregon. 208 U.S. at 421-23, 28 S.Ct. at 326-27.
Although Muller would serve as the foundation for
much-needed protective legislation, albeit initially only

for women, it would also reinforce the patronizing at-
titude that the courts and legislatuYes have harbored to-
ward women and their role in society.

As a consequence, in 1948 in Goesaert v. CI .-y, 335
U.S. 464, 69 S.Ct. 198 (1948), the Court would uphold
the constitutionality of a Michigan statute that did not
"protect" women but, as in Bradwell, closed another
legal occupation bartending to certain women. In
Gotsacrt, the Court was presented with a challenge to a
Michigan statute which provided that women could not
pour or dispense drinks from behind a bar unless they
were the wives or daughters of male bar owners. Suit
was filed by Mrs. Goesaert and her daughter. The
mother was the owner of a bar; the daughter was an
employee. The plaintiffs argued that the Michigan sta-
tute prohibited them from pursuing their occupations
and made it impossible to run their business' econom-
ically.

The Court began its analysis with the assumption that
Michigan could constitutionally deny to all women the
opportunity to tend bar. The question, as the Court saw
it, was whether Michigan could "play favorites among
women." Using the minimum level of scrutiny, the
Court discovered a conceivably reasonable basis for
permitting some women to work behind bars and pro-
hibiting others from doing the same:

Since bartending by women may . . . give nse to moral and
social problems against which it may devise preventive
measures, the legislature need not go to the full length of
prohibition if it believes that as to a defined group of females
other factors are operating which either eliminate or reduce
the moral and social problems otherwise calling for prohibi-'
tion. Michigan evidently believes that the oversight assured
through ownership of a bar by a barmaid's husband or
father minimized hazards that may confront a barmaid
without such protecting oversight.

Coesaert z'. Cleary, 335 U.S. at 466, 69 S.Ci. at 200.

And, although the Court was labeling racial classifica-
tions "constitutionally suspect," Bolling v. Sharpe, 347
U.S. 497, 499, 74 S.Ct. 693, 694 (1954); subject to the
"most rigid scrutiny," Korematsu v. United States, 323
U.S. 214, 216, 65 S.Ct.. 193, 194 (1944); and "in most
circumstances irrelevant" to any legitimate legislative
purpose, Hirabayashi v..I.Inited States, 320 U.S. 81, 100, 63
S.Ct. 1375, 1385 (1943); it continued to apply the
minimum scrutiny test to sex-based classifications, re-
garding women "as the center of home and family life,"
Hoyt v. Florida, 368 U.S. 57, 62, 82 S.Ct. 159, 162 (1961),
who should be relieved from the civic duties performed
by men.

But this trend has changed. In 1971 the Supreme
Court, in Reed v. Reed, 464 U.S. 71, 92 S.Ct. 251 (1971),
invalidated a mandatory provision of the Idaho Probate
Code that preferred men to women in the administration
of a decedent's estate. Although the Court found that
the statute's objective was not without some legitimacy,
it concluded that that objective was not being advanced
in a manner consistent with the Equal Protection Clause.
"To give a mandatory preference to members of either
sex over members of the other, merely to accoMplish the
elimination of hearings on the merits, is to make the very
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kind ot arbitrary legislative choice forbidden by the
kqual Protection Clause.. . Reed r. Recd. 4(11 U.S. at
7h. cif S.Ct. at 254. Reed was the first time that the Court
invalidated a statute establishing a sex-based classifica-
tion. More importantly. it presented a departure from
the traditional minimum scrutiny test uniformly used in
sex discrimination cases. The Court had invalidated the
statute, despite the existence 01 a Lonceivable rational
basis (administrative convenience), and was beginning
to examine more closely the problems ot sexism.

Me new awareness of sexism is further evident in
I mitt 'rep RI( 411 U.S. 677, 93 S.Ct. 1764 (1973).
In this case, tour members of the Court joined in a plur-
ality opinion to declare sex to be a suspect classification.
Applying the strict strutihv test, they invalidated mili-
tary benefits scheme that. for purposes of medical

-housing benefits. presumed all wives of servicemen to
be dependent on their husbands but that requiredlins-
bands of servicewomen to prove actual dependency be-
ton, they could receive benefits under the program.

In departing from thu traditional weak scrutiny test,
tlie plurality (comprising Justices Brennan. Douglas,
White, and Marshall) recounted the historical status of
women:

Fhere.yan he no doubt that our Nation has had a long and
unfortunate history of sex discrimination. 'Traditionally,
such di vrimination was rationalized by an attitude of
-romantic paternalism'' which, in practical effect, put
women not on a pedestal, but in a cage.

As'a result of notions such as these, our statute hooks
gradually became laden with gross, stereotypical distinc-
tions between the sexes and, indeed, throughout much of
the loth century the position of women in our society was,
in many respects, comparable to that of blacks under the
pre-Civil War slay codes.

pit can hardly be doubted that, in part because of the high
visibility of the sex characteristic, women still face pervasive,
although at times more subtle, discrimination in our educa-
tional institutions, .on the job market and, perhaps most
conspicuously, in the political arena.

Moreover, since sex, like race and national origin, is an
immut:;ble characteristic determined solely by the accident
of birth, the imposition of special disabilities upon the mem-
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tiers of a particular sex because ot their sex would seem to
violate "the basic concept .of our system that legal burdens
should bear some relationship to individual responsibility."
And what differentiates sex from such nonsuspeet statuses
as intelligence or physii.-al disabilitvindfligns it with the
recognized suspect criteria, is that the sex chactenstic fro-.
fluently bears no relation to ability to perform or contribute
to society. As a result, statutory distinctions between the
sexes often have the effect of invidiously relegating the en-._
tire class of females to,inferior legal status without regard to
the actual capabilities'apabilities of its individual members.

Frontier() v. Richardson,-'411 U.S. at 685-7, 92 S.Ct. at
1769-70 (citations and footnotes omitted). This ap-
proach was not accepted by the full Court, however.
JustiCes Powell, Burger, and Blackmun, although con-
curring in the result, did so on the basis of Reed without'
the necessity of declaring sex to be'a suspect classifica-
tion. Justice Stewart merely concurred in the result, and
Justic Rehnqufst dissentpd.

Although a majority of the members of the Court still
have not concurred in the judgment that sex-based dis-
tinctions are inherently suspect, they have taken a more
activist approach when scrutinizing these classifications,
abandoning overbroad and archaic generalizations that
denigrate the value of women's earnings, Weittherxer
lVtecitic/i/, 42(1 U.S. 636, 95 S.Ct. 1225 11975); rejecting
stereotypical notions about the proper destiny of
women, Stmitott P. Stanton, 421 U.S. 7, e)5 S.Ct. 1373
(1975); and striking down gender-based classifications,
which are inaccurate.. proxies for other, more germane
bases of classification. Crary v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190, 97
S.Ct. 451 (1976). Today, to withstand constitutional chal-
lenge, classifications by gender must serve important
(not merely legitimate) governmental objectives and
must be substantially (not just reasonably) related to
achievement of those objectives. Cf. Crag- Boren, 429
U.S. 190, 97 S.Ct. at 457. Because-in most instances there
is a weak congruence between gender and the trait that
gender purports to represent, legislatures must either
realign their laws in a gender-neutral fashion or be pre-
pared to demonstrate that the sex-centered generaliza-
tion acttially comports to fact. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S.
190, 97 S.Ct. at 458.



TITLE IX: THE STATUTE

A. The Enactment Process

Although the problem of -discrimination in education
against both teachers and students had been recognized
and challenged for decadts, it was not until the 1960s
that serious congressional attention was focused on
legislative efforts to eradicate the existing inequities. Al-
though concern initially centered on the problem of rac-
ism in education, lawmakers.began to become aware of
the special and unique problems that women have faced
in the educational process in the Unittd States. Many'
women were denied the opportunity to develop their
potential, and other women fortunate enough to have
the benefits of higher education were denied the oppor-
tunity to use their educational skills. Although the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment pro-
vided sonic protection against arbitrary policies and
practices, the courts had been notoriously unsympathe-
tic to the plight of women.

Indeed, it was not until 1971, in Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S.
71, 92 S.Ct. 251 (1971), that the Supreme Court, for the

'first time, found a sex-based classification to he uncon-.
stitutional. Before that time, the Court had justified clas-
sifications based on sex by relying on a woman's unique
physical characteristics: her maternal functions, her in-
ability to protect herself in the market place, and when
all else tailed, divine guidance. Set* SCA DiSCrirninatiOn: A

thnlitir Appriuelt, mpra at 17 et :;141.
Thus, it became increasingly evident to educators and

legislators that, just as legislation was necessary to sup-
plement and strengthen the guarantees of the Four-
teenth Amendment in the area of race, new legislation
was necessary to suppleMent and strengthen in the area
of sex discrimination the protection already in exist-
ence.'

As a consequence, hearings were held in 1970 to con-
sider amending Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42
U.S.C. § 2000d) t6 include a prohibition of sex-discrimi-
natibn. After lengthy congressional debate, however,
Congress became convinced that independent legisla-
tion was necessary to provide full relief in the educa-
tional sector. Thus, in 1972 Congress enacted Title IX of
the Education Amendment of 1972 (Title 20 U.S.C. §
1681). Concurrently, Congress'amended the Equal Pay
Act to 'remove the exemption for educational institu-
tions and subsequently extended the definition of ern-
plower under Title VII to include a state or its political
subdivisions with respect to its employees in educational
institutions. Legislation then existed that prohibited sex
discrimination throughout the educational process, in-

'In response to this new awareness, Congress enacted new
legislation aimed, in part, at protecting at least some women. In
1963 Congress enacted the Equal Pay Act as an amendment to
the Fair Labor Standards Act (29 U.S.C. § 206(d)), and in 1964:
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 § 200Qeetseq.)
made sex discrimination in employment an illegal Practice.
However, both s,tatutes exempted public education institutions
from their coverage.

cluding overlapping remedies in some areas (i.e., em-
ploymen t).

As enacted, Title IX provides, in essence, that no per-
son shall he discriminated against on the basis of kex in
any education program receiving federal finawial `asist-
ance, 'except (I) it certain institutions in which substan-
tially all the students are of the same sex (including
United States military schools and, tht merchant
marine); (2) in institutions changing from one sex to
coeducational enrollments, in which case such institu-
tions are exempt from the provisions. this. title for
seven years if-operating under a plan approved by the
CoMmissioner of Education; and (3) eddcation institu-
tions controlled by. religious, organizations where com-
pliance would not be consistent with religious tenets.
Although more -restrictive to some degree in its scope
than Title VI (which prohibits discrimination on the basis
of race, color or national originin any program receiving
federal financial assistance, with no exception), Title IX
does not contain the exception found-in Title VI that
limits the coverage of employment practices to only
those instances where the objective of the federal finan-
cial assistance is to provide employment. (But see THE
IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS, Section-By-Section
Analysis, Subpart E, Employment, for a- discussion of
Romeo Community School:: P. United States Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 438 F. Supp. 1021 (E. D.
Mich. 1977), writ. 19 FEP Cases 1720 (6th
Cdr 1979) and related cases, infra at 81 et sett).

B. The Amendment Process

Title IX has been amended twice since its enactment and
has been the subject of special legislation once. These
amendments have reflected the concern that Title IX as
enacted might not coincide with congressional intent.

During the summer of 1974 bills to amend Title IX
were introduced in the House and Senate. The proposed
Senate amendment provided that Title IX's prohibition
against sex. discrimination would not apply to any inter-

2The existence of these overlapping remedies has generated
much confusion, wit:. little guidance to those institutions man-
dated to comply with the requirements of various acts. Practices
that may be constitutional or permissible under one statute may
still violate other acts. In addition, an individual who feels that
her or his rights have been infringed may pursue each remedy
indeperidently even if the result is conflicting rulings on the
various claims. In International Union of Electrical Workers v, Rob-
bins & Myers, 429 U.S. 229, 97 S.Ct. 441 (1976), the Supreme
Court held that the remedies created by the various civil rights
acts are independent of other preexisting remedies available to
an aggrieved individu4 and:that these remedies can be pur-
sued concurrently. As a result, administrators faced with over-
seeing the compliance efforts within their institutions must in-
sure that their policies not only meet the mandates of one
enactment, but comply with the mandates of all.
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collegiate athletic activity to the extent that such activity
actually does or May produce revenue or donations to
the institution necessary to support such activity. In ad-
dition, the bill would have required the Secretary to pub-
lish proposed regulation, to implement Title IX within
30 days after the enactment of the amendment. The Sen-
ate bill was not enacted, however. A compromise bill,
effective August 21, 1974, requited the Secretary to

prepare and publish, not later than 30 days after the date of
enactment of this Act, pioposed regulations implementing
the provisions of Title IX,of the Education Amendments of
1972 relating to the prohibition of sex discrimination in fix:I-
erally assisted education programs which shall include with
respect to intercollegiate athletic activities reasonable provi-
sions considering the nature of particular sports.

Pub. L. 93-380, Title VII, § 844, 88 Stat. 612 (Aug. 21,
1974). gy the time the law became effective, the Secre-
tary had already published proposed regulations im-
plementing Title IX in the Federal Register. 39 Fed. Reg.
22228 (June 20, 1974).

Later in 1974 Congress began the process of amending
Title IX to exempt specific practices from the scope of the

20

law. Pub. L. 93-568, 88 Stat. 1862, codified at Title 20
U.S.C. § 1681 (a)(6), (approved December 31, 1974, effec-
tive on, and retroactive to, July i, 1972), exempted from
Title IX's mandate of nondiscrimination the membership
practices (1) of certain social fraternities and sororities,
exempt from taxation, that consist primarily of students
imattendance at an institution of higher education; and
(2) YMCA, YWCA, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire
Girls, and certain voluntary youth service organizations.

Then, as part Of the Education Aine'ndments of 1976,
Pub. 94-482, Title IV, § 412(a), 90 Stat. 2234 (ap-
proved. and effective .0ctober:12, 1976), Congress in-
creased the list of exemptions. The following are now
exempt from the applicability of Title IX:

1. any program Or activity relating to Bogs State, Boys
Nation, Girls State, or Girls Nation;

2. fatherson, motherdaughter activities to a certain
degree; and

3. financial assistance awarded by an institution of
higher education to an individual because of personal
appearance, poise, or talent where eligibility is limited to
individualsOf one sex only.
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C. Section-By-Section Analysis

20 U.S.C. § 1681, As amended

SexProhibition against discriminatiA; exceptions

(a) No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex,
be excluded from participation in, be,dsnied the benefits of, or
be subjected discrimination under any education program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance, except that:

( I) Classes of educational institutions subject to prohibition

In regard to admissions to educational institutions, this
section shall apply only to institutions of vocational educa-
tion, professional education, and graduate higher education,
and to public institutions of undergraduate higher education;
(2) Educationl institutions commencing planned change in

admi4sions

In regard to admissions to educational institutions, this
section shall not apple (A) for one year from June 23, 1972,
no for six years after June 23, 1972, in the case of an educa-
tional institution whichehas begun the process of changing
from being an institution which admits only students of one
sex. to being an institution which admits students of both
sexes, but only if it is carrying out a plan for such a change
which is approved by the Commissioner of Education or (B)
for seven years from the date an educational institution ,be-
gins the process of changing from being an institution which
admits only students of only one sex to being an institution
which admits students'of both sexes, but only if it is carrying,
out a plan for such a change which is approved by the Com-
missioner of Education, whichever is the.later;
(3) Educational institutions7of religious organizations with

coptrary religious tenets,.

,This section shall not apply to an educational institution
conirolli.d by a religious organization if the applica-

tion of this subsection would not be consistent with the reli-
gious tenets of such organization;
(-0 Educational institutions training individuals for military

services or merchant marine
'rills section shall not apply to an educational institution

whose primary purpose is the training of individuals for the
military services of the United States, or the merchant
marine; ,,

(5) Public educational institutions with traditions' and con-
tinuing .admissions policy

In regard to admissions this section shall not apply to
any public institution of undergraduate higher education
which is an institution that traditionally and continually from
its establishment has had a policy of admitting only students
of one sex;
te0 Social fraternities or sororities: voluntary youth service

organizations
This section shall not apply to membership practices
(A) of a social fraternity or social sorority which is

exempt from taxation under Section 501(a) of Title 26, the
active membership of which consists primarily of students
in attendance at an institution of higher education, or

(B) of the Young Men's Christian Association, Young
Women's Christian Association, Girl. Scouts, Boy Scouts,
Camp Fire Girls, and voluntary youth service organiza-
tions, which are so exempt, the membership of which has

traditionally been limited to persons of one sex and princi-
pally to persons of less than nineteen years of ago;

(7) American Legion activities
This section shall not apply to
(A) any program or activity of the American Legion

undertaken in connection with the organization or opera-
tion of any Boys State Conference, Boys I:15tion conference,
Girls State conference, or Girls Nation conference; or

(B) any program or activity of any secondary school or
educational institutions specifically for

(i) the promotion of any Boys State conference, Boys
Nation conference, Girls State conference, or Girls Na-
tion conference; or

(ii) the selection of students to attend any such confer-
ence;

(8) Father-son or mother-daughter activities at educational
institutions

This section shall not preclude father-son or mother-
daughter activities at an educational institution, but if such
activities are provided for students of one sex, opportunities
for reasonably comparable activities shall be provided for
students of the other sex; and
(9) Institution of higher educatioh scholarship awards in

"beauty" pageants
This section shall not apply With respect to any schol-

arship or other financial assistance awarded by an instit:Icion
of higher education to any individual because such individual
has received such award in any pageant in which the attain,
ment of such award is laaed upon a combination of factors
related to the personal appearance, poise, and talent of such
individual and in which participation is limited to individuals
of one sex only, so long as such pageant compliance with
other nondiscrimination provisions of Federal law.
i,b) Preferential or disparate treatment because of imbalance

in participation or receipt of Federal benefits; statistical evi-
dence of imbalance

Nothing contained in subsection (a) of this section shall
interpreted to require any educational institution to grant

preferential or disparate treatment to the members of one sex
on account of an imbalance which may exist with respect to the
total number or percentage of persons of that sex participating
in or receiving the benefits of any federally supported program
or activity, in comparison with the total number or percentage
of persons of that sex in any community, State, section, or other
area: Provided, That this subsection shall not be construed to
prevent the consideration in any hearing or prticeeding under
this chapter of statistical evidence tending to show that such an
imbalance exists with respect to the participation in, or receipt
of the benefits of, any such program or activity by the members
of one sex.

(c) Educational institution defined
For Purposes of this chapter an educational institution

means any public or private preschool, elementary, or second-
ary school, or any institution of vocational, professional, or
higher education, except that in the cases of an ,educational
institution composed of more than one school, college, or de-
partment which are administratively separate units, such term
means each scho431, college, or department.
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DISCUSSION

Section 1681(a), the general prohibitory section of Title
IX, exhibits its kinship to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 (42 U.S.C. C 2000d). Originally proposed as an
amendment to _Title VI, section 1681(a) as enacted is
somewhat more limited in its scope; applying only to
educational programs or activities and containing
numerous exceptions to its coverage. Nevertheless, the
exceptions to the. act must be narrowly construed be-
cause Title IX, like Title VI', represents Congress's con-
cern that it had the constitutional duty to act against
private dicrimination in educational programs receiving
federal financial assistance.

INlot only is the government prohibited from authoring
state sponsored discrimination, it is also prohibited from
acquiescence in the discriminatory practices of public or pri-
vate entities which participate in the Federal program.. . . It
is . axiomatic that a state may not induce, encourage or
promote rhyme persons to accomplish what it is constitu-
tionally torbidden to accomplish.

In extending financial assistance, Congress unquestiona-
bly has plenary authority to impose such reasonable condi-
tions on the use of granted funds or other assistance as it
deems in the public interest.

Bob lone: Llizipersity z,. Johnson, 396 F.:Stipp. 597, 60R, 606
( D. S .(1'. 1974), aff'd sub nom. Bob Jones LIMPersi tit P.

Roudbti4t. 529 F.20 514 .(4th Cir. 1975). The enactment of
Title IX, as well as of Title VI, exemplifies the use of that
authtuitY. -

Analytically, the statute can be viewed as requiting
the convergence of six conditions before its mandate of
nondiscrimination becomes opera tive;,(1) A person, (2)
in the Unittti States, (3) must be excluded from partici-
pation in, denied the benefits ot, or subjected to dis::
crimination, (4) on the basis of sex, (5) under an educa-
tion program. or activity, (6) receiNing federal financial
assistance. If any one of the conditions is absent, Title
IX is inapplicable.

The first two conditions are rather self-explanatory.
Persons (not just citizens) in the United States have been-
granted rights by the act. This right is not merely a right
of nondiscrimination, however. The act promises that
individuals shall not be excluded from participation in,
denied the benefits of, or discriminated against because
of sex. Although these three phrases may seem func-
tionally equivalent, they are not. In Lau ti. Nichols, 414

5h3, 94 S.Ct. 786 (1974), the Supreme Court was
required to interpret similar lang,trap,e appearing in Title
VI. The plaintitfs in Lau, non-English-speaking students
of Chinese's ancestry, alleged that the failure to. provide
special instruction in English taught by bilingual
teachers denied to them an equal educational opportu-
nity. In analyzing the facts of the case, the Court recog-
nized that the students had been provided the same
facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum as
English-speaking students. Nevertheless, the Court
concluded that the school system had violated Title VI
by effectively denying the non-English-speaking stu-
dents meaningful opportunity to participate in the
educational program.- Lau ,Michels. 414 U.S. at -7;11S, '14
S.Ct. at 789.

Similarly, what is mandated by Title IX is not merelly
an illusion of equality, but equality without hindrance
because of an individuals sex.
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Although Title IX is limite.", to educational programs or
activities, it is not limited in its scope to schools. Any
recipient of federal financial assistance that operates an
_education program or activity is subject to the act. An
example of this scope is apparent from examining Piascik
z'. Cleveland Museum of Art, 426 F. Su pp. 779 (N.D. Ohin
1976). In Piasciki female applicant for the position of
museum security guard alleged that she had been de-
nied employment because of her sex in violation of Title
IX. The initial question to be answered by the court was
whether the museum was covered by the nondiscrimi-
nation mandate of the act. Finding, that the museum
received federal financial assistance for an educational
program tha, it operates in conjunction with a local
school system, and that the museum curators perform
teaching functions for students enrolled at a local uni-
versity, the court determined that, indeed, the museum
was covered by Title IX.

The receipt of federal financial assistance by an educa-
tion program or acti:ity need not be direct for the protec-
tions of the act to become operative. The literal language
of the act requires only federal assistance, not payment,
to an educational program or activity. Despite the fact
that no fedeiral monies went to the program challynged
by Ms. Piascik the emplovrnent of guardsTitle 1X
coverage was found to exist. This conclu'sion is consis-
tent With holdings interpreting Title VI. Bob )ones Univer-
sift/ v. Johnson, 396 F. Supp. 597 (D.S.C. 1974), at..q sub
nom. Bob /ones University Roudebush, 529 F.2d 514 (4th
Cir. 1975) (admission criteria of university :subject to
scrutiny under Title VI because of receipt by students of
veterans' educational benefits, because the payment to
veterans defrayed the costs of the offered education pro-
gram, thereby releasing institutional funds for use
elsewhere); see also. Szeann Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Boarii of 1:1/itcatio'n. 402 U.S. 1, IS, S.Ct. 12o7, 1277
( N71); Lau .Vehcls. 414 U.S. 563,\94 S,Ct. 786 (1974);
United States z leiter:on Counni Bo.Hf i'ducation, 372
F.2d 83h (5th t. lr. 1%61, at f'd rn bat;._; 3.80 F.2d 385 (5th Cir.
1%7) cert. dent, d sub nom. United S!atcs p. Caddo Parish
Board of Education, 389 U.S. 840, 88 S,Ct. 67 (1967); Bossier
Parish School Board z,. Lemon, 370 F.2d 847 (5th Cir. 1967).
However, see discussion intr.,/ at 81 et concerning
Ranrco l onormarty ~;stools z'. United .states Department of
Health, Education, and We/tart', 438 F. Stipp. 1021 (E.D.
Mich. 1977), arra I' 2d Ito FIT Cases 1720 (hth
Cir. 197(41 and related cases. What becomes apparent is
that, as is the case with Title VI, the scope of the act's
coverage may not be self-evident, but may require close
scrutiny ot an educational system's overall .Structure.

Subsection 1681(a)(1) contains the first ot the excep-
tions to the general prohibition against sex discrimina-
tion. It exempts. from the act the admis::tort policies of all
educational institutions, exceW institutions of vocational
education, professional education, and graduate higher
education, and public institutions of undergraduate
higher education. The two major kinds of educational
institutions that benefit from this exemption are private
institutions of undergraduate higher 1 cation and alleducation
institutions ot elementary and secondary education. But
exemptions from Title IX's coverage does not necessarily
mean that these institutions can exclude members of one
sex from their programs of study with impunity.

In Berkelman San Francisco Unified .School Drstnct, 501
F.2d 126.4 (9th Cir. 1974), female students who sought
entry to one of the school district compr.Aiensive,
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allege preparatory 11)I schools challenged as uncon-
titutional the application of higher admission require-
lents for girls (3.25 grade-point average) than for boys
3.0 grade-point average). The school district asserted
Lit the policy as designed to produce_an equal distri-
,ution nt ho',, and girls at the school. Although the
ourt noted that section Ih8I did ,110t tell d k) the ad-
mission practices of public..sec(indarV school's t§
681(a)(1) ), it concluded that this omission "indicates
iothing more than that Congress did not know the
limner, extent. or rationale or separate education below,.
he college level, and could tb,t anticipate the ettect of
he prohibition upon such single-sex schools." Rcrkicitian

s,tu 1 lucid) .4thoo! PNIntt, 501 F.2d at 1269.
'he court'' then held that the use of higher admission
tandards for female than for male applicants violates
he hquol Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
nem. A inular result was reached in Bray v. 14.e, 337 F.
,upp. Nta,.., 197-2), in which the court concluded
hat the use ot separate and ditterent standards for ad-
mission of :Ind girls to the sex-segregated Boston
.ohnschools ,onsntuted o violation of the Constitution.

A similar scenario was followed as to public institu-
ions of undergraduate higher edik ation before the
nactment of Title IX.

In. R: /Lanz. r' McNair. Sit, F. Stipp. 134 (D.S.C. 1970),
i male plaintiff sought to enjoin the enforcement of a
:tote stotute% thot limited the regular admissions to
emoles in one ot the state's eight colleges and univer-
:ales. It was stipulated by the parties that "a 't.,ingle-sex
nstitution can advance the quality and effectiveness of
is instruction by concentrating upon areas Of primary
merest to only one sex.- IVilliams v. McNair, 316 F.

7;upp. at 137. There was no suggestion that there was
inV connected with the female school
Winthrop College) that would make it more advanta-
:woos educationally than 'any number of other state-
,upported institutions. Under those circumstances the
:ourt concluded that the limitation was constitutional.

appeal, this case was othrmed without opinion by
the Supreme C ourt. 1 \71/:,;ins 101 U.S. 951, (-11

L17() (1971).
In contrast. in Kir..;teH: Rector and Visitors of University
l'ovuta. 3(N F. Si)p. )84 (D. Va. 1970), (three-judge

:ourt), the federal court in Virginia concluded that the.
refusal ot the aniversity to admit women to the all-male
college ot Charlottesville was a denial ttf equal protec-.
hon. Avoiding the question of whether "separate but
equal" was a valid principle in cases of sex-segregation,
the court base(.I its decision 00 the aura of ''prestige'' and
the uniqueness of the courses ot instruction available at
Charlottesville:

Illt seems clear to us that the Commonwealth of Virginia
may not now deny to women, on the basis ot sex, educa-
tional opportunities at the Charlottesville campus that are
lot afforded in other institutions operated by the state.

'\ir,tem R(Vtor arid Viitors et lhurr,gtu ei Virxiina.
F. tiupp. at 187.

But the constitutional question is not vet resolved. The
Supreme Court, by a 4-to-4 vote, iftirmed, vithout
opinion. Vorchhcono Drqnet of Philadelphia. 532
F.2d 880 (3rd Cir 19761, att'd trithout opinion by an equally
1t;;:ded Court ,429 U.S. $93, 97 S.Ct. 1671 (1977). Vorch-
lielmer involved a challenge to the Philadelphia School
System's practice ot providing two superior academic
high schools that are segregated by sex: Central High for

boys and Girl's I ligh for girls, Central, the second oldest
high school in the n,ition, was alleged to be unique be-
cause of its national reputation., rich-ellitivmentind
superior scientific facilities. Girl's ilighiltFiugh also a
superior school,. was alleged not to Shari' ateSe qualities.
Susan Vorchheimer, desirous of obtainiq the best edu-
cation available, sought admission to Central and was
denied admission solely because of her se She chore to
challenge this practice as unconstitutional. There was no
Title IX violation alleged because the admission practices
of public high schools are exempt from Title IX's cover-
age. At the trial level, the federal court concluded that to
deny gifted females admission to Central violated their
constitutional rights: On appeal,, howeverr the decision
was reversed, with the court of appeals holding that
because sortie educiltors recognized validity in a sex-
segregated education, md because the facilities were
comparable (although not equal), there was no violation
of the Constitution.

An 'additional argument, raised by the kchnol system
for the first time on appeal, relates to the meaning of the
Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974, 20 U.S.C.
§§ 1701-1758. During 1974,Congress had enacted legis-
lation that provides, in part, that the maintenance of
dual school, systems in which students arc assigned to
school solt;ly on the basis of sex denies to those students
the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Four-
te,:mth A mendrnt,nt. Susan Vorchheimer argued that
Congress, be enacting this legislation, intended to pro-
hibit sex-segregated schools at the high school level.
This argument, however, was rejected be the court of
appeals.

In the Supreme Court, the justices split 4 h)-1"(Justice
Rehnquist did not participate in the decision). Such a
split results in the lower decision being affirmed. No
opinion was issued be the Court. The Supreme Court
thus left unresolved nct only the meaning of the Educa-
tional Opportunities Act of 1974, but also the question of
whether the concept of separate but equal has validity in
a sex-segregated public education.

However, in U.S. v. Hinds Coznity School Board, 5604'.
2d 619 (5th Cir., 1977), the court did discuss the Educa-
tional Opportunity Act of 1974 (20 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq.).
In Hinds, 1 of 30 school desegregation cases arising out of
the Southern District of Mississippi, a sex-segregated
student Assignment plan had been .approved by the
court of appeals as an interim emergency measure to
stabilize education within a desegregating school 'dis-
trict. Subsequently, Congress adopted the Equal Educa-
tional Opportunity Act, declaring it to he the police of
the United States that all children in public schools are
entitled to equal educational opportunity without regard
to sex. As a consequence, the court was asked to review
its earlier ruling in light of this new legislatiim. Of Title
21) U.S.C. § 1701 of seq., the court said that the statute
incorporate s the judgment that a sex-segregated school
system is a dual rather than unitary system and results

.in similar it not eiFaivalent injury to school children as
would occur it a racially segregated school system were
imposed. But the court held that Congress did more
than just make a declaration: It expressly prohibited'anY
sex-segregated, student-assigriment plan. As a conse-
quence, the court struck down the establishment of a
sex - segregated system..

As a result of thee constitutional precedents subsec-
tion 1681(a)(1) may effectively'- exempt only private in-
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stitutions of undergraduate higher education that are
not subject to the mandates of the Constitution.

Subsection 1681(a)(2) grants a one-year grace period to
ail educational institutions in regard to adMissions.
Thus. even the schools*covered by subsection 1681(a)(I)
were given until June 23, 1973, to modify and adjust
their admission standards. Furthermore, educational in-
stitutions that, on June 23, 1972, were changing from
being single sex to being coeducational in furtherance of
a transition plan approved .by the United States Com-
missioner of Education were given an additional six
Years (until June'23, 1979) in Which to complete this tran-
sition. If a single-sex school (not otherwise exempt) fails
to develop a transition plan that is approved by the
Commissioner of Education, then its admissions process
must he free of sex bias as of June 23, 1973. Of course, as
is the case with subsection 1681(a)(1), once a school be-
gins to admit students of both sexes, 311 students fnust
be treated without discrimination. In addition, the tran-
sitionsition period does not relieve any institution of its obliga-
tion toward its employees.

Subsection 168I(a)(3) exempts from the act's proscrip-
tion education institutions that are controlled by reli-
gious organization to the extent that compliance would
he inconsistent with the religious tenets of such organi-
sations. The exemption is not all inclusive but is limited
to conflicts between Title IX and tenets, not merely cus-
tom, habit, or tradition. In contrast to this is subsection
1681( a)(4), which exempts, for all purposes, educational
institutions whose primary purpose is the training of
individuals for the military service of the United States
or the merchant marine. Not exempt by this subsection
are those institutions which, although offering programs
for the training for military service, do not do so as their
primary purpose.

Subsection 1681(a)(5) extends an absolute exemption
to the admission policies of any public institution of un-
dergraduate higher education which, traditionally and
continually from its establishment, has had a policy of
admitting only students of one sex. Yet because viola-
tions of the Constitution cannot be sanctioned by Title
IX, these institutions potentially face problems similar to
those confronted in Kirstein e. Rector and Visitors of Uni-
uersitv of ViNiPz, 309 F. Supp. 184 (D. Va. 1970) (three-
judge court). If an institution in this group elects to be-
come coeducational, subsection 168I(a)(2) grants that
school at least seven years in which to complete its tran-
sition before its admission policies become subject to
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Title IX, provided that its plan for transition has been
approved by the Ccmmissioner of Education. Needless
to say, instiVitions that have notlimited their admissions
to one sex 'traditionally and continually" from their es-
tablishment will not be entitled to claim this exemption
from Title IX.

Subsection 1681(a)(6) exempts from coverage the
membership practices of certain social fraternities or
sororities, as well as the membership practices of the
YMCA, YWCA, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Camp Fire
Girls, and similar voluntary youth service organizations
whose membership traditionally has been limited to per-
sons of one sex and principally persons of less than 19
years of age.

Subsection 1681(a)(7) exempts, for all purposes, pro:,
grams related to the-American Legion sponsored Boys
State conference, Girls State conference, Boys Nation
conference, and Girls Nation confetence, including the
activities performed by secondary. schOols or educational
institutions in connection with these programs.

Subsection 1681(a)(8) provides that section -1681(a)
shall not preclude the sponsoring of fatherson/
mother daughter activities. If such activities are offered
for students of one sex, however, opportunities for re-
sonably comparable activities must be provided for stu-
dents of the other sex.

Subsection 1681(a)(9) exempts financial aid that is
awarded by an institution of higher education to an in-
dividual as an award in a pageant in which attainment of
the award is based on factors relating to personal ap-
pearance, poise, and talent, and in which participation is
limited to individuals of only one sex. Such pageants,
however, must not restrict eligibility on the basis of race,
color, religion, or national origin.

Section 1681(b) is intended to make clear that Title IX
does not require an educational institution to create,
through artificial means, a distribution pattern through-
out its programs or activities that statistically would be a
microcosm of the community Or state wherein the in-
stitution is located. Statistical evidence becomes rele-
vant, however, in any hearing or proceeding under Title
IX, and. can be used to show that an imbalance in the
receipt of the benefits of a specific program exists.

Section 1681(c) defines an educational institution and
provides further that when an educational institution is
composed of at least two schools, colleges, or depart-
ments that are administratively separate units, each such
unit shall be considered a separate educational 'Institu-
tion.
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2U U.S.C. § 1682

Federal administrative enforcement; report to
Congressional Committees

Each Federal department and agency which is empowered to
extend Federal financial assistance to any education program or
activity, by way of grant, loan, or contract other than a contract
of insurance or guaranty, is authorized and directed to effec-
tuate the provisions of Section 1681 of this title with respect to
such program or activity by issuing rules, regulations, or orders
of general applicability which shall he consistent with achieve-
ment of the objectives of the statute authorizing the financial
assistance in connection with which the action is taken. No
such rule, regulation, or order shall become effective unless and
until approved.by the President. Compliance with any re-
qui:emen t adopted.pursuant to this section may be effected (1)
by the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue assist-
ance under such program or activity to any recipient as to
whom the're has been an express finding on the record, after
opportunity for hearing, of a failure to comply with such re-
quinfment, but such termination or refusal shall be limited to
the particular political entity, or part thereof, or other recipient
as to whom such a finding has been made; and shall be limited
in its efrect to the particular program, or part thereof, in which
such non-compliance has been so tound, or (2) by any other
means authorized by law: Provided, however, That no such action
shall be taken until the department Sr agency concerned has
advised the appropriate person or persons of the failure to
comply with the requirement and has determined that com-
pliance canoe , 'oe secured by voluntary means. In the case of
ant' action terminating, or refusing to giant or continue, assist-
ance because of failure to comply with a requirement imposed
pursuant to this section, the head of the Federal department or
agency shall file with the committees of the House and Senate
having legislative jurisdiction over the program or activity in-
volved a full written rep,ift of the circumstances and the
grounds for such action. No such action shall become effective
until thirty days have elapsed after the filing of such report.

DISCUSSION

Section l6ti2 provides the mechanism for monPoring
compliance and, if necessary, for the eventual termina-
tion of federal assistance. The section comprises essen-
tially two parts. -The first part grants to each federal de-
partment that extends assistance to any education pro-
gram the authority to issue rules and regulations. Al-
though the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare (HEW) has exercised this authority, it is not ..he
only such agency that could do so.' The rules, once pro-
posed, must be approved by the President before becom
ing effective. Additional requirements relating to
rule-making process are discussed in the section, THE

'In a letter to Dr. Harriet B. Forkey, Title IX coordinator for
the New Hampshire Department of Education, Norman J.
Chachkin, of the Office for Civil Rights, stated that, although
the Title IX regulations apply only to HEW, Title IX itself pro-
hibits discrimination on the basis of sex in all federally funded
education programs and'activities.."If discrimination occurs in
an e ducational program or activity that benefits from Federal
assistance from another Federal agency, then that agency
would have junsdiction over the matter" (Letter of August 3,
1977).

IMPLEMENTING REGULATION, The Adoption Pro-
cess, infra at 31 et s,/ .

The second part of the section establishes the proce-
dure for securingsOmpliance with the act. If after a h6ar-
ing the agenCy makes a finding on the retold thEit
recipient has failed to comply with the, requirements of
the act (including the regulations), and has determined
that compliance cannot be secured, through voluntary
means, it may effect compliance with .the act through
terminatin assistance to a recipient. Alternatively, it can
seek compliance "by any other means authorized by
law" that can result in suit being brought by the Attor-
ney General against the recipient to gain compliance
with the act. Before either of,..these provisions can be
invoked, the recipient must hav'e been notified of the
failure to comply and given,an opportunity to remedy
voluntarily the violation of the act.'In addition, no action
to terminate shall become effective until 30 days have
elapsed after a report, detailing the circumstances and
the grounds for the action, is filed with the committees
of the House and the Senate having legislative authority
over the program involved.

Finally, when termination does occur, it cannot be an
across-the-board cutoff. Termination, must be limited to
the particular political entity, or part thereof, in which
noncompliance has been found, and it shall be limited in
its effect to the particular program, or part thereof, in
which such noncompliance exists. This '-'pinpoint" con-
cept is identical to that under Title VI. It is structured in
this manner to rotect innocent beneficiaries while effec-
tuating compliance with the law. To date there has been
only one case to discuss thoroughly the scope of this
termination provision.

In Board of Public lnstniction of Taylor County, Florida t'.

Finch, 414 F.2d 106B (5th Cir. 1969), administrative hear-
it.gs were held to determine whether Taylor. County's
freedom-of-choice plan met the standards of Title VI or
was in noncompliance. After a hearing, the examiner
found that the district's Progress toward desegregation,
as to both students and faculty, was inadequate. As a
result, the examiner ordered that all classes of federal
financial assistance, under any act of Congress adminis-
tered by HEW, be terminated district wide.

On appeal, the court of appeals concluded that the
reviewing authority had exceeded its flower in ordering
this massive cutoff. "Lilt is not pos to .sayon the
basis of segregation of faculty and students that all pro-
grams in the schools in Taylor County are constitution-
ally defective.''Boarif of Public instruction of Taylor County.
Florida v. Finch, '414 F. 2d at 1074. The court further con-
cluded that the actions of HEW were clearly disruptive
of the legislative scheme:

2

The legislative history of 42 U.S.C.A.§' 2000e-1 (t:j b02 of the
Act), indicates a Congressional purpose to avoid a punitive
as opposed to a therapeutic application of the termination
power. The procedural limitations placed on the exercise of
such power were designed to insure that termination would
t'e "pinpointfedl . to the situation where discriminatory
practices prevail.
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lhe purpose of the Title VI cutoff is best effectuated by
separate consideration of the, use or intended use of federal
funds under each grant statute. If the funds provided by the
grant are administered in a discriminatory manner, or if
support a program which is infected by a discriminatory
environment, then termination of such funds is proper. But
there will also be cases trom time to time where a particular
program, within a state, within a county, within a district,
even within a school (in short, within a "political entit,. Or
part thereof"), is effectively insulated from otherwise tm-
lax};ful activities. Congress did not intend that such a pro-
gram suffer for the sins of other.. . . Schools and programs
are not condemned enmasse or in gross, with the good and
the had condemned together, but the termination power
reaches only those programs which would utilize federal
money for unconstitutional ends.

Hoard of Public Instruction of Taylor County, Florida v. finch,
414 F. 2d at 1075-77.

The court was quick to note, however, that dis-
criminatory action in one area of a school program may
affect other aspects of the program.

1W le do not mean to indicate that a program must he consid-
ered in isolation II-omits context. . . Clearly the racial com-
position of a school's student body, or the racial composition
of its faculty may have an effect upon the particular program
in question. . . . In deference to that possibility, the admin-
istrative agency seeking to cut off federal funds must make
findings of fact indicating either that a particular program is
itself administered in a discriminatory manner, or is so at-
fected by discriminatory practices elsewhere in the school
system that it thereby becomes discriminatory.
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Board of Public Instruction of Taylor Count y, Florida r. Finch,
414 F. 2d at 1078.

The concept of "infection" or "taint" has thus become
the standard to be considered when termination is a
possibility. See Bob bes University 7'. 10/111S011, 396 F.
Stipp. 597 (D.S.C. 1974), aft .d. sub nom. Hob Jones Univer-
sal/ v. Roudelm5h, 529 F. 2d 514 (4th Cir. 1975) (upholding
the termination of veterans' educational benefits to eligi-
ble veterans enrolled at Bob Jones University because of
the racially discriminatory admissions policy of the uni-
versity).

It is important to recognize that the enforcement pro-
visions of this section cannot be ignored by the separate
agencies. In the long-standing case of Adams v.
Richardson, 480 F. 2d 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1973), the court of
appeals concluded that because the record supported a
finding that the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare and its Office for Civil Rights had not prop-
erly been enforcing compliance with this section, it was
appropriate to compel the department to perform its
duty under the act. This was especially so as to those
districts in which HEW had made an initial determina-
tion of noncompliance and where voluntary efforts to
reach compliance had not proved successful. As a con-
sequence, HEW was ordered to begin specific and mean-
ingful compliance efforts, including the establishment of
a monitoring system. The continuing nature of that deci-
sion has also resulted in the adoption of timelines and
procedures for the handling of all complaints filed with
the Office for Civil Rights, whether under Title VI or
Title IX.
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20 U.S.C. § 1683

Judidal Review

Am department or agency action taken pursuant to Section
1682 of this title shall be subject to such judicial review as may
otherwise be provided by law for similar action taken by such
department or agency on other grounds. In the case of action,
not otherwise subject to judical review, terminating or refusing
to grant or to continue financial assistance upon a finding of
failure to comply with any requirement imposed pursuant to
Section 1h82 of this title, any person aggrieved (including any
State or political subdivision thereof and any agency of either)
may obtain judicial review of such action in accordance with
Chapter 7 of Title 5, and such action shall not he deemed com-
mitted to unreviewable agency discretion within the meaning of
Section 701 of that tit1(

DISCUSSION

Section 1683 reflects the belief that decisions relating to
grant termination should not be "committed to unre-
view:able agency discretion." This provision, identical to
one found in Title VI, guarantees judicial review of any
final agency action taken with regard to the grant or
termination of funds under Title IX. This review can pro-

ceed in one of two possible ways. If judicial review is
statutorily provided for as to similar agency action (other
contract compliance procedures), then that procedure
will also be available for Title IX reviews. If no such
procedure exists, then review will proceed as provided
for in Chapter 7 of Title 5 of the United States Code.

As a consequence, school districts wishing to chal-
lenge final decisions of the reviewing authority are
guaranteed their day in court. See Board of Public Instruc-
tion of Taylor Cronin, Florida v. Finch, 414 F. 2d 1068 (5th
Cir. 1969); Bob Jones Lin:versify v. Johnson, 396 F. Supp.
597 (D.S.C. 1974), aff'd sub nom. Bob Jones University v.
Roudebush, 529 F. 2d 514 (4th Cir. 1975). In addition,
individuals alleging injury resulting from the decision of
an agency to grant federal financial assistance have had
limited success in having the decision reviewed. See,
Adams v. Richardson, 480 F.2d 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1973); Cf.
Hardy v. Leonard, 377 F. Supp. 831 (D. Calif. 1974) (A
woman claiming that she was denied employment by a
police department because of her sex, in violation of Law
Enforcement Assistance Adminstration (LEAA)
guidelines, has standing to challenge the final determi-
nation of LEAA not to terminate funds to the depart-
ment.)
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20 U.S.C. § 1684

Blindness or visual impairment; prohibition against
discrimination

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of blind-
ness or severely impaired vision, be denied admission in any
course of study by a recipient of Federal financial assistance for
any education program or activity, but nothing herein shall be
construed to require any such institution to provide any special
services to such person because of his blindness or visual im-
pairment.

DISCUSSION

Section 1684 provides that no person in the United
States shall, because of blindness or severely impaired

vision, be denied admission in any course of study of-
fered by a recipient of federal financial assistance for any
education program or activity. Although included as a
part of Title IX when enacted, its scope is outside the
parameters of this work. It should be recognized, how-
ever, that in addition to the guarantees of this section,
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Federal Constitu-
tion provide additional rights to the blind. See Southeast-
ern Community College v. Davis, U.S., 99 S.Ct. 2361
(1979).

In Curmankin v. Costanzo, 411 F. Supp. 982 (E.D. Pa.
1976), aff'd, 556 F. 2d 184 (3rd Cir. 1977), the court con-
cluded that the refusal of the Philadelphia School Dis-
trict to consider blind persons to be the teachers of
sighted students violated the Constitution.

20 U.S.C. § 1685

Authority under other laws unaffected

Nothing in this chapter shall add to or detract from any exist-
ing authority with respect to any program or activity under
which Federal financial assistance is extended by way of a con-
tract of insurance of guaranty.
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DISCUSSION

Section 1685 exempts from Title IX's coverage those pro-
grams that receive federal financial assistance only by
way of a contract of insurance or guaranty. A similar
provision exists under Title VI.
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Pub. L. 93-318, Title IX, Section 906

Section 906 of Title IX amended various sections of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Fair Labor Standards Act
of 1938.

Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. §
2(X 0c, et seq.), was amended to include within the mean-
ing of desegregation the assignment of students to public
schools on the basis of sex. As a consequence, the Attor-
ney General is authorized to bring legal proceedings
against a school board that so discriminates. The Attor-
ney General was also given the authority to intervene in
actions brought by private individuals to eliminate sexu-

ally discriminatory practices that may violate the Four-
teenth Amendment.

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. § 201,
et seq.), was amended to include within its coverage cer-
tain previously exempt employment practices and to in-
clude preschools in the category of institutions covered
by that act.

In a similar measure not a part of Title IX, Congress, in
1972, also amended Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000e, of seq.), so as to include within
that act's protections employees of governments, gov-
ernmental agencies, and political subdivisions of states.

20 U.S.C. § 1686

interpretation with espect to living facilities.

Notwithstanding. anytil,T ,.; to the contrary contained in this
chapter, nothing contained herein shall be construed to prohibit
any educational institution receiving funds under this Act, from
maintaining separate living facilities for the different sexes.

DISCUSSION

Section 1686 represents the congressional concern with
the rights to personal privacy that are involved in any

attempt to regulate living facilities under Title IX. As a
consequence, this section provides that Title IX shall not
he construed so as to require coeducational housing.
This is not to say that coeducation housing is, therefore,
not permitted. Nor is it to say that a recipient can pro-
vide separate facilities that are not comparable. Congress
has merely determined that, in this limited area, recipi-
ents should be free to offer comparable but separate liv-
ing facilities when problems of personal privacy are in-
volved.

3o
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IV. THE IMPLEMENTING REGULATION

A. The Adoption Process

Congress recognized that Title IX was not generically
different from the other civil rights legislation already in
existence. Thus, in most instances, the bare language of
the act would not provide sufficient substantive guid-
ance for the recipients of federal financial assistance who
would face specific programmatic systemic problems.
More specific guidance would be necessary if voluntary
compliance were expected to be successful. Thus, Con-
gress directed each federal department and agency that
is empowered to extend federal financial assistance to
any education program or activity to effectuate section
168I by issuing rules, regulations, or orders of general
applicability %%1 ich shall be consistent with achievement
of the objectives of the statute authorizing the financial
assistance in connection with which the action is taken."
Said rules, regulations, or orders, however, would not
become effective unless and until approved by the Pres-
ident of the United States. Title 20 U.S.C. § 1682. The
breadth of this direction was limited by Congress. The
agencies or departments were restricted in their task to
an effectuation of only the substantive nondiscrimina-
tion mandate comprising section 1681. Other provisions
of Title IX (i.e., sections 1683, 1684, 1685, and 1686) were
not included in this overall statutory directive.

In furtherance of this authority and in compliance
with the requirements of the Administrative Procedure
Act,' the Secretary of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare gave notice on June 20, 1974, of the
department's intention to adopt a regulation to effec-
tuate Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972. The
proposed rules were published in the Federal Register
and the public was given-until October 15, 1974, to sub-
mit to the Director of the Office of Civil Rights written
comments, suggestions, or objections to the regulation.
By the close of the comment period, more than 9,700
suggestions had been received by the department. After
consideration of all relevant matter presented by inter-
ested persons, the proposed regulation was redrafted,

'Title 5 U.S.C. § 533. The Administrative Procedure Act re-
luires that whenever an agency of the United States proposes
o make rules, a general notice of proposed rule-making must
ie published in the Federal Register. This notice must include a
statement of the time, place, and nature of the public rule-
naking proceedings, a reference to the legal authority under
which the rule is proposed, and either the terms or substance of
he proposed rule or a description of the subjects and issues
nvolved. Thereafter, interested persons must be given an op-
)ortunity to participate in the rule-making process through
,ubmission of written data, views, or arguments. After "con-
iideration of the relevant matter preSented," the agency shall
ncorporate in the rules adopted a concise general statement of
heir basis and purposes. Generally, the notice of the proposed
-ule making must occur not less than 30 days before the effec-
ive date of the rules. HEW followed this procedure in adopting
he Title IX regulations. See 39 Federal Register 22228 (1974); 40
:ederal Register 24128 (1975).

adopted by the Secretary of HEW, and approved by the
President on May 27, 1975. On June 4, 1975, the rules
and regulations were published in the Federal Register.

Concurrently with the publication of the rules and
regulations in the Federal Register, the Secretary of
HEW, as required by Title 20 U.S.C. § 1232(d)(1), trans-
mitted the proposed regulation to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and the President of the Sen-
ate. Under this procedure, the regulation becomes effec-
tive not less than 45 days after the transmission "unless
the Congress shall, by concurrent resolution, find that
the standard, rule, regulation, or requirement is incon-
sistent with the act from which it derives its authority,
and disapprove such standard, rule, 'regulation, or re-
quirement." Title 20 U.S.C. § 1232(d)(1).

In the event a specific regulation becomes the subject
of a concurrent resolution of disapproval, the agency
that issued the regulation can issue a modified regula-
tion, provided that upon the subsequent publication in
the Federal Register and transmittal to Congress, the
agency indicates how the modification differs from the
disapproved regulation and how the modification dis-
poses of the congressional findings in the concurrent
resolution of disapproval. Title 20 U.S.C. § 1232(e).

However, the failure of Congress to adopt a concur-
rent resolution with respect to any final regulation "shall
not represent . . . an approval or finding of consistency
with the Act from which it derives its authority . . . nor
shall such failure . . . be construed as evidence of an
approval or finding of consistency necessary to establish
a prima fade case, or an inference or presumption, in
any judicial proceeding." Title 20 USC § 1232(d)(1).

In furtherance of this statutory directive, hearings
were held in Washington, D.C., to review the imple-
menting regulation for Title IX.2 These hearings failed to
result in a concurrent resolution of disapproval, and the
regulation, therefore, went into effect on July 21, 1975.
Congress did, however, subsequently move to amend
Title IX to exempt certain activities that the regulation
made clear were covered by the statute as enacted.

The final regulation was codified as Title 45 of the
Code of Federal Regulations, Subtitle A, Part 86, which
can be found at 40 Federal Register p. 24137 (1975). The
regulation is also in Appendix A to this work.

2These hearings consumed six days during the period be-
tween June 17 and June 26, 1975. In addition, hearings were
held,by the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities of the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives
on July 14, 1975, to consider House Concurrent Resolution 330
(94th Cong., 1st Sess.), which, if passed, would have disap-
proved certain sections of the regulation as inconsistent with
the Act from which they purported to derive their authority.
Following the hearing, House Concurrent Resolution 330 was
reported to the full Committee on Education and Labor with a
recommendation that it not be passed. The resolution did not
pass.
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B. The Authoritativeness of the Regulation

The Administrative Procedure Act allows for two
categories of rules.' There are (1) "interpretative rules,
general statements of policy, or rules of agency organiza-
tion, procedure, or practice" (Title 5, U.S.C. § 553); and
(2) substantive or legislative rules. Interpretative rules
are intended to advise the public of an agency's con-
struction of the statutes that it administers. They are
clarifications or interpretations of existing laws or regula-
tions. Substantive or legislative rules are rules "other
than organizational or procedural . . . issued by an
agency pursuant to statutory authority and which im-
plement the statute." Attorney General's Manual on the
Administrative Procedure Act 30 (1947). They have the
force of law as though they were statutes.

In general, the power of an agency to issue substan-
tive rules having the force of law will depend on
whether there has been a delegation of authority to do
so. This delegation need not be specific, but can be
found to exist in order to further Congress's interest in
creating the agency. Ultimately, it is the courts that must
decide the scope and breadth of a particular agency's
rule-making power.

Significant legal consequences result from the distinc-
tions between the two kinds of rules. Although the Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act requires that both kinds of
rules be published, only legislative rules are subject to
the formal rule-making procedures of the act. (See p. 31,
footnote 1, supra for a discussion of the requirements for
formal rule-making.). More importantly, the legal im-
pact of the rules varies according to whether a court
classifies them as legislative or interpretative.

When construing legislative rules, rule having the
force of law, the responsibility of the courts is limited to
a determination of whether the rules are constitutional,
within the scope of the granted prwier and issued pur-
suant to the proper'procedure: It is not free to substitute
its judgment as to the content of the rule. United States v.
Mersky, 361 U.S. 431, 80 S.Ct. 459 (1960); United Stalest,.
Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 94 S.Ct. 3090 (1974). When constru-
ing interpretative rules, rules not having the force of
law, courts are free to substitute their judgment as to the
content of the rule. But in these instances the rules may
be given great weight approximating the force of law
depending on the special expertise of the issuing
agency, reenactment of the legislation in circumstances
that indicate direct approval of the rule, Contemporane-
ous construction of the rule by informed administrators,
and long-standing rules.

The opinion to which courts look for guidance in
evaluating interpretative regulations is Skidmore v. Swift

Co., 323 U.S. 134, 65 S.Ct. 161 (1944). Skidmore in-
volved the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. Under that
statute, the administrator, although provided for by the
statute, was not given rule-making power by Congress.

3There are essentially three types of agency rules. In addition
to legislative and interpretative, there are rules of procedure.
Although agencies may be statutorily delegated the authority to
issue rules governing their own procedures, agencies also pos-
sess inherent authority to establish procedural regulations.
Schwartz, Administrative Law 153 (1976).
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The administrator did have the power to set forth his
views of the act under some circumstances, These in-
terpretations, which act as a practical guide to employers
and employees, are set forth in an interpretative bulle-
tin. The Supreme Court was required to determine the
weight to be accorded this bulletin.

We consider that the rulings, interpretations and opinions of
the Administrator under this Act, while not controlling
upon the courts by reason of their authority, do constitute a
body of experience and informed judgment to which courts
and litigants may property resort for guidance. The weight
of such a judgment in a particular case will depend upon the
thoroughness evident in its consideration, the validity of its
reasoning, its consistency with the earlier and later pro-
nouncements, and all those factors which give it power to
persuade, if lacking power to control.

Skidmore v. Swift & Co., 323 U.S. at 140.
The Secretary of the Department of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare has the statutory authority under Title
VI to adopt legislative and interpretative rules. Pursuant
to this grant, the Secretary has issued regulations and
guidelines, both of which have been discussed by courts
to some degree.

HEW regulations adopted in compliance with the
Administrative Procedure Act and submitted to the Pres-
ident for approval are legislative and have been held to
have the force and effect of law. Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S.
563, 94 S.Ct. 786 (1974); Lee v. Macon County Board of
Education, 270 F. Supp. 859, 862 (D. Ala. 1967). When
Alabama enacted a statute that purported to declare the
Title VI regulations to be null and void, the federal court
in Alabama declared the state law to be in conflict with
the HEW regulations. Because the regulations had the
force and effect of law, the state law was declared un-
constitutional as having been superseded by the federal
enactment. Alabama NAACP State Conference of Branches

v. Wallace, 269 F. Supp. 346 (D. Ala. 1967); Cf. Thorpe v.
Housing Authority of City of Durham, 393 U.S. 268, 89
S.Ct. 518 (1969); Blackshear Residents Organization v. Hous-
ing Authority of City of Austin, 347 F. Supp. 1138 (D. Tex.

1972).
Yet HEW guidelines, such as those on desegregation,

thawere not adopted pursuant to the rule-making pro-
cedures of the Administrative Procedure Act, are inter-
pretative and have been held to be entitled to "serious
judicial deference" Smith v. Board of Education of Morn 1 ton

School District No. 32, 365 F.2d 770, 780 (8th Cir. 1966),
and "great weight" Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 94 S.Ct.
786 (1974); U.S. v. Jefferson County Board of Education, 372

F.2d 836, 847 (5th Cir. 1966), decree. corrected, 380 F.2d
385, cert. denied, 389 U.S. 840, 88 S.Ct. 77 (1967).
(Guidelines found to be carefully formulated by educa-
tional authorities anxious to be faithful to the objectives
of the act); Raney v. Board of Education of Gould School
District, 381 F.2d 252, 255, (8th Cir. 1967) rev'd on other
grounds 391 U.S. 443, 88 S.Ct. 1697 (1968).

Perhaps the most famous case to shed light on the
weight to be accorded the HEW regulations promul-
gated to effectuate Title VI is Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563,

94 S.Ct. 786 (1974). In Lau suit was filed on behalf of
non-English-speaking Chinese students seeking equal
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educational opportunities without regard to their race or
national origin, as guaranteed by Title VI. In concluding
that the students' rights had been violated by the school
district's failure to provide bilingual education, the
Court scrutinized only the mandates of Title V! and its
implementing regulations and guidelines. The Court
held that the regulations had the force and effect of law
and that the guidelines were entitled to great weight. 414
U.S. at 571. (Stewart, J., concurring). Because the school
district had contractually agreed to comply with Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and all requirements im-
posed by or pursuant to the HEW regulations issued to
ettectuate that Act, it was appropriate and reasonable to
compel compliance with those standards despite the fact

that Title VI standing alone might not have mandated
such a result. 414 U.S. at 569, 570.

Inasmuch as section 1682 (and 20 U.S.C. § 1232) au-
thorizes the Secretary to adopt, with the approval of
both the President and Congress, regulations to achieve
the objectives of Title IX, and the rule-making proce-
dures of the Administrative Procedure Act were fol-
lowed by the Secretary!, it is most likely that the Title IX
regulation is legislative as opposed to interpretative and,
therefore, has the same force and effect of law as the
Title VI regulation. In any event, the regulation should
be accorded ference and great weight by courts look-
ing for guidance in interpreting the requirements of the
act.

C. The Scope of the Title IX Regulation

Of course. the delegation of rule-making power does not
grant the Secretary authority to adopt any regulation
intended to achieve a desirable end. Although the Sec-
retary' can promulgate any regulation reasonably related
to the purposes of the enabling legislation, he cannot
adopt a regulation that exceeds the power granted by
Congress, Ernst Ernst I'. Hochfeldcr, 425 U.S. 185, 96
S.Ct. 1375 (1976); or the Constitution. Cummins v. Parker
Seal Company. MI6 F.2d 544 (6th Cir. 1975), (Celebrezze,
1., dissenting), ludgment affd by an equally divided court,
429 U.S. 65, S.Ct. 342 (1976). As the Supreme Court
stated in Mourn* v. Family Publications Service, 411 U.S.

369 93 S.Ct. 1652, 1660 (1973),

Where' the empowenng provision of a statute states simply
that the agency mat' "make . .. such rules and regulations
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act,"

k, have held that the validity of a regulation promulgated
thereunder will be sustained so long as it is "reasonably
related to the purposes of the enabling, legislation."

Although section 1682 adopts as its standard that any
regulation promulgated to effectuate the act "be consis-
tent with achievement of the objectives of the statute"
(see also Title 20 U.S.C. § 1232(d)(1)), this is.functionally
identical to the Mourning standard. Sc' State of Florida v.
Mathews, 526 F.2d 319 (5th Cir. 1976), in which a finding

of inconsistency is equated to a showing of no reasona-
ble relationship to the purposes of the enabling legisla-
tion.

i he Title IX Regulation exists today with at least a
str 1ng presumption of their consistency with congres-
sional intent. Cf. Grubbs v. But 514 F.2d 1323 (D.C. Cir.
1975). But compare, Title 20 U.S.C. §1232(\d)(1). Persons
attempting to challenge the regulation will shoulder a
difficult burden to prove that they are inconsistent with
the act. Johnson's Professional Nursing Home V. Weinberger,
490 F.2d 841 (5th Cir. 1974). As a consequence, a specifi
regulation should he followed "unless there are compel-
ling indications that it is wrong," Red Lion Broadcasting v.
F.C.C., 395 U.S. 367, 381, 89 S.Ct. 1794, 1802 (1969), and
the application of the regulations "would be inconsistent
with an obvious congressional intent not to reach
the . . . practice in question." Espino:ia v. Farah Manufac-
turing Company, inc., 414 U.S. 86, 94, 94 S.Ct. 334, 339
(1973). But see 20 U.S.C. § 1292(d)(1); Romeo Community
Schools V. United States Department of Health, Education,
and We/fare, 438 F. Supp. 1021 (E. D. Mich. 1977),
Ord ______ F.2d _____ , 19 HP Cases 1720 (6th Cir. 1979);
and other cases discussed in THE IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION, Section-By-Section Analysis, Subpart
E. infra at 81 et seq.

D. Concerning the Reading of Regulations

Ideally, statutes of general applicability should be. writ-
ten to provide evervone with notice as to what is re-
quired for compliance. Diamond Roofing 7'. Occupational
Sajetu Health Review Commission, 528 F.2d 645 (5th Cir.
1976). In the area of civil rights, and particularly in an-
tidiscrimination legislation, however, much has been left
unsaid in the statutes, with regulations intended to be
the' means for establishing the specific requirements of
each law. Title IX is no different in this regard than Title
VI (42 U.S.C. § 2000d), or Title VII (42 U.S.C. § 2000e),
but the regulations will be of little value unless they are

read and understood. Certain principles can be helpful
in performing this function.

Initially, one need not look to the regulations if the
ordinary and commonly understood meaning of the
words in the statute leaves no doubt as to the construc-
tion of the act and does not result,,in a conchision con-
trary to the clear intent of Congress. Thorpe v. Housing
Authority of City of Durham, 393 U.S. 268, 89 S.Ct. 518
(1969); Wlidni, v. United States, 529 F.2d 1000, 1002 (Ct.
Cl. 1976). Similarly, if the plain meaning of a regulation
is contradictory to the mandate of the statute. then the

r-)
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regulation is iri'valid. Mourtunx v. Family Publications Ser-
vice, hic., 411 U.S. 356, 93 S.Ct. 1652 (1973). Of course,
when the statute is unclear, then the regulation must be
examined for guidance. Whelan v. United States, 529 F.2d
1000 (Ct. Cl. 1976). Again, the plain meaning of the
words will be crucial, as will be the relation between the
regulation and the statute it purports to implement.
Cross-reading thereby becomes essential. In furtherance
of this, and in compliance with Title 20 U.S.C. section
I232(a), immediately following each substantive provi-
sion of the Title IX regulations are citations to the par-
ticular section or sections of statutory law on which the
regulation is based.

However, reliance on the apparent plain meaning of
words may not always be determinative. Generally, the
use of shall or may will be helpful in determining
whether the regulation is mandatory or directory in na-
ture, but these words do not necessarily have to be in-
terpreted in this manner. Shall sometimes will be direc-
tory; may can be mandatory. Wilshire Oil Company of
California v. Costello, 348 F.2d 241, 243 (9th Cir. 1965).
'The interpretation of these words depends upon the
background circumstances and context in which they are
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used and the intention of legislative body or administra-
tive agency which used them." United States v. Reeb, 433
F.2d 381 (9th Cir. 1970). See also Diamond Roofing v.
Occupqtiona I Safetv & Health Review Commission, 528 F.2d
645 (5th Cir. 1976), for a discussion as to why, under
Occupational and Safety Health Act regulations, a roof is
not a floor. It must also be remembered that in legislative
rule-making, agencies reason from the particular to the
general; so that the specific evil at which a regulation is
aimed may not always be apparent from the first reading
of the regulation. California v. LaRue, 409 U.S. 109, 115,
93 S.Ct. 390, 395 0972).

If confusion still reigns, it will often be helpful to
examine both previously proposed regulations and
comparable regulations implementing similar legisla-
tion. At this point, it may be necessary to solicit the
assistance of someone trained in legal research to feret
out these guideposts. Certainly, the assistance of qual-
ified counsel will be helpful whenever legal interpreta-
tionstions become necess ty. This guidance will also be es-
sential if it should come necessary to seek an inter-
pretative opinion from ither HEW or the courts.
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. E. Section-By-Section Analysis'

The Title IX regulation of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare is divided into six separate sub-
parts: AIntroduction; BCoverage; C Admissions
and Recruitment; D Education Programs and Ac-
tivities; Ev- Employment; and FProcedures.

Subpdrt A Introduction

Subpart A is the general introductory section that in-
cludes definitions of terms used in the regulation, provi-
sions concerning remedial and affirmative actions, self-
evaluations and assurances of compliance, and provi-
sions concerning the effect of state and local laws and
other requirements.

§ 86.1 Purpose And Effective Date2

The purpose of this part is to effectuate Title IX of the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, as amended by Publ. L. 93-568, 88
Stat. 1855 (except Sections 904 and 906 of those Amendments)

.:,,which is designed to eliminate (with certain exceptions) dis-
crimination on the basis of sex in any education program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance, whether or not
such program or activity is offered or sponsored by an educa-
tional institution as defined in this part. This part is also in-'
tended to effectuate Section 844 of the Education Amendments
of 1974, Publ. L. 93-380, 88 Stat. 484. The effective date of this
part shall be July 21, 1975.

DISCUSSION

This provision sets forth the general purpdse of the
regulationsto effectuate Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 (excluding-the provisions relating
to the blind and the amendments to other independent
acts). Included in the final regulation, but excluded from
them as initially proposed, is the clause that makes it
clear that the education program or activity that receives
federal financial assistance need not be offered or spon-
sored by an educational institution to be covered by the
regulations. This interpretation is consistent !With the
one case that has interpreted the, scope of the act itself to
reach such activity. Piascik v. Cleveland Museum of Art;
426 F. Supp. 779 (N.D. Ohio 1976) (concluding -that the

Museum's hiring practices are subject to scrutiny under
Title IX, although the Museum is not an educational in-
stitution under the language of the Act).

In addition, this section makes it dear that theregula-
tion is intended to 'comply with the rriandatebf Congress
contained in section 844 of the Education Amendments
of 1974, which directed the Secretary to prepare and
publish regulations implementing the Act. See TITLE
IX: THE STATUTE, The Amendment Process, suprn at
19, et seq.

The remaining portions of this section of the regula-
tion relating to the effective date of the regulation and
the specific references to the enaelments being im-
plemented are in the regulation to meet the mandate of
the Administrative Procedure Act. (Se! Discussion under
THE IMPLEMENTING REGULATION, The Adoption
Process; suprn at 31, et seq.).

.'1n the Section-By-Section Analysis, each section begins
with the relevant portion of the regulation reprinted in small
type; it is followed by the DISCUSSION, whith considers is-
sues and case law relevant to the ` section of the regulation
under analysis.

2Section numbers refer to the regulation as published in
1975, codified 'as 45 C.F.R., Part 86. The regulation was repub:
lished in 1980 as 45 C.F.R., Part 106. § 86.1 of the regulation as
cited in this Handbook corresponds to § 106.1 of the republished
regulation.
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§ 86.2 Definitions

As used in this part, the term

(a) "Title IX" means Title IX of the-Education Amendments
of 1972, Pub. L. 92-318, as amended by Section 3 of Pub. L.
?3 -568, 88 Stat. 1855, except §§ 904 and 906 thereof; 20 U.S.C.
§§ 1681, 1682, 1683, 1685, 1686.

(b) "Department" means the Department of Health, Educa-
tion. and Welfare.

(c) "Secretary" means the Secretary of Realth, 'Education
and, Welfare.

(d) "Director" means the Director of the Office for Civil
Rights of the Department.

(e) "Reviewing Authority" means that component of the
Department delegated authority by the Secretary to appoint
and to review the decisions of, administrative law judges in
cases arising under this Part.

(f) "Administrative Law Judge" means a person appointed
by the reviewing authority to preside over a hearing held under
this Part.

(g) "Federal financial assistance". means any of the follow-
ing, when authorized or extended under a law administered by
the Department:

(1) A grant, or loan of Federal fipancial assistance, includ-
ing funds made available for: -

(i) The acquisition, construction, renovation, restora-
tion, or repair of a building or facility or any portion
thereof; and ,..-

(ii) Scholarships, loans, grants,rwages or other funds ex-
tended to any entity for payment to or on behalf of stu-
dents admitted to that entity, or extended directly to such
students for payment to that entity.
(2) A grabt of Federal real or personal property or any

interest therein, including surplus property, and the pro-
ceeds of the sale or transfer of such property, if the Federal
share of the fair market value of the property is not, upon
such sale or transfer, properly accounted for to the Federal
Government.

(3) Provision of the services of Federal personnel.

(4) Sale or lease of Federal property or any interest therein
at nominal consideration, or at consideration reduced for the
purpose of assisting the recipient or in recognition of public
interest to be served thereby, or permission to use Federal
property or any interest therein, without consideration.

(5) Any other contract, agreement, or arrangement which
has as one of its purposes the provision of assistance to any
education program or activity, except a contract of insurance
or guaranty.
(h) "Recipient" means any State or political subdivision

thereof, or any instrumentality of a State or political subdivision
thereof, any public, or private agency, institution, or organiza-
tion, or other entity, or any person, to whom Federal financial
assistance is extended directly or through another recipient and
which operates an education program or activity which receives
or benefits from such assistance, including any subunit, succes-
sor, assignee, or transferee thereof.

(i) "Applicant" means one who submits an application, re-
quest, or plan required to be approved by a Department official,
or by a recipient, as a condition to becoming a recipient.

(j) "Educational institution" mean a local educational
agency (L.E.A.) as defined by Section 801(f) of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 U,S.C. § 881), a pre-
school, a private elementary or secondary school, or an appli-
cant 6r recipient of the type defined by paragraph (k), (I), (m),
or (n) of this section.
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(k) "Institution of graduate higher education" means an in-
stitution which:

(1) Offers academic study beyond the bachelor of arts or
bachelor of science degree, whether or not leading to a certifi-
cate of any higher degree in the liberal arts and sciences; or

(2) Awards any degree in a professional field beyond the
first professional degree (regardless of whether the first pro-
fessional degree in such field is awarded by an institution of.
undergraduate higher education or professional education);
Or

(3) Awarols no degree and offers no further academic
study, but *rates ordinarily for the purpose of facilitating
research by persons who have received the highest graduate
degree inany field of study.
(I) "Institution of undergraduate higher education" means:

(1) An institution offering at least two but less than four
years of college level study beyond the high school level,

to a diploma or an associate degree, or wholly or
principally creditable toward a baccalaureate degree; or

(2) An institution offering academic study leading to a bac-
calaureate degree; or

(3) An agency or body which certifies credentials or offers
degrees, but which May or may not offer academic study.
(m) "Institution of professional education" means an institu-

tion (except any institution of undergraduate higher education)
'which offers a program of academic study that leads to a first
professional degree in a field for which there is a national
specialized accrediting agency recognized by the United States
Commissioner of Education.

(n) "Institution of vocational education" means a school or
institution (except an institution of professional or graduate or
undergraduate higher education) which has as its primary pur-
pose preparation of students to pursue a technical, skilled, or
semiskilled occupation or trade, or to pursue study in a techni-
cal field, whether or not the school or institution offers certifi-
cates, diplomas, or degrees and whether or not if offers fulltime
study.

(o) "AdminiWatively separate unit" means a school depart-
ment or college of an educational institution (other than a local
educational agency) admission to which is independent of ad-
mission to any other component of such institution.

(p) "Admission" means selection for part-time, full-time,
special, associate, transfer, exchange, or any other enrollment,'
membership, or matriculation in or at an education program or
activity operated by a recipient. -

(q) "Student" means a ,person who has gained admission.
(r) "Transition plan" means a plan subject to the approval of

the United States Commissioner of Education pursuant to Sec-
tion 901(a)(2),,of the Education Amendments of 1972, under
which an educational institution operates in making the transi-
tion from being an educational institution which admits only
students of one sex to being one which admits students of both
sexes without discrimination.

DISCI ISSION

This section of the regulation contains definitions of
thoSe terms that frequently appear throughout the regu-
lation and have a separate legal significance. Some of the
definitions are rather routine (i.e., Department, Secretary,
Director), Other definitions have no particular meaning,
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vis-a-vis the final regulation, but rather are carry-overs
from the earlier proposals. As initially proposed, the

'regulation contained a lengthy subpart relatin,.., to com-
pliance procedures and judicial review. As adopted,
however, this subpart was substantially altered. As a
result, the definitions of Reviewing Authority and Admin-
istrative Laze fudge have little significance to the firial reg-
ulation.

Section 86.2(g) contains the definition of "Federal fi-
nancial assistanie." Its scope is very broad and has sub-
stantial support in case authority. Conceptually, the
regulation adopts the legal axiom that the federal gov-
ernment may not induce, encourage, or promote private
persons to accomplish what it is constitutionally forbid-
den to accomplish directly. As a consequence, if a pro-
gram offered by the federal agency directly would be
subject to challenge under the Constitution, then that
program, offered by a private institution but paid' for
with Federal monies, is no less challengeable. Bob Jones
University v. Johnson, 3%F. Supp. 597 (D.S.C. 1974),aff'd
sub now. Bob lones Clinversity z'. Roudebush, 529 F.2d 514
(4th Cir. 197.5); Burton z'. Wilmington Parking Authority,
3r=, U.S 715, 81 J.4.Ct. 856 (1961); Gilmore v. City of
;0011(pm:cry, Alabartia, 417 U.S. 556,'94S;Ct. 2416 (1974)
(hurts a municipality's involverrient in the alleged dis-
crimiRatory activity of segregated private schools and
other private groups, through this provision of recre-
ational tacilities, subject this private groups to the nj.in-
discrimination mandates of the federal Constitution?).
'Conduct that is formally 'private' may become so
twined with governmental so impregnated.,*
with a governmental character as t6 become subject to
the constitutional limitations placed upon state action.-
I'vaits v. Newtori. 382 U.S. 2%, 299, 86 5.Ct. 486, 488
(1%6).

4

r.

Subpart (g)(1)(ii) has been the subject of interpretation
since the issuance of the regulations. The authority to
include within the definition of federal financial assist-
ance funds paid to or on behalf of students under Title
VI was discussed in Bob Jones University v. Johnson, 396 F.
Supp. 597 (D.S.C. 1974), aff'd sub nom. Bob Pies Univer-
sity v. Roudebush, 529 F.2d 514 (4th Cir. 1975). There the
..curt held that Veteran's Administration benefits that
were used by veterans attending the university consti-
tuted federal assistance within the meaning of Title VI,
thereby making the school subject to the nondiscrimina-
tion provisions of that act. A similar interpretation has
been issued relating pecifically to Title IX. Former Of-
fice for Civil Rights Director-Martin Gerry, in a letter to
Hillsdale College, stated that a college or university that
receives federal funds for student assistance is subject to
the requirements of Title IX, even if it receives np other
forms of federal aid (On Campus With Women, the news-
letter of the Project on the Status of Education of Women
of the Association of American Colleges. Number 14,
June 1976, page 1).

The word recipient has also been the subject of
theinterpretation. Again, in the Bob Jones case the court

pointed out that a recipient is not be be confused with
the beneficiary of federal assistance. "The recipient is the
intermediary entity whose nondiscriininatory partici-
pation in the federally assisted program is essential to
the provision of benefits to the identified class which the
federaktatute is designed to serve." Bob University

-3% F. Supp.. 597 601, n. 1.5 (13.5,.C. 1074). Cl.
Pias.71% 7'. Chi'dallii MI/SC(110f Art, 426 F. Supp.,1779 (N.D.
Ohio 1976); Breeden v. Independent School District 742. 477
F.2d 1292 (8th Cir. 1973).

7
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§ 86.3 Remedial And Affirmative Action And Self-Evaluation

(a) Remedial action. If the Director finds that a recipient has
discriminated against persqns on the basis of sex ir. an educa-
tion program ur activity, such recipient shall take such remedial
action as the Director deems necessary to overcome the effects
of such discrimination.

(b) Affirmative action. In the absence of a finding of dis-
crimination on the basis of sex in an education program or
activity, a recipient may take affirmative action to overcome the
effects of conditions which resulted in limited participation
therein by persons of a particular sex. Nothing herein shall be
interpreted to alter any affirmative action obligations which a
recipient may have under Executive Order 11246.

(c) Self-evaluation. Each recipient education institution shall,
icithin one year of the effective date of this part:

(i) Evaluate, in terms' uf the requirements of this part, its
current policies and practices and the effects thereof concern-
ing admission of students, treatment of students, and em-
ployment of both academic and non-academic personnel
working in connection with the recipient's education pro-
gram or activity;

(ii) Modify any of these policies and practices which to not
ur may not meet the requirements of this part; and

(iii) Take appropriate remedial steps to eliminate the ef-
fects of any discrimination which resulted or may have re-
sulted from adherence to these;policies and practices. '
(d) Availability of self-evaluation and related materials. Re-

dpients shall maintain on file fur at least three years following
completion of the evaluation required under paragraph (c) of
this section, and shall provide to the Director upon request, a
description of any modifications made pursuant to subpara-
graph (c)(ii) and of any remedial steps taken pursuant to sub-
paragraph (c)iii).

DISCUSSION

This section of the regulations considers three interre-
lated concepts: remedial action, affirmative action, and
self-evaluation.

Section 86.3(a) provides that if the Director determines
that a recipient has violated the mandate of Title IX, the
Director may require the recipient to take remedial ac-
tion to overcome the effects of such discrimination.
These requirements may or may not require the use of
sexual classifications to remedy the past violations. This
result is consistent with case authority interpreting the
Constitution, Swann -v. Board of Lducation, 402 U.S. 1, 91

t. 121)7 (1972); Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
1.1rateil States v. Wood, Wire and Metal Lathers International
Union. Local Union No. 46, 471 F.2d 408 (2nd Cir. 1973),
cert. denied, 412 U.S. 939, 93.S.Ct. 2773 (1973); and the
Executive Or'ders, Contractors Association of Eastern Pa.v..
Secretary of Labor, 442 F. 2d 159 (3rd Cir. 1971), cert. de-
nied, 404 U:S. 854, 92 S.Ct. 98 (1971), all of which have
mandated or permitted affirmative action amounting to
racial classsifications; including preferential hiring goals,.
to overcome the continuing effects of past discriminatory
treatment.

The more difficult situation is presented by section
86.3(b), which permits a recipient to take affirmative ac-

tion to overcome the effects of limited participation by
persons of a particular sex absent a finding, judicial or
otherwise, of past discrimination. Such affirmative ac-
tions are, often labeled as reerse discrimination and,
where engaged in by public c;ntities, have been chal-
ItMged as unconstitutional. DeFunis v. Odegaard, 416
U.S. 320, 94 S.Ct. 1704 (1974); Regents of University of
California v. Bakke438 U.S: 265, 98 S.Ct. 2733 (1978). But
often the complaints lodged against affirmative action
plans are the result of misunderstanding. Affirmative
action does not require special preferences being granted
to members of one sex or race. More properly, it involves,
identifying barriers to equal opportunity and the affirm-
ative effort to remove these barriers. In some instances,
however, it may be appropriate to actually resort to the
"preference" method, if the goal sought to be achieved
is compelling and can be achieved in no other way. Sec
THE CONCEPT OF DISCRIMINATION, The Theory,
supra at13.

The conflicting attitudes to this "race conscious" ap-
proach are represented in Bakke v. Regents of the Univer-
sity of California, 132 Cal. Rptr. 680, 553, .Pac. 2d 1152
(1976), aff'd in part, rev.'d in part sub horn. Regents of Urliver-
ity of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 98 S.Ct. 2733
(1978) and United Steelworkers of America v. Weber,

U S , 99 S.Ct. 2721 (1979). In Bakke, an un-
successful white applicant for admission to medical
school at a state university challenged the special admis-
sion program established to benefit disadvantaged stu-
dents. Under the program, 16 of the 100 available posi-
tions at the medical school were reserved to disadvan-
taged students. These students were measured by sepa-
rate, less stringent admission standards than were ad-

, vantaged students, resulting in the admission to the
program of study of persons who, by the university's
own standards, were not as qualified for the study of
medicine as some rejected students. At the trial, the
State court found that although the special admission
program purported to be available to any disadvantaged
student, only minority students had been admitted
under the program since its inception. The university
did not question that nonminority students were barred
from the program.

On appeal to the California Supreme Court, the court
held that the mere .fact that a program classified stu-
dents on the basis of race did not render it unconstitu:
tional. It was recognized that such classifications have
been upheld where the purpose of the classification was
to benefit rather than to disable minority groups. To be
permitted to stand, however, such classifications must
be shown to serve a compelling state interest, and there
must be no less onerous means of this goal.

In its effort to meet these requirements, the university
argued that the program was necessary to integrate the
medical school and the profession and to increase the
number of doctors willing to serve the minority commu-
nity. A third justification, that Black doctors would have
a better rapport with Black patients, was totally rejected
by the court as unduly parochial.
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Accepting the first two justifications as compelling,
th4 court concluded that the university had not demon-
strated that these basic goals of the program could not be
substantially achieved by a means less detrimental to the
rights of the nonminoritv students.

In reaching this conclusion, the court hypothesized a
number of alternatives that conceivably would have
passed constitutional muster. The school could abolish
its reliance on grades and test scores and adopt a pro-
gram that measures true ability as measured by other
criteria, such as professional goals, recommendations,
character, and the needs of the profession and society.
Ihe school could instituteaggressive programs to iden-
tify and recruit disadvantaged students of all races inter-
ested in pursuing a medical career and offer remedial
schooling for such students.

The United States Supreme Court modified the
Califi)rnia Supreme Court's judgment. In Regents of Uni-
veritt; California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 98 S.Ct. 2733
( a splintered Court held that although race could
he one of the factors considered in a uni'versity's admis-
sions program, the University of California's special ad-
missions program was unlawful. Writing for the Court,
Justice Powell noted that this case did not involve a judi-
cial, legislative, or administrative finding of constitu-
tional or statutory violations for which preferential
treatment for the members of the injured group would
he appropriate. Regents of Univer,qfty i f California v. Bhkke,

S.Ct. 2758. Rather, in an effort to help certain
groups who were perceived to be the victims of societal
discrimination, the university had adopted a racial clas-
sification that deprived individuals of their constitu-
tional rights.

The Court was quick to point out, however, that race
could he one element in a range of factors that a univer-
sity may consider in achieving the constitutionally per-
missible goal of attaining a diverse student body. The
COurt specifically held that a plan for achieving educa-
tional and student body divers'ty, wherein each appli-
cant is treated as an individual hut where race is a factor
in some admission decisions is constitutional. Regents of
Llniveritif of California v. Bakke. 98 S.Ct. at 2762 -63.

In Weber, the Court was confronted with a Title VII
lallenge to an affirmative action plan adopted pursuant

to a master collective-bargainilig agreement
tered into between the United Steel ....orkers of

1t ,erica and Kaiser Aluminum and Chy,oical Corpora-
tio, The agreement contained an affir-.iative action plan

was designed to eliminat' conspicuous racial
,,bliances in Kaiser's then, almost exclusively white

t work forces." United Stec/workers of America v. Weber,
+`1 5.0 t. at 2725. Black craft hiring goals were established
for each Kaiser plant equal to the percentage of Blacks in
the respective labor forces. To enable plants to meet
the goals, on-the-job training programs were devel-
oped to teach both Black and white unskilled production
workers the skills necessary to become craft workers.
Although selection of craft trainees generally tYJS made
on the basis of seniority, the plan reserved for Black
cinplt vees 5()% of the openings in these newly created
i. plant training programs. This program was to remain

et fed until the percentage of Black skilled craft work-
ers approximated the percentcv,es of Flacks in the local
loN)r force.

During 1074, 13 craft trainees were seiocted for partic-
ipation in this program: 7 were Black ant. 6 were white.
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Because of the 50°,0 requirement, several white produc-
tion workers who had bid for admission were rejected
in favor of less senior Blacks. Thereafter one of thewhite
production workers instituted suit alleging violations of
Title VII. The district court held that the affirmative ac-
tion plan violated Title VII. The court of appeals agreed
with this conclusion, holding that all employmunt-pref-
erences based on race, including those preferences inci-
dental to bona fide affirmative action plans, violated
Title VIPs prohibition against racial discrimination in
employment.

The United States Supreme Court reversed this hold-
ing of the court of appeals. The Court was quick to point
out the narrowness of its inquiry in the case, however.

Since the Kaiser-USWA plan does not involve state action,
this case does not present an alleged violation of the Equal
Protection Clause of the Constitution. Further, since the
Kaiser-USWA plan was adopted voluntarily. we are not
concerned with what Title VII requires or with what a court
might order to remedy a past proven violation of the Act.
The only question before us is the narrow statutory issue of
whether Title VII forbids private employers and unions from
voluntarily agreeing upon bona fide affirmative action plans
that accord racial preferences ih the manner and for the
purpose provided in the Kaiser-USWA Plan.

United Steelworkers of America t'. Weber, 99 S.Ct. at 2726.
In upholding race-conscious affirmative action plans

of the kind at issue in Weber, the Court relied heavily on
the legislative history surrounding Title VII. An exami-
nation of this history demonstrated that Title VII was
enacted in response to Congress's concern over "the
plight of the Negro in our economy." 110 Cong. Rec,.
6548 (remarks of Sen. Humphrey). Blacks had histori-
cally been relegated to unskilled and semiskilled jobs,
and with the developments in automation the number of
such jobs was decreasing. As a consequence, the unem-
ployment rate of Blacks was increasing, and the relative
position of the Black worker was worsening. Because of
these facts it was apparent to Congress that the solution
to this problem was to open employment opportunities
for Blacks in occupations that had been traditionally
closed to them. The Court noted that it was obvious
from 'the House report accompanying the Civil Rights
Act that Congress intended private and voluntary af-
firmative action efforts to play an important part in solv-
ing this problem. The report recognizes that if the fed-
eral legislation is to be effective, it must "create an at-
mosphere conducive to voluntary or local resolution of
other forms of discrimination." H.R. Rep. No. 914, 88th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1963) at 18.

The Court concluded that the language of the act,
which was intended "as a spur or catalyst to cause 'em-
piovers and unions to self-examine and to self-evaluate
their employment practices and to endeavor to elim-
nate, so far as possible, the last vestiges of an unfortu-
nate and ignominious page in this country's history,'
[could notj be interpreted as an absolute prohibition
against all private, voluntary, race-conscious affirmative
action.efforts to hasten the elimination of such vestiges,"
Unite,/ Stec/workers of Arriricti Weber, 99 S.Ct. at 2728
(footnotes and citations omitted).

In holding that Title VII does not con(ll,nn all private,
voluntary, race-conscious affirmative action plans, the
Court believed it was unnecessary to define in detail the



d!!,tinction!, between permissible and impermissible
plans.

It suffices to hold that the challenged Kaiser-USWA affirma-
tive action plan falls on the permissible side of the line. The
purposts of the plan mirror those oLthe statute Both were
de,igned to break down old patterns of racial segregation
and hierarchy. Both were structured "to open ..:mploynient
opportunities for Negroes in occupatitns which have been
traditionally closed to them."

At the same time the plan dues not unnecessarily trammel
the interests of the white employees. The plan does not
require the discharge of white workers and their replace-
ment with new Black hires. Nor does the plan create an
absolute har to the advancement of white employees; half of
those trained in the program will be white. Moreover, the
plan is a temporary measure; it is not intended to maintain
rai.--:11 balance, but simply to eliminate a manifest racial im-
balance. Preferential selection of craft trainees at
the plant will end as soon as the percentage of Black
skilled craft workers in the . . plant approximates the per-
centage of Blacks in the local labor force.

United Steelworkers of America v, Welter, 99 S,Ct. at 2730
(footnotes and citations omitted).

These cases indicate that special programs designed to
aid formerly underrepresented groups in the achieve-
ment of equality in education can be instituted provided
that the benefits of such programs are open to ali, re-
gardless of race or sex. See Lau v. Nichols. 414 U.S. 563,
94 S.Ct. 786 f !974).

Yet the issue may not be the same in the area of sex
preferences as in the area of race preferences. Recently,
the Supreme Court stated that gender-based classifica-

tions that have as their purpose the redressing of socie-,:
tv's long-standing disparate treatment of women are
both constitutional and laudable. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S.
190, 97 S.Ct. 451, 457, n.6 (1976); Kahn v. Shevin. 416
U.S. 351, 94 S.Ct. 1734 (1974); Schlesinger v. Ballard, .119
U.S. 498, 95 S.Ct. 572 (1975), (upholding as constitu-
tional more stringent standards for promotion in the
military for men than for women), and in Regents of Uni-
versitv of California v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 98 S.Ct. 2733
(1978), the Court noted that "[g lender-based distinctions
are less likely to create the analytical and practical prob-
lems present in preferential programs premised or' racial
or ethnic criteria:... ClasSwide questions as to the
group suffering previous injury and groups which fairly
can be burdened are relatively manageable for reviewing
courts." 98 S.Ct. at 2755. As a result, it can be argued
that although racial classifications are forbidden, sexual
classifications, adopted voluntarily to achieve affirma;
five action, may be both constitutional and laudable.

Section 86.3(c) requires a recipient education insti-
tution to have performed, no later than July 21, 1976,
a self-evaluation of its policies and practices, which shall
include the evaluation of the institution's policies, the
modificz,tion of any identified policies that fail to meet
the mandate of the regulation, and the remedying of,the
effects of any discrimination that may, have resulted
from adherence to these policies. Furthermore, the reci-
pient is required, by section 86.3(d), to maintain on file
for at least three years, a description of any modifica-
tions made to its programs and any remedial steps taken
to remedy the effects of its previous practices.
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§ 86.4 Assurance Required

(a) General. Every application for Federal financial assistance
for any education program or activity shall as condition of its
approval contain or be accompanied by an assurance from the
applicant or recipient, satisfactory to the Director, that each
education program or activity operated by the applicant or reci-
pient and to which this part applies will be operated in com-
pliance with this part. An assurance of compliance with this
part shall not be satisfactory to the Director if the applicant or
recipient to whom such assurance applies fails, to commit itself
to take whatever remedial action is necessary in accordance
with § 86.3(a) to eliminate existing discrimination on the basis of
sex or to eliminate the effects of past discrimination whether
occurring prior or subsequent to the submission to the Director
of such assurance.

(b) Duration of obligation.
(I) In the case of Federal financial assistance extended to

provide real property or structures thereon, such assurance
shall obligate the recipient or, in the case of a subsequent
transfer, the transferee, for the period during which the real
property or structures are used to piovide an education pro-
gram or activity.

(2) In the case of Federal financial assistance extended to
provide personal property, such assurance shall obligate th
recipient for the period during which it retains ownership or
possession of the property.

(3) In all other cases such assurance shall obligate the reci-
pient for the period during which Federal financial assistance
is extended.
(c) Form. The Director will specify the form of the assurances

required by paragraph (a) of this section and the extent to
which such assurances will be required of the applicant's or
recipient's subgrantees, contractors. subcontractors, trans-
ferees, or successors in interest.

DISCUSS ON

Section 86.4 provides that every application for federal
financial assistance must contain an assurance on forms
specified by the Director that the applicant will operate
its education program in compliance with Title IX and its
regulations. Such assurance must also include a com-
mitment to take whatever remedial action is necessary
(as recognized through the self-study provided for in
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section 86.3) to eliminate existing discriminatio'n and its
effects. The duration of this obligation will vary depend-
ing on the project that is being funded by the federal
monies: realty, personal property, or the provision of
other assistance. See subsections 86.4(b), (1), (2) and (3).

Similar provisions under Title VI have hen declared
to be consistent with the act. In Gardner v. State of
Alabama, Department of Pensions and Security, 385 F.2d 804
(5th Cir. 1967), the court declared such assurances, as
well as self-evaluations, "the standard federal-state ar-
rangement by which the state qualifies for feder-
al . . . assistance." Gardner v. State of Alabama, Depart-
ment of Pensions and Security, 385 F.2d at 815. "The law is
also clear that the grant of Federal assistance may be
upon conditions that are attached to the 'rant and the ac-
ceptance by the recipient of the grant to which the condi-
tions and stipulations are attached creates an obligation
to perform the conditions on the part of the recipient."
United States v. Frazer, 297 F. Supp. 319, 323 (D. Ala.
1968). Furthermore, in Lau Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 94
S.Ct. 786 (1974), the Supreme Court upheld the rea-
sonableness, sub silentio, of the requirement that a recipi-
ent take any measures necessary to effectuate the re-
quirements of Title VI and its regulations. Lau t,. Nichols,
414 U.S. at 570, 94 S.Ct. at 789.

The court in Gardner also discussed the legal impact of
the assurance there at issue. The court concluded that
the assurance is not a guarantee, but rather merely ,a
commitment of the recipient to use its best efforts to
eliminate discrimination. In addition, it obligates the re-
cipient to assume the responsibility for taking reasonable
steps to eliminate discrimination in the facilities and .
services provided by third parties. This does not mean
that the recipient must become the enforcer of Title VI
(or Title IX) as to third parties. All that is required is that
the recipient, through negotiation and persuasion, at-
tempt to change the blatantly discriminatory policies of
third parties with whom it does business. If such efforts
do not succeed, then the recipient is to seek alternate,
acceptable services that are provided in a nondis-
criminatory manner. Gardner v. State of Alabama, Depart-
ment of Pensions and Security, 385 F.2d 804 (5th Cir. 1967).



§ 86.5 Transfers Of Property

recipient ,011, or otherwise transfers property financed in
whole or in part ,with Federal financial assistance to a transferee
%% Inch operates any education program or activity and 'he Fed-
eral share of the fair market value of the prope is not upon
such sale or transfer properly accounted for to the Federal Gov-
ernment both the transferor and the transferee shall be deemed
to be recipients, subject to the provisions of Subpart 13.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.5 is intended to deal with the problem that
arises when property, payed for in whole or in part by
federal monies, is sold or transferred. Under this sec-
tion, when such property is transferred and the "Federal
share of the fair market value" is not accounted for to the
federal government, then both the transferor and the
transferee will be deemed to be recipients subject to the
nguiations and the act.

O
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§ 86.6 Effect Of Other Requirements

(a) Effect of other Federal provisions. The obligations im-
posed by this part are independent of, and do nut alter, obliga-
tions nut to discriminate on the basis of sex imposed by Execu-
tive Order 11246, as amended; Sections 799A and 845 of the
Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. § 295h-9 and § 298b-2);
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000e, et
seq.); the Equal Pay Act (29 U.S.C. § 206 and § 206(d) ); and any
other Act of Congress or Federal regulation.

(b) Effect Of State or local law or other requirements. The
obligation to comply with this part is not obviated or alleviated
b,. any State or local law or other requirement which would
render any applicant or student ineligible, Or limit the eligibility
of any applicant or student, on the basis of sex, to practice any
occupation or profession.

(c) Effect of rules or regulations of private organizations. The
obligation to comply with this part is not obviated or alleviated
by any rule or regulation of any organization, dub, athletic or
other league, ur association which would render any applicant
or student ineligible to participate or limit the eligibility or par-
ticipation of any applicant or student, on the basis of sex, in any
education program Or activity operated by a recipient and
which receives or benefits from Federal financial assistance.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.6 is concerned With the interplay between
'rifle IX and other nondiscrimination mandates. Subpart
(a) provides that the obligations imposed by Title IX are
independent of and do not alter obligations imposed by
other statutes and executive orders. This section is fully
consistent 1th the' clear holdings of the Supreme Court.
In International Union of Electrical Workers P. Robbins &
Allicrs, 429 U.S. 229, 97 S.Ct. 441 (1976), the Supreme
Court held that the remedies created by the various civil
rights acts are independent of each other and can be
pursued separately ur concurrently. Sec also Alexander
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Gardner-Denver, 415 U.S. 36, 94 S.Ct. 1011 (1974). As a
result, an individual who complains of sex bias in em-
ployment can pursue both her Title VII and Title IX re-
medies. In addition, it is possible that practices may vio-
late students' rights under Title IX and teacher's rights
under Title VII. See Harrington v. Vandalia-Butler Board of
Education, 418 F. Supp. 603 (S.D. Ohio 1976), rev'd on
other grounds, 585 F.2d 192 (6th Cir. 1978), cert. denied,

U.S. 99 S.Ct. 2053 (1979), where the
court held that providing inferior gymnasium facilities to
women students gives rise to unequal working condi-
tions for the female teachers in violation of Title VII.

Subpart (b) provide ; that compliance with Title IX and
its regulation cann,-1 .e avoided by relying on state or
local laws, which may compel a different result. This
provision adopts the concept, basic to constitutional law,
that when federal legislation and state legislation have
conflicting requirements, the Constitution requires that
the federal act take precedence. In the area of civil rights,
this principle has seen thorough consideration in cases
arising under Title VII that involve state "protective
laws" restricting the employment opportunities of wo-
men. Uniformly, the courts have concluded that in such
instances, the state laws have been supplanted by Title
VII. Rosenfeld v. Southern Pacific Company, 444 F.2d 1219
(9th Cir. 1971); Manning v. General Motors Corp., 466 F.2d
812 (6th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 410 U.S. 946 (1973).

Subpart (c) directs this concept of supremacy to con-
flicts caused by rules and regulations of private organiza-
tions. It provides that the obligation to comply with Title
IX is not obviated by any rule or regulation of a private
organization that mandates discrimination on the basis
of sex. This is an a fortiori conclusion of subpart 86.6(b),
and recognizes that two or more individuals cannot,
through the adoption of a rule or regulation, invalidate
the public policy represented by Title IX.



§86.7 Effect of Employment Opportunities

The (Nig, tion to comply with this Part is not obviated or
alleviated beiause employment opportunities in any occupation
or profession are or may be more limited for members of one
sex than for members of the other sex.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.7 provides that recipients cannot avoid com-
pliance with Title IX by relying on the fact (or assump-

tion) that the employment opportunities in any occupa-
tion or profession are more limited for members of one
sex than for the other. Therefore, recipients cannot, for
example, refuse to train women in skilled trades merely
because the opportunities for the employment of women
in those trades may be limited. The regulation recog-
nizes that such limitations are, for the most part, artifi-
cial and often result from customer preference and em-
ployer bias.

§ 86.8 Designation Of Responsible Employee and Adoption of
Grievance Procedures

(a) Designation of responsible employee. Each recipient shall
designate at least one employee to coordinate its efforts to com-
ply with and can-y out its responsibilities under this part, in-
cluding any investigation of any complaint communicated to
such recipient alleging its noncompliance with this part or alleg-
ing any actions which would be prohibited by this part. The
recipient shall notify all its students and employees of the
name, office address and telephone number of the employee or
employees appointed pursuant to this paragraph.

(h) Complaint procedure of recipient. A recipient shall adopt
and publish grievance procedures providing for prompt and
equitable resolution of student and employee complaints alleg-
ing any action which would he prohibited by this part.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.8 is another requirement mandated by the
regulation that ha,: as its goal the facilitation of com-
pliance and the prompt correction of complaints under
'rifle IX without resort to the federal machinery. Under
this provision each recipient is required to designate at
least one employe to carry out and coordinate the com-
pliance efforts required by the regulation. The desig-
nated employee will be responsible for investigating

complaints of non-compliance in any of the recipient's
programs. All students and employees are to be in-
formed of the selected employee's name, office address,
and telephone number. In furtherance of this provision,
section 86.8(6) requires all recipients to adopt and pub-
lish grievance procedures that provide for the prompt
and equitable resolution of both student and employee
complaints under Title IX. If this procedure is to achieve
its goal of avoiding unnecessary resort to the federal
enforcement agencies, the grievance procedure will have
to be well publicized and very prompt. This is especially
so if the procedure is expected to deal realistically with
problems of employment, covered not only by Title IX,
but also by Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Title VII permits an employee who feels discriminated
against in employment to file charges of discrimination
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
within 180 days of the act of discrimination. If a Title IX
grievance procedure is going to deter any Title VII fil-
ings, it will have to be develf 'd with these time con-
straints in mind. A Title IX p.ocedure that takes more
than 180 days to complete may be bypassed by a griev-
ant who is raising a claim cognizable under both Title IX
and Title VII.
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§ 86.9 Dissemination Of Policy

(a) Notification of policy.
(1) Each recipient shall implement specific and continu:ng

steps to notify applicants for admission and employment,
students and parents of elementary and secondary school
students, employees, sources of referral of applicants for ad-
mission and employment, and all unions or professional or-
ganizations holding collective bargaining or professional
agreements with the recipient, that it does not discriminate
on the basis of sex in the educational programs or activities
which it operates, and that is required by Title IX and this
part not to discriminate in such a manner. Such notification
shall contain such information, and be made in such manner,
as the Director finds necessary to apprise such persons of
the protections against discrimination assured them by Title
IX and this part, but shall state at least that the requirement
not to discriminate in education programs and activities ex-
tends to employment therein, and to admission thereto un-
less Subpart C does not apply to the recipient, and that in-
quiries concerning the application of Title IX and this part to
such recipient may be referred to the employee designated
pursuant to § 86.8, or to the Director.

(2) Each recipient shall make the initial notification re-
quired by paragraph (a)(1) of this section within 90 days of
the effective date of this part or of the date this part first
applies to such recipient, whichever comes later, which
notification shall include publication in (i) Local newspapers;
(ii) newspapers and magazines operat, by such recipient or
by student, alumnae, or alumni group., or in connection
with such recipient; and Oh) memoranda or other written
communications distributed to every student and employee
of such recipient.
(b) Publications.

(1) Each recipient shall prominently include a statement of
the .policy described in paragraph (a) of this section in each
announcement, bulletin, catalog, or application form which it
makes available t(i any person of a type described in parag-
raph (a) of this section, or which is otherwise used in connec-
tion with the recruitment of students or employees.

(2) A recipient shall not use or distribute a publication of
the type described in this paragraph which suggests, by text
or illustration, that such recipient treats applicants, students,
or employees differently on the basis of sex except as such
treatment is permitted by this part.
(c) Distribution. Each recipient shall distribute without dis-

crimination on the basis of sex each publication described in
paragraph (b) of this section, and shall apprise each of its ad-
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mission and employment recruitment representatives of the
policy of nondiscrimination described in paragraph (a) of this
section, and require such representatives to adhere to such pol-
icy.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.9 adopts a method by which the individuals
granted rights by Title IX can be informed of the exist-
ence of these rights. Consequently, each recipient is re-
quired to implement "specific and continuing" steps to
notify applicants for admission and employment, stu-
dents, parents, unions, professional organizations, and
other designated individuals that the recipient does not
and cannot, under Title IX, discriminate on the basis of
sex in its education programs and activities. Such notifi-
cation must at least state that the requirement of nondis-
crimination extends to the recipient's employment prac-
tices, to its student programs, and to its admissions
policies (unless otherwise exempt). In addition, the
notice must provide that inquiries concerning Title IX
can be referred to the employee appointed pursuant to
section 86.8, or to the Director of the Office for Civil
Rights.

The initial notification under section 86.9(a) was re-
quired to be made within 90 days of the effective date of
the regulations (October 21, 1';75) or within 90 days after
the regulations first become applicable to a recipient.
This notification was to have been published in local
newspapers, newspapers operated by the recipient or in
connection with the recipient, and memoranda distri-
buted to every student and employee of such recipients.

Similar statements of nondiscrimination are required
to be included in all announcements, bulletins, catalogs,
and application forms that are made available to stu-
dents, employees, or other individuals identified in sec-
tion 86.9(a)(1).

This requirement of dissemination extends also to re-
cruitment representatives of the recipient, who shall be
apprised of the policy of nondiscrimination mandated by
the regulations and required to adhere to such policy.



Subpart B Coverage

Subpart B describes educational institutions that are sub-
ject to the regulation. In addition, it includes the exemp-
tions as to the admission practices of certain institutions
and organizations, as provided for in Title IX. The sub-

part also describes what a transition plan must contain
for it to be acceptable to the United States Commissioner
of Education.

§ 86.11 Application

Except as provided in this subpart, this Part 86 applies to
every recipient and to each education program or activity oper-
ated by such recipient which receives or benefits from Federal
financial assistance:

DISCUSSION

Section 86.11 makes it clear that, unless a recipient is
exempt under the provisions of subpart B, the require-
ments of the regulations apply to each education pro-
gram or activity that is operated by that recipient, re-
gardless of whether that activity actually receives direct
federal graWs. Case law under Title VI and Title IX have
established almost uniformly that receipt of any federal
financial assistance requires all of the recipient's pro-
grams to be available nondiscriminatorily. See Bob Jones
University v. Johnson, 396 F. Supp. 597 (D.S.C. 1974), aff'd

sub nom. Bob Jones University v. Roudebush, 529 F.2d 514
(4th Cir. 1975); Breeden v. Independent School District 742,
477 F.2d 1292 (8th Cir. 1973); Cf. Cape v. Tennessee Secon-
dar Sc !zoo! Athletic Association, 424 F. Supp. 732 (E.D.
Tenn. 1976); Cannon v. University of Chicago, 12 EP!) 4,"

11175 (7th Cir. 1976). But see Stewart v. New York, 44
U.S.L.W. 2481 (S.D.N.Y 1975) (holding that the admis-
sion practices of a private university could not be chal-
lenged under both Title VI and Title IX because of the
minimal federal financial assistance involved in the con-
struction of a dormitory; Romeo Community Schools v.
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
438 F. Supp. 1021 (E.D. Mich. 1977)
aff'd F 2d _19 FEP Cases 1720 (6th Cir. 1979)
(concluding that the "program-spe'cific" language of sec-
tion 1682, which limits HEW's enforcement power,
necessarily was a limitation on the scope of section
1681).
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§ 86.12 Educational Institutions Controlled By Religious Organizations

(a) Application. This part does not apply to an educational
Institution which is controlled by a religious organization to the
extent application of this part would not be consistent with the
religious tenets of such organization.

(b) Exemption. An educational institution which wishes to
claim the exemption set forth in paragraph (a) of this section,
shall do so by submitting in writing to the Director a statement
by the highest ranking official of the institution, identifying the
provisions of this part which conflict with a specific tenet of the
religious organization.

DISCUSSION

Section W-) 12(a) merely restates the general statutory
exemption found in Section 1681(a)(3). No similar
exemption exists in Title VI. In fact, in Bob Jones Univer-
sity v Johnson, 396 F. Supp. 597 (D.S.C. 1974), aff'd sub
non,. Bob /ones University v. Roudebusiz, 529 F.2d 514 (4th
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Cir. 1975), it was argued by the university that its policy
of not admitting blacks was religiously based and not
subject to challenge under Title VI. The court, in dealing
with this argument, stated that "itjnere is no judicial
support for the . . asserted principle that religiously
based racism is-immune from the prescriptions of con-
stitutional law." Bob Jones University v. Johnson, 396 F.
Supp. at 605, n. 28.

Section 86.12(b) provides the procedure by which an
educational institution, wishing to claifh this exemption,
may do so. The claimant is required to submit in writing
to the Director a statement from the highest ranking offi-
cial of the institution, which identifies both the provi-
sions of the regulations that create the conflict and the
specific tenet of the religious organization that is being
followed by the institution. This procedure is consistent
with similar practices that' relate to the claiming of tax
exempt status by such religious institutions. See section
501(d) of internal Revenue Code (1976).



§ 86.13 Military And Merchant.Marine Edubational Institutions

This part does not apply to an educational institution whose
primary purpose is the training of individuals for a military
service of the United States or for the merchant marine.

DISCUSSION
This provision merely restates the statutory exemption
in section 1681(1)(4). However, this does not mean that
the military academites of the United States can exdude
women with impunity. In Edwards V. Schlesinger, 377 F.
Supp. 101)1 (D.C. 1974), suit was brought challenging as
unconstitutional the failure of the United States Air
FOrce Academy and the United States Naval Academy to

consider women for appointment. The district court con-
cludctd that because women in the United States Armed
Forces are not assigned to active combat roles, it was
reasonable to limit the admission to these institutions to
men. On appeal, this decision was reversed and re-
manded to the trial court for a more thorough analysis of
the problem. 509 F.2d 508 (D.C. Cir. 1974 In so doing
the court of appeals recognized that not 311 individuals
who attend the academies are assigned to active combat
roles. This being the case, the court was directed to con-
sider the appropriateness of allowing women equal ac-
cess to the academies only to the extent that they trained
officers for noncombat roles.

§ 86.14 Membership Practices Of Certain Organizations

(a) Social fraternities and sororities. This part does not apply
to the membership practices of social fraternities and sororities
which are exempt from taxation under Section 501(a) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, the active membership of which
consists primarily of students in attendance at institutions of
higher education.

(b) YMCA, YWCA, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts and Camp Fire
Girls. This part does nut apply to the membership practices of
the Young Men's Christian Association, the Young Women's
Christian Association, the Girl Scouts, the Boy Scouts and
Carri'p Fire Girls.

(c) Voluntary youth service organizations. This part does
nut apply to the membership practices of voluntary youth ser-

vice organizations which are exempt from taxation under Sec-
tion 501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and the mem-
bership of which has been traditionally limited to members of
one sex and principally to persons of less than nineteen years of
age.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.14 merely restates the statutory exemptions
that appear in section 1681(a)(6).
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§-86:15 Admissions

(a) Admissions to educational institutions prior to June 24,
1973. are not covered by this part.

(b) Administratively separate units. For the purposes only of
this section, §§ 86.15 and 86.16, and Subpart C, each adminis-
tratively separate unit shSil be deemed to be an educational
institution.

(c) Application of Subpart C. Except as provided in parag-
raphs (c) and (d) of this section, Subpart C 'applies to each
recipient. A recipient to which Subpart C applies shall not dis-
criminate on the basis of sex in admission or recruitment in
violation of that subpart.

(d) Educational institutions. Except as provided in paragraph
(e) of this section as to recipients which are educational institu-
tions, Subpart C applies only to institutions of vocational edu-
cation, professional education, graduate higher education, and
public institutions of undergraduate higher education.

(e) Public institutions of undergraduate higher education.
Subpart C does not apply to any public institution of under-
graduate higher education which traditionally and continually
from its establishment has had a policy of 'admitting only stu-
dents of one sex.
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DISCUSSION

Section 86.15 restates the provisions found in section
1681(a)(2) and (5). As provided for in the act, the admis-
sions policies of all educational institutions were exempt
from coverage until June 23, 1973, one year after the
enactment of Title IX.

Section 86.15(c) provides that. those institutions not
exempt as to admissions by the act are covered for all
purposes and that any institution covered by subpart C
of the regulation shall not discriminate on the basis of
sex in its admission or recruitment policies.

Section 86.15(d), in conjunction with section 86.15(c),
restates..the statutory requirements of section 1681(a)(1).

Section 86.15(e) restates the statutory exemption as to
admissions that public institutions of undergraduate
higher education were granted by section 1681(a)(5).



§ 86.16 Educational Institutions Eligible To Submit Transition Plans

(a) Application. This section applies to each educational in-
stitution. to which Subpart C applies which:

(I) Admitted only students of one sex as regular students
as of June 23, 1972; or

(2) Admitted only students of one sex as regular students
as of June 23, 1965, but thereafter admitted as regular stu-
dents, students of the sex not admitted prior to June 23, 1965.

(b) Provision for transition plans. An educational institution
.to which this section applies shall not discriminate on the basis
of sex in admission or recruitment in violation of Subpart C
unless it is carrying out a transition plan approved by the
United States Commissioner of Education as described in
§ 86.17, which plan provides for the elimination of such dis-
crimination by the earliest practicable date but in no event later
than June 23, 1979.

r

DISCUSSION

Sections 86.16 and 86.17, relating to the submission of
transition plans, will affect relatively few institutions.
Section 86.16 describes the institutions subject to sub-
part C of the regulation, which are eligible to submit
such planS. Subpart 86.16(b) provides that if an educa-
tional institution, that is eligible to submit a transition
plan fails to do so as described in Section 86.17, then that
educational institution must not discriminate on the
basis of sex in admission or recruitment to its program of
study.

§ 86.17 Transition Plans

(a) Submission of plans. An institution to which § 86.15
applies and which is composed of more than one administra-
tively separate unit may submit either a single transition plan
applicable to all such units, or a separate transition plan appli-
cable to each such unit.

(b) Content of plans. In order to be approved by the United
States Commissioner of Education, a transition plan shall:

(1) State the name, address, and Federal Interagency
Committ&e on Education (FICE) Code of the educational in-
stitution submitting such plan, the administratively separate
units to which the plan is applicable, and the name, address,
and telephone number of the person to whom questions con-
cerning the plan may be addressed. The person who submits
the plan shall be the chief administrator or president of the
institution, or another individual legally authorized to bind
the institution to all actions set forth in the plait

(2) State whether the educational institution or administra-
tively separate unit admits students of both sexes, as regular
students and, if so, when it began to do so. .

(3) Identify and describe with respect to the educational
institution or administratively separate unit any obstacles to
admitting students without discrimination on the basis of
sex.

(4) Describe in detail the steps necessary to eliminate as
soon as practicable each obstacle so identified and indicate
the schedule for taking these steps and the individual directly
responsible for their implementation.

(5) Include estimates of the number of students, by sex,
expected to apply for, be admitted to, and enter each class
during the period covered by the Flan.
(c) Nondiscrimination. No policy or practice of a recipient to

which § 86.16 applies shall result in treatment of applicants to or
students of such recipient in violation of Subpart C unless such
treatment is necessitated by an obstacle identified in paragraph
(b)(3) of this section and a schedule for eliminating that obstacle
has been provided as required by paragraph (b)(4) of this sec-
tion.

(d) Effects of past exclusion. To overcome the effects of past
exclusion of students on the IAsis of sex, each educational in-
stitution to which § 86.16 applies shall include in its transition
plan, and shall implement, specific steps designed to encourage
individuals of the previously excluded sex to apply for admis-
sion to such institution. Such steps shall' include instituting
recruitment programs which emphasize the institution's com-
mitment to enrolling students of the sex previously excluded.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.17 details what a transition plan must contain
to be approved by the United States Commissioner of
Education. Such plans must be submitted by the chief
administrator or president of the institution or another
individual authorized to bind the institution, must state
whether the institution admits students of both .sexes,
must identify any obstacles to admitting students with-
out discrimination on the basis oesex, and must describe
in detail the steps necessary to eliminate each such ob-
stacle so identified. A schedule must be devised for the
eradication of obstacles to achieving coeducation.

Section 86.17 provides that the institution operating
under a transition plan may. not treat students dif-
ferently on the basis of sex in its admissions program
unless such treatment is necessitated by an obstacle that
was identified in the transition plan and a schedule for
eliminating that obstacle has been developed. .

Section 86.17(d) imposes on institutions submitting
transition plans the duty to take affirmative steps to en-
courage individuals previously excluded from the in-
stitution because of their sex to apply for admission to
such institution.
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Subpart C Discrimination on the Basis of Sex in. Admission and Recruitment
Prohibited

Subpart C sets foith the prohibitions, both general and
specific, in the area of admissions and recruitment,

§ 86.21 Admission
(a) General. No person shall'rrin the basis of sex, be denied

)idmission, or be subjected to discrimination in :,dmission, by
any recipient to which this subparralies, except as provided
in §§ 80.16 and 86.17.

(b) 14pecific prohibitions.
(1) determining whether a person satisfies any policy or

criterion for admission, or in making any offer of admission, a
recipient to whi,-11 this Subpart applies shall not:

(i) Give preference to one person over another on the
basis of sex, by ranking applicants separately on such basis,
or otherwise;

(ii) Apply numerical limitations upon the number or
proportion of persons of either sex who may 1.,e admitted;
or

(iii) Otherwise treat one individual differently from
another on the basis of sex.
(2) A recipient shall not administer or operate any test or

other criterion for admission which has a disproportionately
adverse effect on persons on the basis of sex unless the use of
such test or criterion is shown to predict validly success in the
education program or activity in question .and alternative
tests or criteria which do not have such a disproportionately
adverse effect are shown to be unavailable.
(c) Prohibitions relating to marital or parental status. In de-

termining whether a person satisfies any policy or criterion for
admission, or in making any offer of admission, a recipient to
which this subpart applies:

( I) Shall not apply any rule concerning the actual or pi':
tential parental, family, or marital status of a student or appli-
cant which treats persons differently on. the basis of sex;

(2) Shall not discriminate against or exclude any person on
the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, termination of pregnancy,
or recovery therefrom, or establish or follow any rule or prac-
tice which so discriminates or excludes;

(3) Shall treat disabilities related to pregnancy, childbirth,
termination of pregnancy, or recovery therefrom in the same
manner and under the same policies as any other temporary
disability or physical condition; and

(4) Shall not make pre-admission inquiry as to the marital
status of an applicant for admission, including whether such
applicant is "Miss" or "Mrs." A recipient may make pre-
admission inquiry as to the sex of an applicant for admission,
but only if such inquiry is made equally of such applicants of
both sexes and if the results of such inquiry are not used in
connection with discrimination prohibited by this part.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.21 contains the prohibitions relating to the
admission practices of institutions covered by the act.
For a discussion of those institutions covered by Title
IX, set: TITLE IX: THE STATUTE, Section-By-Section
Analysis, supra at 21. It does not cover institutions
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going through transition as provided fo: sections
86.16 and 86.17.

Section 86.21(6) lists the,specific practices prohibited
by the regulation. They include'not only facially dis-
criminatory practicesapplying different standards for
athnission to the sexesbut also practices that may ap-
pear neutral, but which have a disparate impact on one
of the sexes. The regulation does not, of course, prohibit
educational institutions from using policies orcriteria for
admission, but merely requires that whatever standards
are used, they be nondiscriminatory on the basis of sex.

Sections 86.21(b)(1)(i) and (ii) prohibit the ranking of
applicants separately on the basis of sex to give prefer-
ence to individuals of one sex over another, and the
application of numerical limitations on the number of
persons of either sex who may be admitted. Practices of
this kind were the subject of litigation in Berkelman v. San
Francisco Unified School District, 501 F.2d 1264 (9th Cir.
1974), and Bray V. Lee, 337 F. Supp, 934 (D. Mass, 1972).
In Berkelman, female students who sought entry to one of
the school district's comprehensive, college-preparatory
high schools challenged as unconstitutiOnal the applica-
tion of higher admission requirements for girls (3.25 av
eage) than for boys (3.0 average). The school district
asserted that the policy was designed to produce an
equal distribution of boys and girls at the school. Al-
though the court noted that section 1681 did not extend
to the admission practices of public secondary schools (§
1681(a)(1)), it ,conclu'cled that this omission "indicates
nothing more than that Congress did not know the
manner, extent, or rationale of separate education below
the college level, and could not anticipate the effect of a
prohibition upon such single-sex schools," Berkelman v.
San Francisco Unified School District, 501 F.2d at 1269, and
held that the grouping of applicants by sex and use of
higher admission standards for female than for male ap-
plicants violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment.

Similarly, the Court in Bray concluded that the use of
separate and different standards for admission of boys
and girls to the sex-segregated Boston Latin Schools
constituted a violation of the Constitution. (For a futther
discussion, see THE STATUTE, Section-By-Section
Analysis, § 1681.)

Section 86.21(b)(2) prohibits a recipient from using
any test or criterion for admission that has a dispropor-
tionately adverse effect on persons on the basis of sex
unless such test has been shown to predict validly suc-
cess in the education program, and no alternative test,
which does not have such an impact, is available. This
provision merely restates the principle, announced by
the Supreme Court in the employment context, that
"practices which are fair in form, but discriminatory in
operation," are invalid unless they can be shown to be
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valid predictors of success in the program and that no
less onerous means exists to select those persons who
can succeed. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 410 U.S. 424, 91
S.Ct. 849 (1971). For further discussion of the Griggs
principle, THE CONCEPT OF DISCRIMINATION,
The Reality, supra at 14.

Section 86.21(c) prohibits a recipient from making its
decisions on admission based on sex-differentiated
standards related to marital or parental status. Section
86.21(c)(1) requires that any rule used by an institution
that considers the actual or potential parental status of
an applicant or student relevant must be applied to all
students, without regard to the sex of the applicant)
Thus a school could not exclude from consideration for
admission women who plan to become mothers and at
the same time admit men who plan to become fathers.
Section 86.21(c)(2) recognize's that if a recipient should
apply a standard for admission that uses pregnancy or
pregnancy-related matters as an exclusionary device,
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such a standard is the functional equivalent of sex and,
therefore, i5 prohibited. Similarly, use of any character-
istic unique to one sex as a standard for admission will
be in violation of this regulation. Although there have
been no reported cases dealing with admission policies
that use sex-linked characteristics (e.g., pregnancy),
numerous cases have arisen that penalize students and
teachers in the enjoyment of education and the right to
employment. These cases are discussed under § 86.40 as
to students and § 86.57 as to teachers.

Section 86.21(c)(4) prohibits any preadmission inquiry
as to the marital status of an applicant. Ther.efoie, re-
questing that applicants designate Mr., Ms., Miss, and
Mrs. will result in a violation of this section of the regula-
tions. This section also provides that any inquiry into the
sex of an applicant must be pursuant to a rule, not only
equally applied, but neutral in its effect. Such inquiry
cannot, hoWever, be used to achieve an otherwise pro-
hibited end.



§.86.22 Preference In Admission

A recipient to which this subpart applies shall not give pref-
erence to applicants for admission, on the basis of attendance at
any educational institution or other school or entity which ad-
mits as student~ or predorninatly members of one sex, if the
giving of such preference has the effect of discriminating or. the
basis of sex in violation of this subpart.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.22 provides that a recipient shall not give
preference to applicants for admission because such ap-
plicants attended any institution or entity that limits its
enrollment totally or predominantly to students of one
sex, if the result of tlais practice would be to discriminate
on the basis of sex. This regulation merely recognizes
that it is not sufficient for an institution to abandon fa-
cially discriminatory policies if as their replacement the
institution adopts the discriminatory policies of a third
party, whethier that party is an educational institution or
another "entity."

A developing problem in this area may result from the
policy or some institutions to give admissions preference
to veterans. Because less than 2% of the veterans in the
United Stares are women (resulting from a congression-
ally imposed quota), such a practice could have the effect
of discrimination based on sex. just such a question has
been raised in the public employment sphere. in Icencif

Commoneca/th Alassmimsctts. 151 F. Sup. 143 (D.
Mass. 1978), rry'd soh nom. Personnel Administra'or of Mas-
sachusetts Feeney. _U.S. , 99, S.Ct. 2282
(1979), a three-judge court declared that he Mas-
sachusetts veteran's preference statute grantin, prefer-

ence in public employment Violates the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Although the
court concluded that the statute was not facially dis-
criminatory, it did find that it was not impartial or neu-
tral because of its impact on the opportunities of women.
Persuasive to the court was that the statute effectively
tied women's employment opportunities to the dis-
criminatory admission standards of the Armed Forces,
and that servict., in the military bore no demonstrable
relationship for civilian public service.

The Supreme Court disagreed. The Court reiterated
its earlier holdings that when a neutral law has a dispaL
rate impact on a group that has historically been the
victim of discrimination, an unconstitutional purpose
may be at work. However, a mere showing of disparate
impact, no matter how severe, does not end the inquiry
but is rather the starting point for the application of a
two-fold test "The first question is whether thJ? statut-
ory classification is indeed neutral in the sense that it is
not gender-based. If the classification itself, covert or
overt, is not based upon gender, the second question is
whether the adverse effect reflects invidious gender-
based discrimination." Personnel Administrator of Mas-
sachusetts v. Feeney, U S , 99 S.Ct. at 2293.

Applying this test to the facts before it, the Court con-
cluded that the Massachusetts scheme was not uncon-
stitutional. "Nothing in the record demonstrates that
this preference for veterans was originally devised or
subsequently re-enacted because it would accomplish
the collateral goal of keeping women in a stereotypic and
predefined place in the Massachusetts Civil Service."
Personnel Administrator of Massachusetts v. Feeney,
__U.S. , 99 Sc. Ct. at 2296.
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e 86.23 Recruitment

(a) Nondiscriminatory recruitment. A recipient to which this
subpart applies shall not discriminate Lin the basis of sex in the
recruitment and admission of students. A recipient may be re-
quired to undertake additional recruitment efforts for one sex as
remedial action pursuant to § 86.3(a), and machoose to under-
take such efforts as affirmative action pursuant to § 86.3(b).

(b) Recruitment at certain institutions. A recipient to which
this subpart applies shall not recruit primarily or exclusively at
educational institutions, schools or entities which admit as stu-
dents only or predominantly members of one sex, ii such ac-
tions have the effect of discriminating on the basis of sex in
violation of this subpart.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.23, covering recruitment and admissions,
provides that recipients shall not discriminate on the
basis of sex in recruitment or admissions. Because the
two are clearly linked, the regulation covers the recruit-
ment efforts of the institutions, realizing that nondis--
criminatory admission policies will be ineffective if,
through the recruitment process, the pool of applicants
is predominantly one sex.

An example of this interrel :ionship is presented by
Meredith v. Fair, 298 F.2d 696 (5th Cir. 1962). In Meredith,
the plaintiff was seeking admission to the all-white Uni-
versity of Mgsissippi. One of the policies used by the
university as part of its admissions procedure was the
requirement that all applicants for admission furnish
alumni certificates relating to the applicant's moral
character. There had never been a Black graduate of the
University of Mississippi. The Black plaintiffiapplicant
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was unable to meet this condition. The court declared
the poliCv the university to be unconsititutional as it
effective), Jarred all qualified Black students from ad-
mission, although impoSing no burden on qualified
white students. Furthermore, because of traditional so-
cial barriers, the court found it unlikely, if not impossi-
ble, that any Black would receive the requisite number of
recommendations for admission. This limitation
amounted to discrimination not only in admissions, but
in recruitment as well.

Section 86.23 also recognizes that institutions that fol-
low their traditional modes of recruiting students may
violate Title IX. As a consequence, in a vein similar to
that taken in section 86.22, institutions are prohibited,
by section 86.23(b), from recruiting primarily or exclu-
sively at institutions or that are solely or predom-
inantly members of one sex if such actions result in dis-
crimination. This is not .to say that institutions may
never recruit at single-sex institutions. If they do so,
however, they will have to be certain that an effort is
made to minimize the effect of the recruiting on their
pool of applicants. Thus section 86.23(a) provides that an
institution may adopt practices intended to overcome
the discriminalory effects of its previous recruitment ef-
forts (pursuant to section 86.3(a)), or pursuant to section
86.3(b), it may choose to make such special efforts as a
form of affirmative action. These efforts can include re-.
cuitment programs directed at interesting the formerly
underrepresented sex in the institution, and programs
intended to make the institution's education offerings
broader in scope to draw more applicants of the under-.
represented sex. See Regents of The University of California
v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 98 S.Ct. 2733 (1978).



Subpart D Discrimination on the Basis of Sex in Education Programs and Activities
Prohibited

Subpart D contains the general rules covering educa-,
coral programs and activities. They cover all programs,
including academic. research, and extracurricular ac-
tivities; housing; facilities; course offerings; counseling;
financial assistance; employment opportunities of ,,tu-
dents; health services; and athletics. The regulation does
not cover the use of particular textbooks. Consistent
throughout the subpart is the belief ehat all educational
insti :eceiving federal financial assistance, includ-

ing those exempt as tt, admissions, must provide all stu-
dents an equal opportunity to benefit from and partici-
pate in all prograom and activities sponsored or ()tiered
by the recipient. As a consequence, where it seems that
the mere extension of xisting programs to women may
not result in equity, the regulation -equires addi.,or.al
considerations tc guarantee equal educaoonal oppor-
tunities.

§ 86.31 Education Programs Ana Activities
) General. Except as provided elsewhere in this part, no

person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in be denied toe benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
inder any academic, extracurricular, research, occupational
training, or other education program or activity operated by a
recipient which receives or benefits from Federal financial as-
sistance. This subpart does nut apply to actions of a recipient in
connection with admission of its students to an education pro-
gram or activity of (I) a recipient to which Subpart C does not
apply, or (2) an entity, not a recipient, to which Subpart C
would not apply if the entity were a recipient.

(b) Specific prohibitions. Except as provided in this subpart,
in providing any aid, benefit, or service to a student, a recipient
shall not, on the basis of sex:

I I) Treat one person differently from another in determin-
ing yhether such person-satisties any requirement or condi
non for the provision of such aid, benefit, or service;

(2) Provide different aid, benefits, or services or provide
aid, benefits, or services in a different manner:

(3) Deny any person any such aid, benefit, or service;
(4) Subject any person to separate or different rules of be-

havior, sanctions, or other treatment;
(5) Discriminate against any person in the application of

any rules of appearance;
(h) Apply any rule concerning the domicile or residence of

a student iir applicant, including eligibility for in-state fees
and tuition:

(7) Aid or perpetuate discrimination against any person by
providing significant assistance to any agency, ori,anization,
or person which discriminates on the basis of sex in providing
any aid, benefit or service to students or employees;

(8) Otherwise limit any person in the enjoyment of any
right, privilege, advantage or opportunity.
(c) Assistance administered by a recipient educational in-

stitution to study at a foreign institution. A recipient educa-
tional institution may administer or assist in the administration
of scholarships, fellowships, or other awards established by
foreign or domestic wills, trusts, or similar legal instruments, or
by acts of foreign governments and restricted to rrwmbers of
one sex, which are designed to provide opportunities to study
abroad, and which are awarded to students who are already
matriculating at or who are graduates of the recipient institu-
tion, Provided. a recipient educational institution which ad-
ministers or assists in the administration of such semlarships,
fellowship, or other awards which are restricted to members of
one sex provides, or otherwise makes available reasonable op-
portunities for similar studies for members of the other sex.
Such opportunities may be derived from either dorntAic or
foreign sources.

(d) Programs not operated by recipient.
(I) This paragraph applies to any recipient which requires

participation by any applicant, student, or employee in any

education program ur aitl1it not operated wholly 1,y such
recipient, or which fa, ilitatc., permits or consider, .uch par-
ticipation as part of or equivalent to an education program or
activity operated by such recipient, including participation in
educational consortia and imperative employment and
student-teaching assignments.

(2) such recipient:
(i) Shall develop and implement a procedure designed to

assure itself that the operator or sponsor of such other educa-
tion program or activity takes no action affecting any appli-
cant, student, or employee of such recipient which this part
would prohibit such recipient from taking; and

(ii) Shall not facilitate, require, permit, or consider such
participation it such action occurs.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.31 contains the general and specific prohibi-
tions relating to the treatment of students in education
programs and activities. Section 86.31(a) particularizes
the general statements concerning coverage four In the
statute and in section 86.11 of the regulations. It is here
made clear that education programs are intended to in-
clude extracurricular activities. As the court said in DaNS

Alck, 344 F. Stipp. 298, 32 Ohio Misc.- 3 (N.D.
Mk, 1972), "extracurricular activities are, in the best
modern thinking, an integral and complementary part of
the total school program. Brow,/ v. Board of Filac,7holl,
U.S. 483, 493 (1954)." See also Corder Chonke, 315 F.
Sapp. 953 (N.D. Ohio 1969). Ftrthermore, this section
points out that although the admission policies of certain
inAtutions may be exempt from the act, the institutions'
programs offered after admission must he available on a
nondiscrimina.ory basis.

Section 86.31(b) contains categories of specific prohibi-
tions relating to the provision of any aid, benefit, or
service to a student. Expressly prohibited are practices
that are based on sex ani; apply differing standards for
determining eligibility for any aid, benefit, or service. (:f..
Berkchnan v. San Francisco Unified School District, 501 I'.2d
1264 (9th Cir. 1974), (denying such ait', benefit or ser-
vice, or providing such aid, benefits, or services in a
different manner). As the court concluded in t;,p-,11:cr
State of Alabama. Dcpartinent of Penstons and Sccurati. 385
F.2d 804 (Ali Cir. 1q67), compliance with Title VI cannot
be met by providing separate health care facilities,
equally funded, but segregated on the basis of race.
"[The] discrimination prohibited by (Title VI I Furely in-
cludes the practice of providing services to Negroes and

5:)
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hiies on a separate but equal basis solely on the basis of
race. Gardner State of Alabama, Departmeut of Pcm:ions
and Sec-tenni, 385 F.2d at 816.

Furthermore, Section 86.31(b) prohibits the applica-
tion of separate rules of behavior, sanctions, and ap-
pearance to individuals based on sex. The only case to
date to discuss the scope of this portion of the regulation
is Trent p. Perrin, 391 F. Supp. 171 (S.D. Miss. 1975). In
Trent. a male high school student sought to challenge
under Title IX the school grooming regulation that pro-
hibited male students from wearing hair below the ear-
lobe or over the collar. The court concluded that al-
though such a regulation does treat boy's hair differently
from girl's hair, this is not discrimination within the
purview of Title IX and Section 86.31 of the regulations:

Without going into the Congressional history of this section
it is quite plain, in the growing awareness of women's
emergence in every thy life to a status compatible with that
of men, that Congress intends federal financial assistance to
be available to girls as much'as to boys under any education
program or activity. This does not require that the recipient
erase all differences between the sexes. If the word "appear-
i.nce- in the . . HEW regulations . .. means grooming
and proposes to erase all outside physical distinctions be-
tween the sexes, it aims at a ridiculous result, one of
stereotyping both sexes into one, with little relation to the
purpose of the federal funding.

Section 86.31(b)(6) relates to rules concerning domicile
or residence for purposes of instate tuition and fees, re-
quiring such rules to be nondiscriminatory in applica-
tion. This result also has been mandated under the Con-
stitution. In Samuel v. University of Pittsburgh, 375 F.
Supp. 1119 (W.D. Pa. 1974), married female students
challenged a rule providing that the domicile of a wife
was presumed to be that of her husband. Although this
presumption could be rebutted, only married women
were subject to this procedure. Thus, the school pre-
sumed that a woman married to an out-of-state resident
is herself an out-of-state resident, but a man married to
an out-of-state resident was not presumed to be an out-
of-state resident. In ruling on the-allegation of sex dis-
crimination, the court found that the rules as adminis-
tered and promulgated were violative of the equal pro-
tection it.- of the Fourteenth Amendment and, there-
fore, were void and unenforceable.
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Section 86.31(6)(7) concludes that the provision by a
recipient of significant assistance to any agency, organi-
zation, or person that discriminates on the basis of sex
perpetuates or aids discrimination in violation of Title
IX. Exempt from this section's coverage are organiza-
tions and activities that were the subject of the 1976
amendments to Title IXBoys State and Girls State. In
a letter to the National Federation of Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Clubs, former Director Gerry pro-
vided examples "in which the interrelationship of an
organization and a school is such that discriminatory
policies and practices of the organizations can be attrib-
uted to the school":

1. providing meeting rooms only to student groups
that meet certain standards and are recognized

2. making available the school's mail service
3. providing space in the catalog
4. making available free or discounted computer time
5. providing special recognition for members
6. providing or requiring a faculty sponsor

(as reported in On Campu,; 111tIi IVomen, Number 14,
June 1976, the newsletter of the I'roject on the Status and
Education of Women of the Association of American
Col:eges).

Section 86.31(c) permits educational institutions to
administer sex-restricted scholarships that are estab-
lished by a foreign or domestic will, trust, or other legal
instrument, and that are awarded to students already
matriculating at or who are graduates of the recipient,
provided that the recipient institution makes available
reasonable opportunities for similar awards for members
of the other sex.

Section 86.31(d) is directed at the participation of a
recipient in a cooperative venture with a third party that
may result in discrimination based on sex. Institutions
that require orpermit students and employees to par-
ticipate for credit in programs not directly operated by
that institution must develop a procedure for assuring
itself that this other program is not operated in a manner
which, if done by the recipient, would violate Title IX. If
a re; :pient discovers that such program is being oper-
ated in a discriminatory manner, it must no longer par-
ticipate in such activity.



§ 86.32 Housing

(a) Generally. A recipient shall not, on the basis of sex, apply
different rules or regulations, impose different fees or require-
ments, or offer different services or benefits related to housing,
except as provided in this section (including housing provided
only to married students).

(b) Housing provided by recipient.
(1) A recipient may provide separate housing on the basis

of sex.
(2) Housing provided by a recipient to students of one sex,

when compared to that provided to students of the other sex,
shall be as a whole:

(i) Proportionate in quantity to the number of students
of that sex applying fur such housing; and

(ii) Comparable in quality and cost to the student.

(c) Other housing.
(I) A recipient shall not, on the basis of sex, administer

different policies or practices concerning occupancy by its
students of housing other than provided by such recipient.

(2) A recipient which, through solicitation, listing, ap-
proval of housing, or otherwise, assists any agency, organiza-
tion, or person in making housing available to any of its stu-
dents, shall take such reasonable action as may be necessary
to assure itself that such housing as is provided to students of
one sex, when compared to that provided to students of the
other sex, is as a whole:

(i) Proportionate in quantity and
(ii) comparable in quality and cost to the student.

A recipient may render such assistance to any agency, or-
ganization, or person which provides all ur part of such hous-
ing to students only of one sex.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.32 implements section 1681 within the con-
straints of section 1686. Although section 1686 provides
that coeducational housing is not required by the act, it
does not exempt all living facilities from the act's cover-
age. Housing, if provided, must be equally accessible to
both WM.'S and comparable in quality and cost.

Section 86.32(a) is the general prohibitory section and
requires that recipients treat their beneficiar:es (stu-
dents) without sex bias in the area of housing. As a
result, recipients are not, on the basis of sex, to adopt
varying rules ur regulations (e.g., rules regarding curfew
hours), impose different fees or requirements, or offer
different services or benefits related to housing (e.g.,
housekeeping services).

Although no cases are reported that arise under Title
IX in the area of housing, numerous housing cases have
been litigated that raise constitutional issues. Several of
these cases concern only the question of whether or not
an educational institution can, within the confines of the
constitution, impose rules and regulations governing all
students. In general, it has been established that as long
as the regulation is rationally related to some legitimate
state interest, it is constitutional. Pratt v. Louisiana
Polytechnic. Institute, 316 F. Su pp. 872 (MD. La. 1970),
aff'il, 41)1 U.S. 1004, 91 S.Ct. 1252 (1971) (rule requiring

residence in dormitories for all students held reasona-
ble) Poynter v. Dreydahi, 359 F. Supp. 1137 (W.D. Mich.
19731 (rule requiring all single undergraduate students to
live in residence hall upheld); Prostrollo v. University of
South Dakota, 507 F.2d 775 (8th Cir. 1974) (university can
require all freshman and sophomores to live in univer-
sity housing); Byres v. Toll, 512 F.2d 252 (2nd Cir. 1975)
(university can limit married students' suites to students
without children because of potential fire hazard).

Where the regulations cover only students of one sex,
however, the courts have not been so quick to uphold
their validity. In Mollere v. Southeastern Louisiana College,
304 F. Supp. 826 (ED. La. 1969), the court concluded
that requiring unmarried women students under 21
years of age who were not living with their parents or
with a close relative to live in residence halls was to
make the kind of irrational choice prohibited by the Con-
stitution. The sole justification established for the rule in
Mollere was to increase the revenues of the housing sys-
tem of the university. The court found this lacking in its
search for a special educational consideration that would
sustain the rule.

However, a contrary result was reached in Robinson v.
Board of Regents of Eastern Kentucky University, 475 F.2d
707 (6th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 982, 94 S.Ct.
2382 (1974). At Eastern Kentucky enrolled women were
required to he in their dormitories by 10:30 p.m. on week
nights during their freshman year. During their second,

hthird, and fourth years, women had their hours unre-
stricted if they met three conditions: (1) "C" average in
all academic work, (2) $15.00 fee per semester, and (3)
written consent from her parents. At no time during this
period were there hour restrictions on the male students
enrolled at Eastern Kentucky University.

The plaintiff, a female student, alleged that the uni-
versity's rules violated her right to equal protection in
that it imposed burdens only on women students. Ap-
plying the traditional test of equal protection (See, THE
CONCEPT OF DISCRIMINATION, supra at 13), the
court looked merely for a conceivable rational relation-
ship between the rule and a reasonable goal of the uni-
versity. Concluding that "the safety of women will be
protected by having them in their dormitories at certain
hours of the night" and noting that later hours on
weekends could be justified by "the fact that on
weekend nights many coeds have dates and ought to be
permitted to stay out later than on weekday nights," the
court upheld the constitutionality of the rule. It must he
noted, however, that the court applied as its measure of
constitutionality a test disapproved in sex discrimina-
tion cases. Today, classifications on the basis of sex
must he more than just conceivably rational, but at least
must he proven to be substantially related to important
governmental objectives rather than based on "old no-
tions" and 'archaic and overbroad" generalizations
about women as a class. See Craig -v. Boren, 429 U.S. I90,.
97 S Ct. 451 (1976). Section 86.32(a) of the regulation
would mandate a result contrary to that reached by the
court and, indeed, under the new test of equal protec-
tion, the rule's validity may be ciuestioned as reflecting
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old stereotypical notions about the needs of the sexes
and adopting an inaccurate proxy for another, more
germane basis of classification.

In a more recent case, Texas Woman's University, v.
Chayklmtaste (Court of Civil Appeals of Texas, reported
in On Campus with Women, Number 14, June 1976, p. 5),
female students, who were required to reside on campus
while male students were permitted to live off campus,
alleged that the rule violated their civil rightS. The court
noted that the rule was adopted when men were admit-
ted to the formerly all-female university a few years be-
tore suit. This influx posed a question as to the adequacy
of on-campus housing facilities for *he two sexes. Re-
quiring women to reside on campus, and permitting
men to live off campus was not the answer, however.
The court stated that "if facilities are provided, substan-
tial equity of treatment of persons . . . under like condi-
tions cannot he refused." Therefore, the rule was held to
violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, as well as the Texas Constitution.

The texas Woman's University case indicates merely a
portion of the kind of equity mandated by the regula-

tions. Section 86.32(b) provides further that if sex-
segregated housing is offered, that housing must be
equally available to females and males (in proportion to
the number of students of each sex enrolled at the in-
stitution applying for such housing), and must be com-
parable in quality and cost.

Section 86.32(c) provides that those institutions that
permit off-campus housing shall not adopt differing
policies and practices based on sex, such as those in
dispute in Texas Woman's University. In addition, if the
institution provides a "housing bureau" that lists avail-
able housing in the community, it must assure itself that
such housing is provided in a nondiscriminatory manner
and in compliance with the regulation. Although the
institution can assist an agency that provides housing to
students of only one sex, it must also make certain that
the total housing is proportionately available and com-
parable in quality and cost to students of each sex.

Furthermore, in 1974 Congress amended Title VIII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1968, Title 42 U.S.C. section 3604,
so as to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex in the
sale, rental, and financing of housing.



§ 86.33 Comparable Facilities

A recipient may provide separate toilet, locker room, and
hover facilities on the basis of sex, but such facilities provided
or students of one sex shall be comparable to such facilities
mwided for students of the other sex.

DISCUSSION

iertiun M,33 recognizes that the individual right to pri-
vacy can form the basis for the provision of separate
'acilities in situations that involve disrobing or the per -
orming of certain personal bodily functions. In these
situations, the recipient may provide separate facilities,
provided that the facilities available to students of one
sex are comparable to those availabie to the students of
the other sex. Also, as in the housing provision, section
i632, the resuilation does not mandate sex-segregated
facilities; it rely permits them.
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§ 86.34 Access To Course Offerings

A recipient shall not provide any course or otherwise carry
lilt any of its education program or activity separately on the
oasis of sex, or require or refuse participation therein by any of
is students on such basis, including health, physical education,
ndustrial, business, vocational, technical, home economics,
music, and adult education courses.

(a) With respect to classes and activities in physical education
at the elementary school level, the recipient shall comply fully
with this section as expeditiously as possible but in no event
later than ore year from the effective date of this regulation.
With respect to physical education classes and activities at the
secondary and post-secondary levels, the recipient shall comply
fully with this section as expeditiously as possible, but in no
even[ later than three years from the effective date Of this regu-
lation.

(h) This section does not prohibit grouping of students in
physical education classes and activities by ability as assessed
by objective standards of individual performance developed
and applied without regard to sex.

(c) This section does not prohibit sepr.ration of students by
sex within physical education classes or activities during par-
ticipation in wrestling, boxing, rugby, ice hockey, football, bas-
ketball and other sports the purpose or major activity of which
involves bodily contact.

(d) Where use of a single standard of measuring skill or prog-
ress in a physical education class has an adverse effect on mem-
bers of one sex, the recipient shall use appropriate standards
which do not have such effect.

(e) Portions of classes in elementary and secondary schools
which deal exclusively with human sexuality may be conducted
in separate sessions for boys and girls.

(1) Recipients may make requirements based on vocal range
or quality which may result in a chorus or choruses of one or
predominantly one sex.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.34 provides that all courses of study offered
by a recipient (including health, physical education, in-
dustrial, business, vocational, technical, home econom-
ics, music, and adult education) must be offered on a
coeducational basis, and no person shall be denied ac-
cess to any course offering based upon sex. The section
is all inclusive, and only in those areas that relate to
safety (section 86.34(c) ) and privacy (section 86.34(e) )
are alternatives provided. In addition, Congress, in the
Education Amendments of 1976, 'established a new
chapter relating to vocational education that requires
states that wish to participate in the federally funded
vocational education programs to recognize and deal
with the problems of sex-bias in vocational education.
Under the act, each state must allocate $50,000 per year
to support full-time personnel and activities designed to
reduce sex stereotyping, remove recognized sex bias,
address the interests and needs of women, assist local
educational agencies in imprOving vocational education
opportunities for women, and overcome sex stereotyp-
ing and sex bias in vocational education programs
statewide. Title 20 U.S.C. § 2304.

The six subparts of section 86.34 are intended to ex.-
plain the general language of the regulation or to recog-

nizt certain considerations involved in the implementa-
tion of the regulation's prohibitions.

Section 86.34(a) contains the "phase-in" provisions of
the regulation relative to classes in physical education.
In all elementary schools, compliance is to be as ex-
peditious as possible, but in no event later than one year
from the effective date of the regulation. Thus coeduca-
tion in physical education classes in all elementary
schools should have been achieved as of July 21, 1976.

Physical education classes in the secondary and post-
secondary levels must also have complied as expediti-
ously as possible. However these schools were given
three years from the effective date of the regulation (i.e.,
until July 21, 1978), within Which to be in full compliance
with the act. It must be understood that, although often
termed a "grace period," the time allowed for com-
pliance does not mean the blatant violations of the act
were sanctioned during this period. All institutions must
have been working toward compliance expeditiously.
The regulation does not permit schools to wait until the
end of the three-year period to start a compliance effort.
As former Secretary Weinberger said in the introductory
memorandum accompanying the regulation, ,these
periods were permitted "because of the existence of
wide skill differentials attributable to the traditionally
lower levels of training available to girls in many
schools." 40 Fed. Reg, p. 24132 (June 4, 1975). They were
not intended as "one last fling" for the recipient institu-
tions.

It must also he remembered that most recipients, by
virtue of their being public institutions, will also be
operating under the constraints of the Fourteenth
Amendment's Equal Protection Clause (as well as other
statutes), the provisions of which know no waiting
period. See THE IMPLEMENTING REGULATION,
Section-by-Section Analysis, § 86.41.

Section 86.34(b) permits recipients to group students
in physical education classes by ability, provided such
measure of ability is based on objective standards of in-
dividual (not group) performance that are developed and
applied without regard to sex. In conjunction with this
provision is section 86.34(d), which applies the Griggs
concept of discrimination (See THE CONCEPT OF DIS-
CRIMINATION, The Reality, supra at 14) to the area of
physical education classes. Furthermore, where the use
of a single standard to measure either skill or progress in
physical education class has an adverse effect on mem-
bers of one sex, the recipient is to adopt alternative and
appropriate standards that do not have such effects.
"For example, if progress is measured by determining
whether an individual can perform twenty-five push-
ups, the standard may by virtually out-of-reach for
many more women than men because of the difference
in strength between average persons of each sex. Ac-
cordingly, the appropriate standard might be an indi-
vidual chart based on the number of push-ups which
might be expected of that individual." 40 Fed. Reg. p.'
24132 (June 4, 1975).

A comparable but more far-reaching approach to this
matter has developed in the desegregation area. In
Lemon v. Bossier Parish School Board, 444 F.2d 1400 (5th
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Cir. 197 :), thy FIlth Circuit Court of Appeals was asked
to review the appropriateness of a desegregation plan
that the district court had approved. Under 'that plan,
students in grades .1 through i2 were assignecbto sepa-
rate schools on the basis of scores made on the CAfornia
Achievement Te:it. The result of this procedure W:as to
reinstitute racial segregation. The court noted that it had
"repeatedly rejected testing as a basis for student
assignment" following the disestablisliment of a duM
school system, Laurin ti. Bossier Parish School Board, 444
F.2d at 14W, regardless of the validity of the test per se.
The court further held that testing could not be used
until a school system was established as a unitary one.
This; was interpreted to mean that it had operated as a
unitary system for several years.

Similarly, the court in Dove v. Parham, 282 F.2d 256
(5th Cir. 19tit1) said that "standards of placement cannot
lit. devised or given application to preserve an existing
system of ipo:ied segregation. Nor can educational
principles or theories serve to justify such a result." amt.

Pork.im, 282 F.2d at 258. In addition, this obligation to
convert to a truly unitary system is not complete until
classrooms, as well as school buildings, are desegre-
gated.

We think it manifestly clear that the decisions of the Su-
creme Court and this court required the elimination or ot
only segregated schools, but also segregated clar,rok ms
within the schools.

lohrison facksou Parish School Board. 423 1.2d 11155, -105o

(5th Cir. 1969).
The rationale Of these cases mandates a t. analysis

of Section 86.34(b) and (d). If the applicabo:...4 uniform
ability tests to recently sex-integrated physical education
classes results in sexually identifiable grouping, those
ability tests should be reexamined. Furthermore, this
method of grouping could he barred

Until the district has operated as a unitary system without
.uula [racial; assignments for a sufficient per;.e ' of time to
,'(Jr se that thy underachievements of the slower t;roups rs

not due to yesterday's educational disparities. Such 3 bat
per :: d may be lifted when the district can show that steps
taken to bring disadvantaged students to peer status have
ended the educational disadvantages caused by prior
segregation.

Tat( County tic {tool D/strtct. 508 F.2d 1017,
1020-1021 (5th Cir. 1975).

Section 86.34(c) declares that Title IX does not prohibit
the separation of students by sex in physical, education
classes during participation in those sports or activities
which involve, as a major activity, bodily contact. The
regulation also makes it clear, however, that sex-
segregation in these sports is not mandatory. This deci-
sion is left to each individual recipient.

However there is no provision of Title IX that ex,
pressly permits this interpretation regarding permissible
separation of students by sex. The statute clearly pro-
hibits sex discrimination in all programs oz'activities sub-
ject only to the limitations appearing in the separate
exclusionary provisions of the act. See TITLE IX: THE
STATUTE, Section-By-Section Analysis, § 1681. As a
consequence, this portion of the regulation could he
considered to be inconsistent with the statute from
which it derives its authority in that it purports to
exclude from the act's coverage an activity not expressly
excluded. In addition, it may sanction activity that con-
flicts with the Constitution, in which event this portion
of the regulation would be void and unenforceable. See
THE IMPLEMENTING REGULATION, Section -By-
`_ action Analysis, § 86.41.

Section 86.34(e) permits recipients to separate boys
and girls in elementary and secondary schools for the
portions of classes that deal exclusively with human
sexuality. Although sonic confusion has arisen concern-
ing this regulation, it does not require that courses in sex
education be offered by any recipient. It merely provides
to recipients who do offer such classes the option of
ciioosing sex-segregated classes.

Section 86.34(f), although concerned with choruses,
actually demonstrates the Griggs nondiscrimination
theory at work. Prohibited by Title IX is the deliberate
establishment of male-only/female-only choruses. The
regulation recognizes, however, that there is educational
value in choruses that have as their basis a.limited vocal
range. Thus the regulation permits (and the Office of
Civii Rights has sanctioned) the use of vocal range or
quality to tif?Itl participants in a chorus or choruses,
even it the result is that the metiribership of that chorus
will be predominantly one sex.



§ 86.35 Access To Schools Operated By L.E.A.'s

A recipient which is a local educational agency shall not, On
is basis of sex, exclude any person from admission to:
(a) Any institution of vocational education operated bC ';uch
cipient; or
(b) Any other school or educational unit operated by such

:cipient, unless such recipient otherwise makes available to
uch person, pursuant to the same policies and criteria of ad-
iission, courses, services, and facilities comparable to each
ft:rse, service, and facility offered in or through such schools.

DISCUSSION

ection tin.35 further clarifies section 1681 of the Act as
:s provisions relate to elementary and secondary institu-

tions. The statute does not cover the admission policies
of public elementary or secondary schools (local educa-
tional agencies); however, it does cover the admission
policies of all institutions of vocational education. This
provision of the regulation further clarifies this to pro-
vide that no person is to be excluded from participating
in any institution of vocational education, including
those operated by local educational agencies. Further-
more, those local educational agencies that continue to
offer sex-segregated schools must make certain that stu-
dents of one sex are offered, pursuant to the same
policies and criteria of admission, courses, services, and
facilities comparable to each course, service, and facility
offered to students of the other sex.
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§ 86.36 Counseling And Use Of Appraisal And Counseling Materials

(a) Counseling. A recipient shall not discriminate against any
person on the basis of sex in the counseling or guidance of
students or applicants for admission.

(b) Use of appraisal and counseling materials. A recipient
which uses testing or other materials for appraising or counsel-
ing students shall not use different materials for students on the
basis of their sex or use materials which permit or require dif-
ferent treatment of students on such basis unless such different
materials cover the same occupations and interest areas and the
use of such different materials is shown to be essential to elimi-
nate sex bias. Recipients shall develop and use internal proce-
dures for ensuring that such materials do not discriminate on
the basis of sex. Where the use of a counseling test or other
instrument results in a substantially disproportionate number
of members of one sex in any particular course of study or
classification, the recipient shall take such action as is necessary
to assure itself that such disproportion is not the result of dis-
crimination in the instrument or its application.

(c) Disproportion in classes. Where a recipient finds that a
particular class contains a substantially disproportionate
number of individuals of one sex, the recipient shall take such
action as is necessary to assure itself that such disproportion is
nut the result of discrimination on the basis of sex in counseling
or appraisal materials or by counselors.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.36 concerns itself with the counseling pie-
cess, both pre- and postadmission. Subpart 86.36(a)
prohibits discrimination in the counseling and guidance
of both students and applicants for admission.

Subpart (h) concerns itself with materials that are gen-
erally used in the counseling process. Recipients that use

testing or other appraisal materials in counseling stu-
dents are prohibited from using different materials on
the basis of sex or to use materials that permit or require
different treatment of students on such basis. However,
in the event a recipient ,-an demonstrate that such mate-
rials cover the same occupations and interest areas for
both sexes and that the materials are essential to the
elimination of sex bias, such materials can be used. Thus
materials intended to overcome the present effects of
past discrimination may be used in the counseling pro-
cess. See Kahn v. Shevin, 416 U.S. 351, 94. S.Ct. 1734
(1974); Schlesinger v. Ballard, 419 U.S. 498, 95 S.Ct. 572
(1975); THE IMPLEMENTING REGULATION,
Section -By- Section Analysis, § 86.3.

Furthermore,' recipients are to develop and use inter-
nal procedures to make certain that the materials that are
used in their institutions do not discriminate on the basis
of sex. This requirement of self-analysis is independent
of that provided for in ' 86.3(c).

The last sentences of section 86.36(b) and section
86.36(c) contain the same general mandate. In the event
a recipient finds that the use of a counseling test or other
instrument results in the grouping of members of one
sex in a particular course of study or classification, the
recipient must take action to assure itself that such
grouping is not the result of discrimination on the basis
of sex, either in the materials themselves or on the part
of the counselors. Where such grouping is occuring as a
result of a recipient's testing procedures, the consid-
erations, discussed supra THE IMPLEMENTING
REGULATION, Section"-By-Section Analysis, § 86.34(b)
and '(d), will become relevant to the questions of
whether such tests can continue to be used.
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§ 86.37 Financial Assistance

(a) General. Except as provided in paragraphs (b), (c) and (d)
of this section, in providing financial assistance to any of its
students, a recipient shall not:

(1) On the basis of sex, provide different amount or types
of such assistance, limit eligibility for such assistance which is
of any particular type or source, apply different criteria, or
otherwise discriminate;

(2) through solicitation, listing, approval, provision of
facilities or other services, assist any foundation, trust,
agency, organization, or person which provides assistance to
any of such recipient's students in a manner which discrimi-
nates on the basis of sex; or

(3) apply any rule or assist in application of any rule con-
cerning eligibility for such assistance which treats persons of
one sex differently from persons of the other sex with regard
to marital or parental stabs.
(b) Financial aid established by Certain legal instruments.

(1) A recipient may administer or assist in the administra-
tion of scholarships, fellowships, or other forms of financial
assistance established pursuant to domestic or foreign wills,
trusts, bequests, or similar legal instruments or by acts of a
foreign government which requires that awards be made to
members of a particular sex specified therein; Provided, that
the overall effect of the award of such sex-restricted scholar-
ships. fellowships, and other forms of financial assistance
does not discriminate on the basis of sex.

(2) To ensure nondiscriminatory awards of assistance as
required in subparagraph (b)(1) of this paragraph, recipients
shall develop and use procedures under which:

(i) Students are selected for award of financial assistance
on the basis of nondiscriminatory criteria and not on the
basis of availability of funds restricted to members of a
particular sex;

(ii) An appropriate sex-restricted scholarship, fellow-
ship, or other form of financial assistance is allocated to
each student selected under subparagraph (b)(2)(i) of this
paragraph; and

(iii) No student is denied the award for which he or she
was selected under subparagraph (b)(2)(i) of this paragraph
because of the absence of a scholarship, fellowship, or
other form of financial assistance designated for a member
of that student's sex.

(c) Athletic scholarships. -

(1) To the extent that a recipient awards athletic scholar-
ships or grants-in-aid, it must provide ,reasonable oppor-
tunities for such awards for members of etch sex in propor-
tion to the number of students of each sex participating in
interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics.

(2) Separate athletic scholarships or grants-in-aid for
members of each sex may be provided as part of separate
athletic teams for members of each sex to the extent consis-
tent with this paragraph and § 86.41 of this part.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.37 concerns the nondiscriminatory provision
of financial assistance.; Subpart 86.37(a) contains the

general prohibitions relating to the award of such assis-
tance. Subpart (a)(1) prohibits a recipient from limiting
the availability of financial assistance for members of one
sex, either by applying differing criteria for eligibility, by

limiting the availability of certain kinds of aid only to
persons of a particular sex, or in any other way that
discriminates on the basis of sex in the provision of fi-
nancial assistance.

Subpart (a)(2) prohibits a recipient from providing as-
sistance to any person or organization that discriminates
in awarding financial assistance. Conceptually, the regu-'
lation adopts the general approach that a recipient can-
not do indirectly that which it is prohibited from doing
directly. Bob Jones University v. Johnson, 396 F. Supp. 597
(D.S.C. 1974) aff'd sub nom. Bob Jones University v.
Roudebush, 529 F.2d 514 (5th Cir. 1975).

Subpart (a)(3) further clarifies subpart (a)(1) to make it
clear that any rule concerning eligibility for financial as-
sistance that treats persons of one sex differently from
persons of the other sex with regard to marital or paren-
tal status is prohibited by Title IX.

Subpart (b) sets forth the conditions under which re-
cipients may administer sex-restricted scholarships.
Subpart (b)(1) states the general rule that a recipient may
participate in the administration of certain kinds of fi-
nancial assistance that are established pursuant to a
domestic or foreign will, trust, bequest or similar legal
instrument that requires that the financial assistance be
made to members of a particular sex, provided that the
overall effect of such participation does not result in dis-
crimination on the basis of sex.

Subpart (b)(2) provides the means by which a reci-
pient can determine whether or not its participation in
sexually restrictive wills or trusts has the overall effect of
discriminating on the basis of sex. The procedure is es-
sentially a three-step one. First, a recipient is to select
and rank the students who are entitled to financial as-
sistance. This selection and ranking process must be; on
the basis of nondiscriminatory criteria, however, and not
on the basis of the availability of funds that are restricted
to members of a particular sex.

Following this identification stage, the recipient is to-
distribute and allocate the available financial assistance
(including sex-restricted awards), at which time the re-
cipient can take into consideration the sex of the student.
If after this allocation there are students who w to iden-
tified by the recipient as entitled to financial aid, but who
were denied such an award because there is no financial
assistance designated for students of that sex, then the
recipient's participation in those trusts and wills has the
overall effect of discrimination on the basis of sex.

An example of how this process is contemplated to
work appears in the Secretary's memorandum accom-
panying the regulation:

For example, if fifty students are selected by a university to
receive financial assistance, the students should be ranked
in the order in which they are to receive awards. If award is
based on need, those most in need are placed at the top of
the list; if award is based on academic excellence, those with
the higher academic averages are placed at the top of the list.
The list should then be given to the financial aid office which
may match thestudents to the scholarships and other aid
available, whether sex-restrictive or not. However, if after
the first twenty students have been matched with funds, the
financial aid office runs out of non-restrictive funds and is
left with only funds designated for men, these funds 'must
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- be awarded without regard to sex and not solely to men
unless only men are left on the list. If both men and women
remain on the list, the university .must locate addition4;
funds for the women or cease to give awards at that poirv'.

4(1 Fed. Reg. p. 24133 (June 4, 1975).
This interpretation seems to be, to some degree, con-

tradictory to the regulation. Section 86.37(b)(2)(it:,) pro-
xides that no student is to be denied the award for which
he or she was selected because of the absence of a schol-
arship, fellowship, or other form of financial assistance
designated for a member of that student's sex. It an in-
stitution "ceaselsl to give awards" because there are no
monies available to sttdents of one sex or the other, it
would seem that the institution is denying a student an,
award in violation of the express language of section
66.37(b)(2)(iii). Thus it would seem that the more consis-
tent approach would be fctr the institution to find addi-
tional funds to meet the needs of all students who have
been identified ,as entitled to financial assistance.
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Section 86.37(c) covers the conditions under which
athletic scholarships may be awarded. Recipients can
award athletic scholarships provided there are reasona-
:%2 opportunities for such awards for members of each
st in proportion to the number of students of each sex

oartidpate in interscholastic or intercollegiate athie-
6,-s. In addition, sex-separate athletic scholarships may
no provided as a part of the separate athletic tearis for
members of each sex provided for in section 86.41 :1 the

tions.

A final provision, not included in the regulations but
made a part of the 1976 .tmendments to Title IX, exempts
scholarships or financi.1 assistance that is awarded by an
institution of higher education to an individual as an
award in a oz-t;eant in which attainment of the award is
based on factors relating to personal appearance, poise,
and talent and in which participation is limited to indi-
viduals of only one sex.



§ 86,38 Employment Assistance To Students

(a) Assistance by recipient in making available outside em-
ployment. A recipient which assists any agency, organization,
or person in making employment available to any of its stu-
dents:

(1) Shall assure itself that such employment is made avail-
able without discrimination on the basis of sex; and

(2) Shall not render such services to any agency, organiza-
tion, or person which discriminates on the basis of sex in its
employment practices.

(b) Employment of students by recipients. A recipient which
employs any of its students shall not do so in a manner which
violates Subpart E.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.38 requires every recipient that partitipates in
an employment placement service to make certain that
such participation does not assist any separate organiza-
tion in dis%riminating, on the basis of sex in employment.
Thus institutions that sponsor career-placement ac-
tivities must assure themselves that the institutions
using their services do not discriminate in employment
on the basis of sex. If a recipient discovers that any
agency, organization, or person discriminates on the
basis of sex in employment, the recipient is to stop re-
ndering services to that agency, organization, or person.

The requirements of this section are in keeping with
the one case that has dealt with this issue under Title VII

of the Civil Rights Acrof 1964. In Kapit)WitZ v. University
of Chicago, 387 F. Supp. 42 (N.D. III. 1974), 12 women
graduates of the University of Chicago Law School al-
leged that the school, through its placement service,
maintained a policy of allowing employers that discrimi-
nated against. women in employment to use the facilities
of the law school to interview and otherwise to seek to
hire law students and graduates of the school. It was
contended that the law school, through this activity, had
become art employment agency, and that this placement
service was in violation of Title VII.

The district court agreed with the plaintiffs that the
law school was an employment agency within the mean-
ing of Title VII.

While professional schools in genera! are primarily con-
cerned with the training and education of their 'students,
and while many schools might prefer not to have to dilute
their.resources on placement activities, career employment
has become a major activity within the graduate school. The
placement office at the Law School is the primary source
through which employers hire University of Chicago law
students and recent graduates; the vast majority of all posi-
tions obtained by students and recent graduates is through
utilization of the placement office.

The involvement of the Law School in operating its
placement facilities is significant, and the importance of
finding employment for its graduates is substantial, if for no
other reason than to assure the quality of future applicants.

Koplowitz v. University of Chicago, 387 F. Supp. ai 46.
The court did not agree with the plaintiffs, however,

that the law school had violated Title VII. The court
noted that the regulations of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission make an employment agency,
which fills a job order that contains an unlawful sex pre-
ference, equally responsible with the employer under
Title VII. In this instance, however, the court concluded
that the University of Chicago had taken sufficient steps
to assure itself that those employers using the school's
placement service were not discriminating on the basis
of sex.

The court noted that a brochure distributed by the
placement office to employers included a statement on
employrnefft discrimination. That statement made it
clear that the law school was "committed to the principle
of equal opportunities for all individuals commensurate
with their abilities and not limited by discrimination
based on race, color, religion, national origin, or sex."
Furthermore, the school let the prospective employers
know that it assumed that this same commitment existed
on the part of those firms'using the placement service. In
addition, the school had adopted a special procedure to
deal with complaints made by students who were alleg-
ing discriminatory conduct by interviewers. Under this
procedure, after an initial investigation to determine if
the student complaint has some merit a letter is,written
to the alleged discriminator explaining the nature of the
complaint, restating the law school's policy of nondis-
crimination, requesting a response to the complaint
(which would be made available to the complaining stu-
dent), expressing the school's expectation that the firm
would reaffirm its adherence to its nondiscrimination
policy, and advising the firm that in the absence of an
unqualified commitment to the concept of equal em-
ployment opportunity, the firm would not be invited to
continue to use the school's interviewing or placement
facilities.

In light of this procedure, the court concluded that the
law school had done enough to comply with the man-
date of Title VII to assure itsef that its facilities were not
being used by private firms to discriminate in employ-
ment.

Section 86.38(b) makes it clear that if a recipient em-
ploys any of its students those students mustbe treated
in accordance with the nondiscrimination mandates of
the regulation relating to employment found in sections
86.51 throughl4i.61.
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§ 86.39 Health And Insurance Benefits And Services

In providing a medical,. hospital, accident, or life insurance
benefit, service, policy, or plan to any of its students, a recipient
shall not discriminate on the basis of sex, ur provide such bene-
fit, service, policy, or plan in a manner which would violate
Subpart E if it were provided to employees of the recipient. This
section shall not prohibit a recipient from providing any benefit
or service which may be used by a different proportion of stu-
dents of one sex than of the other, including family planning
services. However, any recipient which provides full coverage
health svrvire shall provide gynecological care.

DISCUSSION

5:.ction 86.34 - inquires recipients who provide medical,
hospital, accident; or life insurance benefits to students
to offer such plans to all students without`regard to sex.
In addition no recipient shall treat any student under
these plans in a manner that would violate,Subpart E

(relating to employment) if the treatment were directed
to employees. (Specifically, section 86.56, relating to

6?'
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fringe benefits, is relevant in determining the treatment
to which students are entitled. ]

The regulation, however, does permit a recipient to
offer a benefit or service that may be used more fre-
quently by students of one sex than of the other. In
addition, if a rcipientpurports to provide "full coverage
health service," such full coverage must include
gynecological care.

The question of the constitutionality of excluding such
gynecological services from a student health plan was
the subject of litigation in Bond v. Virginia polytechnic
Institute and State University, 381 F. Supp. 1023 ('N.D. Va.
1974). In Bond,_ female undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents alleged that the failure to provide for pap tests and
gynecological examinations under the student health
plan worked an invidious discrimination in violation of
the Fourteenth Amendment. No violation of Title IX was
alleged. The court concluded that there was no vi dation
of the Constitution in that the plan, which did not pur-
port to be a "full coverage health service," did not cover
any specialty services, including the prescription of con-
traceptive devices or drugs. Bond v. Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, 381 F. Supp. at 1024.



§ 86.40 Marital Or Parental Status

(a) Status generally. A recipient shall net apply any rule con-
cerning a student's actual or potential parental, family, or mari7
ial status which treats students differently on the basis of sex.

(b) Pregnancy and related conditions.
(1) A recipient shall not discriminate against any student,

or exclude any student from its education program or activ-
ity, including any class or extra-curricular activity, or; the
basis of such student's pregnancy, childbirth, false preg-
nancy, termination of pregnancy or recovery therefrom, un-
less the student requests voluntarily to participate in a sepa-
rate portion of the program or activity of the recipient.

(2) A recipient may require such a studiznt co obtain the
certification of a physican that the student is physically and
emotionally able to continue participation in the normal edu-
cation program or activity so long as such a certification is
required of all :.:iiclents for other physical or emotional condi-
tions requiring the attention of a physician.

(3) A -ecipient which operates a portion of its education
program or activity separately for pregnant students, admit-
tance to which is completely volintary on the part of the
student as provided in paragraph (b)(I) of this section shall
ensure that the instructional program in the separate pro-
gram is comparable to that offered to non-pregnant students.

(4) A recipient shall treat pregnancy, childbirth, false
pregnancy, termination of pregnancy and recovery therefrom
in the same manner and under the same policies as any other
temporary disability with respect to any medical or hospital
benefit, service, plan or policy whim such recipient adminis-
ters, operates, offers, or participates in with respect to stu-
dents admitted to the recipient's educational program or ac-
tivity.

(5) In the case of a recipient which does not maintain a
leaye policy for its students, or in the case of a student who
doei:l not otherwise qualify for leave under such a policy, a
recipient shall treat pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy,
termination of pregnancy and recovery therefrom as a justifi-
cation for a leave of absence for so long a period of time as is
cleemeci mettieally necessary by the student c physician. at
the of which the student shall be reinstated to that
status vhirh she held whun the leave began.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.40(a) prohibits a recipient from applying any
rule concerning a student's actua; or potential parental,
family, or marital status that treats students differently
on the basis of sex. Unlike section 86.21, which applies
only to admissions, this section applies to the treatment
of students in all programs and activities offered by a
recipient. Although under the regulation ;t would seem
that a recipient could, without violating the regulation,
adopt a rule that penalizes both male and female stu-
dents because of marital or parental status, such &rule
may violate the Constitution and thus be invalid.

in Perm Granada Alunichul Separate School District,
30() F. Supp. 748 (N.D. Miss. 1969), the school board had
adopted a policy of 'forever excluding unwed mothers
from admission to schools in the district. It was the
board's belief that the presence of unwed mothers in the
schools would be a disruptive influence on the other

students and would give the appearance of approval on
the part of Lie board to the illegitimate birth.

Although the court recognized the board's conterns, it
also recognized that to forever penalize a student KT
having given birth to an illegitimate child was patently
unreasonable:

the continued exclusion of a girl without a hearing or some
other opportunity to demonstrate her qualification for
readmission serves no useful purpose and works an obvious
hardship on the individual. It is arbitrary in that the indi-
vidual is forever barred from seeking a high school educa
tion. Without a high school education, the individual is ill
equipped for life, and is prevented from seeking higher edu-
cation.

Perry v. Granada Municipal Separate School District, 300 F.
Supp. at 753. The court then held that female unwed
pregnant students could not be excluded from the
schools of the district simply because they are unwed
mothers. In addition, students who had been ,excluded
were held to be entitled to readmission unless on a fair
hearing before the school authorities they are found to
be so lacking in moral character that their presence in the
schools will taint the education of other students. In a
later case the judge who wrote the opinion in Perry reaf-
firmed this holding, and furtller-held that it was uncon-
stitutional to equate unwed pregnancy. with a lack of
moral character such that other students in the school
will be tainted. See Shull v. Columbus Municipal Separate
School, 338 F. Supp. 1376 (N.D. Miss. 1972).

In a similar case, an unmarried but pregnant student
was informed that, .because of her condition, she could
not attend the regular classes during the day. She could
use the school's facilities after the regular classes were
over, however, and could participate in the senior ac-
tivities. The school made it clear tat,if she were mar-
ried, she could continue to attend regular classes. The
court concluded that the school's policy was unconstitu-
tional in that there was no danger to the woman's physi-
cal or mental health if she attended classes during regu-
lar school hours, there was no likelihood that her pre-
sence would disrupt school activities, and there was no
educ itional or other reason to justify segregating this
student from the others and requiring her to receive
educational treatment that is not the. equal of that given
to all others in her 'class. Ordway v. Hargraves, 323 F.
Supp. 1155 (D. Mass. 1971).

The constitutional cases have not been restricted to the
are",; of admissions. Several cases have dealt with the
practice of excluding students from participation in ex-
tmcurricular activities because of parental or marital
status.

In Davis v. Meek, 344 E. Supp. 298 (N.D. Oh:o 1972),
the school board had adopted a policy providing that
any boy who had contributed to the pregnancy of any
girl out of wedlock was to be restricted to classes for the
balance of the school year. In addition, the rule prohi-
bited any married student from participating in extracur-
ricular activities. In Davis a young man was found to
have violated the rules and was, therefore, restric'ed to
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the school's regular classes. The board attempted to just
tify this rule as a means of discouraging marriage -Adj
thus keeping a low dropout rate. The court held, how/
ever, u.at despite all of the board's arguments "the fad
remains that the plaintiff did legally get married, with-
out in doing so violating any law of the state. He i -id

thus attained a status where his marital privacy might
riot be invaded by the state, even for the 1 :,iclable pur-
pose of discouraging other children from doing what he
did." Davis -,. Meek, 344 F. Supp. at 300. In striking down
the regulation as violative of the constitutional right of
marital privacy, the court further noted that prior Su-
preme Court authority would preclude t.,e school board
from ever taking any action to restrict participation of
married students. Similar conclusions were .reached by
the courts in Romans t'. Crenshaw, 354 F. Supp. 868 (S.D.
Texas 1972) (excluding a 16-year old female, married
and divor-ed, from all extracurricular activities is dis-
criminatory on its face an.: is unconstitutional), and in
I loth», z,. Mathis Independent School District, 358 F. Supp.
1269 (S.D. Texas 1973) (rule prohibiting a married niale
student from participating on the high school football,
basketball, and baseball teams held to be unconstitu-
tional).

As a conseque: ce, before a recipient adopts any -ule
relating to a student's m irital or parental status, consid-
erations other than those inherent in 1 itle IX must be
made.

Section 86.40(b) concerns itself with the treatment that
may be accorded pregnan' students. Under this subpart,
the reguLtion takes tl,e position that to classify students
on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy,
termination of pregnancy, or recovery from pregnancy is

to classify students on the basis of their sex. Thus, aside
from the constitutional considerations discussed above,
the regulation prohibits, on discrimination grounds, the
automatic exclusion of any student from any educational
progrqm or activity, including extracurricular activities,
on the' basis of pregnancy or pregnancy-related condi-
tions. Permitted by the regulation is the establishmentof
a separate portion of an education program or activity
for pregnant students in which participation is voluntary
on the part of the student. If a recipient chooses to offer
such a program, it n-.Jst ensure that the instructional
program in this separate program is comparable to that
offered to students who are not pregnant. Section 86.40
'(b)(3). This standar 1 of comparability extends not only to
the course offerings and content, but also to the expense
of participation for student. In Houston t'. Prosser, 361
F. Sut..p. 295 (N.D. Ga. 1973) all students who were

parent_ were excluded from participating in day
classes. Night classy- were offered to those students
who were willing to pay the tz :ion for the progrdrn,
however, the court concluded that excluding students
from the day dosses and forcing them to pay tuition for
the night classes (including the purchase of books and
materials) violated th Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

Section 86.40 (b)(2) and (4) are premised on the fact
that pregnancy per se is not a disability, but that at some
time during each pregnancy, disability is inevitable. As a

consequence, a recipient may require a pregnant student
to obtain a certificate attesting to that student's ability to
continue in the normal education program, but only if all
students who have physical or emotional conditions re-
quiring the attention of a physician are also subject to

the same requirements. This requirement that preg-
nancy be treated in the same manner as any other tern-
porary disabilityextends also to all medical or hospital
benefits offered to students by recipients. Under these
plans, pregnancy and pregnancy-related conditions
must be treated in the same manner and under the same
policies as any other temporary disability. An interpreta-
tion of the requirements of this subpart appears in a
letter from Roy McKinney of the Office or Civil Rights,
reported in the October 1976, On Campus With Women,

the newsletter of the Project on the Status and Education
of Women of the Association of American 0-lieges.
McKinney- said:

Fur a covered institution to offer employees a health in-
surance policy that imposes a $50.00 deductible for pre-
gnancy benefits but imposes no such deductible I., . other
temporary disabilities would be a violation of the Title IX
regulation . . . .

Similarly, if a covered institution were to offer such a
health insurance policy to its students, it would be in viola-

tion (of the Title IX regulation.)

(For a further discussion of the treatment of pregnancy
as it relates to employment, see the discussion under
section 86.57.);

Section 86.40 (b)(5) provides that all recipients must
treat pregnancy as a justification for a leave of absence-

for 0 long a period of time as is deemed medically
necessary by the student's physician. After this leave,
the student is to be reinstated to the same status that she
held when the leave begar. . This leave policy is required
of all recipients, including those who do not normally
maintain leave policies for their students.



§ 86.41 Athletics

(a) General. Nu person shall, on the basis of Sex, be excluded
trot .rticipation in, be denied the benefits of, be treated dif-
terentli from another person or otherwise be discriminated
against in any interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or intramural
athletics offered by recipient, and no recipient shall provide any
such ath.etics separately on such bases.

'b) Separate teams Notwithstanding the requirements of
paragraph (a) of this section, a recipient may operate or sponsor
separate teams for members of each sex where selection for
such teams is based upon competitive skill or the activity in-

d is a contact sport. However, where a recipient operates
or sponsors a team irya particular sport for members of one sex
but operates or sponsors no such team for members of the other
sex, and athletic opportunities for members of that sex have
previously been limited, members of the excluded sex must be
a:lowed to try-out for the team ofcered unless the sport in
volved is a contact sort. For the purposes of this part, contact
sports include bring, wr-itling, rugby, ice hocky, football,
basketball andslither sports the purpose of major activity of
which involves bodily contact.

Equal tipportunity. A recipient which operates or spon-
sors interscholastic, intercollegia.:, dub or intramural athletics
shall 1..-vidc equal athletic opportunity for members of both
sexes. hi determining whether equal opportunities are available
the Director will consider, among other factors:

(i) Whether the selection of sports and levels of competi-
tion effectively accommodate the interests and abili-
ties of members of both sexes;

(ii) The pnwision of equipment and supplies;
(iii) Scheduling of games and practice time;
ov) Travel and per diem allowance;
(v) Opportunity to receive coaching and academic tutor-

ing;
(vi) Assign l :nt and compensation of coaches and tutors;
(v))) Provision of medical and training facilities and serv-

ices;
(ix) Prin, ision of I ,using and dining facilities and services;
(x) Publicity.

Unequal aggregat_ expenditu::s for rn, -nbers of each sex ur
unequ expenditures for nide and temale teams if a recipient
operates. ur sponsors separate teams will not constitute non-
compliance with this section, but the Director may .-onsider the
failure to Foy, ,;(. necessary funds for teams for one sex it As-
sessing equality of tortunity fur tr. ) nbers of each sex.

(d) Adjustment pt) A recipient which operates Or spon-
sors interscholastic, intercollegiate, dub or intramural at tics
at the elementary sc!lool level sha:! comply fully with this sec-
tion as expedib)usly as possible but in no event later than one
year from the effective date of this regulation A recipient which
operates or sponsors interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or in-
tramural athletics at secondary ur post-seconAary school
level shall comply fully with this section as expeditiously as
p,,ssiblu but in no event later than three years fro the effective
date of this regulation.

DISCUSSION

The Department of I lealth, Education, and Welfare ha=
tamin the position that "athletics constitute an integral
part of th.. iJucational processes of schools and colleges
and. as such, are fully subject to the requirements of
Title \ even in the absence of Federal funds going di-
rectly to athletics.- 41) Fed. Reg. p. 24134 (June 4, 1975).

position is founded on case authority interpreting

similar provisions found in Title VI, S)oarin v. Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Board of Education, 902 U. S. 1, 91 S. Ct. 1267
(1971); United States v. Jefferson County Board of Education,
372 F. 2d 836 (5th Cir. 1966), aff'd err bane, 380 F. 2d 385
(5th Cir. 1967), cert. denied sub nom. United States v. Caddo
Parish Board of Edzia,:ion, 389 U.S. 840, 88 S. Ct. 67 (1967),
and the direct mandate of Congress to include rules re-
lating to athletics in the regulation implementing Title IX
(Sei:tion 844 of the Education Amendments of 1974, Pub.
L. 93-380, discussed supra, TITLE IX: THE STATUTE,
The Amendment Process, p. 24). Section 86.41 was
adopted to meet this congressional mandate. In general,
the regulation proves various options to recipients for
achievement of equity in their athletic programs. As in
other areas of the regulction, however, there are con-
stitutional considerations that cannot he ignored when
dealing with the problem of sex equity in athletics. Be-
cause the regulation cannot sanction an otherwise un-
constitutional act, the inter-relationship of the mandates
of die Constitution and Title IX become highly signifi-
cant.

Section 86.41(a), in a paraphrase of Title IX, provides
that no person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, be
treated differently ...rpm another person, or otherwise
discrimina ix!. against in any athletic program offered by
a recipient, whether club, intramural, or interscholastic.
In addition, recipients are prohibited from offering any
athletic program on a sex-seg.egated basis. This ab-
solutist approach is fully consistent with the rases that
have discussed the problem sex-segregation in a con-
stitutional context. Numerous cases have developed in
which individual women desiring to compete in a par-
ticular sport sought access to formerly all male teams. In
almost every instance, the courts concluded that to deny
a woman the opportunity to compete in a sport so!ely
because of her sex is unconstitutional, regardless of
whether the sport is contact or noncontact.

The first i-ases brought dealt with noncontract sports
only. In Reed v. Nebraska School Activities Association, 341
F. %pp. 258 (Neb. 1972), a school that did not have a
girls' golf team r^ used to let a girl play on the boys'
team. (The school had relied on the rules of the Ne-
braska atheltic association that prohibited co-ed teams in
any snort). The court, enjoining the school from en-
forcing the concluded that if the -tate chose to af-
ford boys' interscholastic competition acid instru' :tion at
some expense and ifort to the participants, (presuma-
bi becau, e it of sot r benefit to them), then the
program would have a similar value to the girls and
must also be m-de available to them.

Subsequently, in Brenzien t'. Independent School Dzstrict,
342 F. Supp. 1224 (D. Minn. 1972), alf'd, 477 F.2d 1292
(Rth Cir. 1973) two girl studei is sued to gain access to
t1' district's tennis team, cross-country track team, and
cross-col -ay skiing team. One of the girls was an out-
standing high school tennis plave- the other excelled in
cross-country track and cross-country skiing. Teams in
each of these sports wen restricted to boys, and no simi-
lar sports ts'ere offerer'. for girls. (One of the girls was
told that if Si IC could find a sufficient number of girls
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interested in competing to justify' the development of a
team, then there would be a cross-country program for
girls.) The trial court concluded th,,t the league rules,
which prohibited the participation by girls in boys' in-
terscholastic athletic events, were unconstitutional. In
on ittempt to justify the rules, the district argued that
the objective of the rules was to achieve equitable com-
petition among classes and that because of physiologi-
cal ditterences, sex was a reasonable basis of classifica-
tion to achieve this objective. The court recognized that
although on the average there are substantial physiolog-
ical difference:, 'between the sexes, "these physiological
ditterences, insofar as they render the great majority of
temales unable to compete as effectively as males, have
little relevati:e to [these plaintiffs]. Because of their level
of achievement in competitive sports, [these plaintiffs I
have overcome these physiological disabilities." Bremien

Independent School District, 342 F. Supp. at 1233.
Hie school district next argued that to permit the

female students to compete with the male students
would hamper the development of the girls' athletic
program. This argument was also reject,d. In ruling that
the rules were unconstitutional, the court recognized
that it was

confronted with a situation where two high school girls wish
to take part in certain interscholastic boys' athletics; where it
is shown that the girls could compete effectively on these
teams; and wnere there are no alternative competitive pro-
grains sponsored by their schools which would provide on
equal opportunity for competition ' a- these girls; and wl- re
the rule. in its application, becomes unreasonable in In2,, of
the obit...Alves which the rule seeks to promote.

imlepernictit School Ptstricr, 342 F. Supp. at p.
.

On appeal, the court mode it clear that it was-not faced
with ,' case involvilig the question of separate but equal
or with a (SW-A.' involving contact sports. The case, as
presh!ed, was one in which women were barred from
any paiicipotion in sports of their interest. In affirming
the conclusion that the district had violated the Constitu-
tion, the court noted that "discrimination on the basis of
sex can no longer be justified by reliance on 'Out-doted
midges . . of women as peculiarly delicate and im-
pressionable creatures in -need of protection from the
rough and tumble of unvarnished humanity,' Erenden

Imicpendeitt School District, 477 F.2d at 1.296. The court
further found that the district had not shown that
women were incapable of competing with men in non-
contact sports. Even if they had shown that females as a
class could not compete, the court concluded that this
finding would not justify precluding qualified women
from competing. The failure to provide the plaintiffs
with on individualized determination of their own ability
to quality for positions on these teams is . . violative of
the Equal Protection Clause. With respect to these two
If-miles, the record is clear. Their schools have failed to
provide them with opportunities for interscholastic
competition equal to those provided for males with simi-
lar athletic qualitications."11rendeu t'. Independent Schwl
District, 477 1'.2d at 1302.

Similar results were readied by the courts in Atoms p.
11uhigan State Board of Iflucation. 472 F.2d 12117 (Nth Cir.
1`,7.1t Michigan Iligh !-;diool II tA.a.eac ...ssociation en-
joined from presenting ofobstructing in any way indi-
vidual girls to an participating tulle in varsity. noncon-
tact interscholastic athletics and athletic contests because
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of their sex), and in Gilpin v. Kansas State High School
Activities Association, 377 F. Supp. 1233 (Kan. 1973) (the
automatic exclusion of women from men's teams where
no separate program existed for women held to be un-
constitutional in that such a rule ignores individual qual-
ifications of particular athletes and 'commands dissimilar
treatment for men and women on the basis of sex). But
see Bucha v. Illinois High School Association, 351 F. Stipp.
hi.; (N.D. Ill. 1072) (finding no violation of the Constitu-
tion where the former no-coed rule had been abolished
and where, at the time, neither Illinois nor the United
States.had enacted legislation prohibiting sex discrimi-
nation in high school athletics).

The Bremien approach has been taken with respect to
those sports that are considered contact.' In Clinton a.
Na,N, 411 F. Supp. 1396 (N.D. Ohio 1974), a 12- year -old
girl sought to play in the Cleveland Browns's Muny
Football Association. Despite the fact that neither her
mother nor her coach had any objections to her partici-
pation, she was prohibited from playing by the city sole-
ly because she was a girl. In granting a preliminary in-
junction to the plaintiff (thus permitting her to play),
the court deemed it necessary to discuss the value of
sport:

101rganized contact sports such as football continue to be
played, and those individuals who encourage young men to
participate in these sports seem to do so with a sincere belief
that although the game is potentially dangerous, the re-
wards which will be reaped from participation in the game
offset the potential dangers. Organized contact sports have
generally been though t of as an opportunity and means for a
young boy to develop strength of character, leadership qual-
ities and to provide competitive situations through which he
will better learn to cope with the demands of the future. Yet,
although these are presumably qualitites to which we desire
all of the young to aspire, the opportunity tie qualify to en-
gage in sports activities through which such qualities may be
developed has been granted to one class of the young and
summanlv denied to the other.

Clinton v. Naxy, 411 F. Supp. at 1400.
Afiesoire V. (lAlialle1/, No, 7(>-C-3729 (N.D. III. I 97h),

dealt with a similar problem in the Chicago park district
football program. The Chicago park district totally
excluded females from the tackle football program al-
though it offered touch football for girls. The district's
justifications for this sex-segregation were two-fold: cul-
tural and physiological. The court refused to give cogni-
zance to the argument that cultural restraints mandated
the exclusion of females from the tackle football pro-
gram. "We are living in a new era now when govern-
mental programs must be devised in such a way to af-
ford equal treatment to all citizens or other persons who
come within the ambit of these programs If the
boys can't live with they are going to have to under-
stand that they are living in tilt dawn of a new age when
there arc a lot of things they are going to have to get
used to, and it is not going to be as hard as they might
think." Mw.cate O'Malley, No. in C 3721) (N.D. III.
11)76).

'Several cases were brought challenging the National Little
League's policy of excluding girls from participation. Thus, in
I orb,: ParluP,:h,,I 1 :HI( I cayuc Iw 514 120 344 1 1st or 1975),
the :nun of appeals held that the little I.:Jean. must 40dmit
telltales on the same terms and conditions available-to males.
kinwever, by 551, Mee. 2(e, 1.174). Congress amended
the Little League's federal charter so as to open the League to
hays and girls alike.



The court then considered the physiological justifica-
tions for the separate programs. Initially, the court
found that there was no equivalent program for girls in
the park district, concluding that touch football was not
the equivalent of tackle football. Furthermore, to rele-
gate females to touch football, said the court, carried
with it a flavor of second-class treatment. In ruling that
the Chicago park district rule was unconstitutional, the
court hel, !hat the plaintiff could be excluded from the
tackle fm, Il program "only if the evidence shows that
in her pa: Filar case there is a substantially enhanced
danger ut her." On examining the evidence,
the court foul id that the plaintiff was no more likely to be
hurt playing tackle football than any other participant in
the program and, therefore, must he permitted to partic-
ipate in the league.

Rules adopted by athletic associations that limit partic-
ipation in a particular sport to students of a particular sex
have received similar treatment by the courts. In Hoover

MetkletoInt, 430 F. Supp 164 (D. Colo. 1977) thi3 federal
court was asked to rule on-tke.. constitutionality of a rule
of the Colorado f sigh School Activities Association that
limited the participation on interscholastic soccer teams
to "members of the male sex," Donna Hoover, a high
school junior, had been removed from the soccer team
by the principal of her high school because of the athletic
association's rule, although she had engaged in the con-
ditioning and skills drills at the team's practice sessions
and had played in junior varsity games.

1 -he defendants attempted to justify this rule by argu-
ing that physiological _differences between the sexes
(which could subject female players to an inordinate risk
of injuries) required soccer (a contact sport) to be single
sex. The court, however, could find no strong empirical
data to support the rule. To the contrary,

avhile males as a class tend to have an advantage in strength
and speed over females as a class, the range of differences
among individuals in both sexes is greater than the average
di tterence between the sexes. The association has not estab-
lished any eligibility criteria for participation in interscholas-
tic soccer, excepting for sex. Accordingly, any male of any
size and weight has tht, opportunity to be on an in-
terscholastic team and no female is allowed to play, regard-
less ot her silo, %veight, condition, or skill.

HArPer e. .tleiklejohn, 430 F. Supp. at 166.
Furthermore, the goal of protecting the "disadvan-

taged female" from injury was found not to he a suffi-
cient justification for the rule to withstand constitutional
:crutinv.

IT))) the extent that governmental co-, rn fur the health and
safety nt anyone who knowinj!.... and voluntarily exposes
himself or herself to possible injury can ever he an accept-
able an.a of intrusion on individual liberty, there is no ra-
tionality in limiting this Nrtrontzing protection to females
who want to play soccer.

Women and girls constitute a majority of people in this
country. To etiective citizens, they must be permitted to
tull participation in the educational programs designed for
that purpose. To deny females equal access to athletics sup-
ported by public funds is to permit manipulation of gov-
ernmental power tor a masculine advantage.

galitanamsm is the philosophical toundation of our polit-
ical process and the principle which energizes the equal pro-
tei thin clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The
eineri.i,ence of female interest in an ,active involvement in all

aspects of our society requires abandonment of many histor-
ical stereotypes. Any notion that young women are so in-
herently weak, delicate cr physically inadequate that the
state must protect them from the folly of participation in
vigorous athletics is a cultural anachronism unrelated to re-
ality . . . It is an inescapable conclusion that the complete
denial of any opportunity to play interscholastic soccer is a
violation of the plaintiff's right to equal protection of the law
under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Hoover v.Meiklejohn, 430 F. Supp. at 169-170.
The court also felt that in light of the ramifications of

the ruling, it was appropriate to make some general ob-
servations about the constitutional concerns in athletic
programs that are supported by public funds.

The applicability of so fundamental a constitutional princi-
ple as equal 'educational opportunity should not depend
upon anything so mutable as customs, usages, protective
equipment and rules of play. The courts do not have compe-
tence to determine what games are appropriate for the
schools or which, if any, teams should be separated by sex.
What the courts can and must do is to insure that those who
do make those decisions act with an awareness of what the
Constitution does and does not require of them. Accord-
ingly, it must be made clear that there is no constitutional
requirement for the schools to provide any athletic program,
as it is clear that there is no constitutional requirement to
provide any public education. What is required is that what-
ever opportunity is made available he open to all on equal
terms.

Because there is no obligation to provide any soccer program
and because equal opportunity can be given to the plaintiff
class either by mixed-sex or comparable separate-sex teams,
the defendants have a choice of actions to be taken. They
may decide to discontinue soccer as an interscholastic athle-
tic activity; they may decide to field separate teams for males
and females, with substantial equality in funding, coaching,
officiating and opportunity to play; or they may decide to
permit both sexes to compete on the same team:. Any of
these actions would satisfy the equal protection require-
ments of the Constitution. What the defendants may not do
is to continue to make interscholastic soccer available only to
male students.

Homer v. Meik/ejohn, 430 F. Supp. at 171-2,
It should be remembered that none of the cases dis-

cussing the constitutionality of rules that restrict the op-
portunities of women have dealt with the issue of sepa-
rate but equal, as none of the cases involved separate
)i-ograms that approximated equity.`

Section 86.41 (b) of the regulation adopts the separate
but equal approach with respect to certain sports. This
approach is presented as an option that is available to a
recipient but which is not mandated by the regulation. If
a recipient chooses, it may operate separate teams for
members of each sex either where selection for such
teams is based on competitive skill or where the activity
involved is a contact sport. HOwever, where a recipient
operates or sponsors a team in a particular noncontact
sport for members of one sex but does not operate such a
team for members of the other sex, and if athletic oppor-

.

cAn exception to thistrulerbas occurred in states that have
examined separate programs as they relate to state equal fights
amendments. Supreme courts in these states have concluded
that rules which prohibit girls from competing or practicing
against or with boys in athletic activities, including contact
sports, violate the equal ngnts amendments. Sec Corrornmwealth
01 1,0;u:40nm:a v. Poins,Avatna Intrscholastic Athletic A4S14711(7011.
No. 1526 C.D. 1973 (Pa. Sup. Ct. March 19, N75).
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tunities fur members of the excluded sex have previously
been limited, then members of the excluded sex must be
permitted to try out for the team offered. This would
seem to be consistent with a narrow reading of the con-
stitutional cases which have mandated equal opportu-
nity for participation where there has been only one
team offered in a sport. Reed v. Nebraska School Ac-
tivities Association, 341 F. Supp. 258 (Neb. 1972); Breeden

Independent School District, 477 F. 2d 1292 (8th Or.
1973); Morris v. Mit:aigan State Board of Education, 472 F.
2d 1207 (6th Cir. 1973); Gilpin v. Kansas State High School
Activities Association, 377 F. Supp. 1233 (Kan. 1973);
Carnes v. Tl'IllICSSCC SCCOMII: 1 y School Athletic Association,
415 F. Supp. 569 (E. Tenn. 1976).

By excluding contact sports (as identified in the regu-
lation), from the conditions of section 86.41(6), the regu-
lation purports to permit recipients to sponsor contact
sports for members of one sex, while denying members
of the other sex any comparable opportunities to com-
pete. If the trend in the constitutional area continues to
develop as it has in cases like Clinton v. Nagy, 411 F.
Supp. 1396 (N.D. Ohio 1974), Muscare v. O'Malley, No.
76-C-3729 (N.D. Ill. 1976), and Hoover v. Meiklejohn, 430

F. Supp. 164 (D. Colo. 1977), then the constitutional va-
lidity of this regulation will have to be reexamined.

This seeming conflict between the regulation and the
Constitution was at the heart of the issue in Yellow
Springs Exempted Village School District v. Ohio High School
Athletic Association, 443 F. Supp. 753 (S.D. Ohio 1978). In
1974 two female students competed fur and were
awarded positions on their school's sole interscholastic
basketball team. Because the rules and regulations of the
Ohio High School Athletic Association prohibited girls
and boys from competing together on basketball teams

In all contact sports . . team members shall be boys
only"), the school excluded the girls from the team.. By
s) doing, the school complied with the association's
ruts, but potentially violated the girls' constitutional
rights. To resolve this conflict, the school board sought
guidance from the court.

The court recogni.-2d that although the rules of the
association deprived school prls of liberty without the
due process of law, they nevertheless could stand if it
could be demonstrated that they served some suffi-
ciently important gov,..rnmental interest. The two gov-
ernmental objectives posited by the association were
that the rules prevented injur, to children and that they
would maximize female athletic opportunities. The court
recognized, however, that to achieve these goals, the
association had assumed without exception that "girls
are uniformly physically inferior to boys," and "arc less

proticient athlete that: boys." Yellow Springs Exempted
Village School District v. Ohio High School Athletic Assocta-
!ion, 443 F. Supp at 738.

The court concluded that such permanent presump-
tions ore disfavored, especially ,..hen such presumptions
might he rebutted if individualized determinations were
made. The court thus held the rule to be unconstitu-
tional. holding that "school girls vho so de-
`,i . . must he given the opportunity to compete with
bovs in interscholastic contact sports it they are physi-
c,illy Y,'!/o;. Even:pied

k. Ht; ;; As,:ocuitIon, 443 t

I he court further noted that the Title IX regulations
ecru also unconstitutional insotar as they suggest that
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the creation of all-male contact sport teams is a satisfac-
tory method of compliance. The Constitution requires
that girls who arc qualified must be given the opportu-
nity to demonstrate those qualifications and to compete
with boys in all sports.

Thus what is apparent is that there are many ways in
which to comply with the Title IX regulation and what is
required is a continual examination by schools of their
athletic programs to make certain that their programs
comport with both the Title IX regulation and the Con-.
stitution. Furthermore, schools must remember that re-
liance on rules of a voluntary association will not im-
munize a program from scrutiny by the courts. See sat
tion 86.6(c) supra p. 43, et seq.

Section 86.41(c) provides that all recipients that oper-
ate or sponsor interscholastic, intercollegiate, club, or
intramural athletics must provide equal athletic oppor-
tunity for members of both sexes, whether the sports are
offered on a coeducational or on a separate sex basis. In
determining whether equal opportunities are available,
the Director will examine many factors, including the 10
set forth in section 86.41(c)(i) through (x). Thus relevant
to a determination of whether equal opportunities exist
are:

I. whether the selection of sports and levels of com-
petition accommodate the interests and abilities of both

2. the provision and availability of equipment and
supplies;

3. the scheduling of games and practice time;
4. travel and per diem allowances;
5. the opportunity to receive coaching and academic

tutoring;
6. the assignment and compensation of coaches and

tutors;
7. the provision of locker rooms, practice, and com-

petitive facilities;
8. the provision of medical and training facilities and

senices;
9. the provision of housing and dining facilities;

10. publicity.

furthermore, although unequal aggregate expenditures
for members of each sex or for male and female teams
will not, standing alone, constitute noncompliance with
the act, the Director can consider the failure to provide
necessary funds for teams for one sex vhn assessing
equality of opportunity,

Case authority it the area of athletics has not defined
what equal opportunity is. Rather, the few cases that
discuss the issue do so in terms of what equal opportu-
nity is not. 'Thus to v. O'Malley, N6. 76-C-3729
(N.D. 111. 1976) the court held that touch football was
not the equivalent of tackle football. In all of the cases
dealing c,ith noncontact spurts, the courts concluded
that of tering a sport for males only, and not offering any
similar sport 1): females, was not equal opportunity.

lowever a re,er t t case has examined closely the concept
of equal oppurninity in the context of seporate-sex bas-
ketball _earns.

In Capt. t. Toincssce Secondari/ School Athletic Associa-
tt,m, 424 F. Sur,- 732 (E.D. Tenn. 1976), 563 F. 2d

o female high school student claimed
that rules fur girls interscholastic basketball, which were
different from tn. )se applied to boys' interscholastic bas-
i.ctball, deprived her of equal educational opportunity in



of the Constitution. More specifically, the Ten-
:lessee Secondary School Athletic Association had
idopted nine supplemental riles applicable only to girls'
pasketball. Under these rules, girls' teams are composed
if six players, three forwards and three guards, how-
2ver, boys' teams have five players. On girls' teams,
iniv forwards may play in their team's front court, and
anlv guards may play in their team'y back court; on boy's
teams, an players play on the full court, front and back.
In girls' basketball, only forwards are permitted to score
a goal for their team, including free throws awarded
because of personal fouls. In boy's basketball, any tean.
member may score a goal for the team.

The plaintiff contended that she was denied the full
benefits of playing basketball because, as a guard, she
was never able to set up plays and participate in the
strategy of the game. She also claimed that she was de-
nied the physical development that results from playing
the full-court game. These limitations, she alleged,
would make it virtually impossible for her to obtain an
athletic scholarship in .basketball because she would
have played only as a guard and would lack training in
tIeshooting skills of a forward.

The association attempted to justify the separate rules
as furthering the following objectives:

1. to protect those student athletes who are weaker
and incapable of playing the full court game from harm-
ing themselves;

2. to provide the opportunity for more student
athletes to play in basketball game:,

3. to provide the opportunity for awkward and
clumsy student athletes to play defense only.

4. To provide a more interesting and "faster" gan.
for the fans.

5. to ensure continued crowd support and attendance
(game receipts) because the fzws are accustomed to tb
split-court game.

Although recognizing that these objectives were not un
constitutional in and of themselves, the court looked
further to determine whether the rules were rationally
related to these stated objectives. ':Sce THE CONCEPT
OF DISCRIMINATION, The Theory, sup, ; at 13).

-lhe court concluded that the rules' haci ai rational
relationship to these objectives:

Objective
The use of sex as a criterion for achieving . j tis objecti.,e is
both under-inclusive and over-inclusive. Because there a: e
st-,reiv :come boys who could benefit from the split-court,
less strenuous game played by the girls, the classification
tails to include all the weak and incapable athletes. Simi-

there are ferriale athletes, including the plaintiff, who
and able to play the full-court game. There-

fe:,- assl;:cation irdudes those not in need of protec-
ti,',. Indeed, the prof .J established that mast female basket-
r "slayers are capah!JJ of playing full-court ball.

(ape. z,. ..,1,.sse. .!-Wowilary School rAtilletit- ,As.sociation, 424

F. Supp. at 741.

Objective 2:
.7-be ., lit -court rules du Amy a team tc place player.
inste nt the usual fl. r, on the court at ,Inc time. But, as
one witness pointed out, a full-court game often requires
much sub.-talon and, depending on how a r.-ach runs his or

her team, the five-player, full-court game may result in
more participation for a greater number of players than
would On- !, player. split-court rules. Regardless of
whether the split -court game does, in fact, allow more par-
ticipation, the Lourt finds that classification on the basis of
se-, is not a ra.ional means of accomplishing the objective of
great participation.

Cape z Tothe S.'con 'tin/ School Ath!ctie Association, 424
F. Supp. at 74 :.

Objective 3:

Again, . . . 1,n? find that the sex-based classification is both
over and under-inclusive in relation to the objective of al-
lowing awkward and dumsy athletes to play. Undoubtedly,
there are many awkward and clumsy male athletes who
could benefit from playing under the split-court rules. Also,
there are many graceful and agile fema' athletes who gain
nothing from rules intended to benefit the awkward and
clums.y.

Cape p Te-nussee Secondary School Athletic A.c:sotation, 424
F. Supp. at 741.

Objectives 4 and 5:
The Court is of the opinion that the objectiVes of sustaining
crowd interest and support (gam receipts) are insufficient
justifications to support a sex-based classification resulting

jsnarate educational opportunities. We note that a :min-
t:. invenier.-e, i.e., saving the government :main

in., been 1..jected several times (by the :upreme
as a basis for sex discrimination . . . . . . .0 n l i k e l y ,

tl-a.1:. J.: e, that a predicted drop in crowd supp:. J and reve-
nfc uld suffice to support a,sex-based clasc 'ication when

savings of governmental expenditures failed to
same.

tf, more, the proof as raised serious --ioubt concerning
ihe <tv nclants' claims that the girl;;' gz-ne is more interest-

that a change to full-cc,Jirt ;les would diminish
. support. For example, Coacl. aberdeen stated that

-.s opinion, girls' basketball is 1..n-n.ilar in Tennessee, not
' cause of the split-court rules. because of good
coaches, good athletes, citizen,. '-e State who support
their young female athletes, a:a:J. onsiderable tradition
of high quality. competilaye, 'coins.' :las:lc girls' basketball
in this :,fate. (Emphases orgy; 3:)

:ape v. TellIle.+SW Secondary St.,
F. Stipp. at 741.

The court finally coi,c:utied that the rules and their
objectives were base('

en an underlying asstm;, in that female student athletes
are weaker, less capable, and more awkward than their male
counterparts. The Suprei, e court has held That such "ar-
chaic and overbroad" se.. -baled generalizations "could not
be tolerated under the Constitution." Wcifthrscr f,. Wiesen
fed, supra, 42(1 L.S. at h43, 95 S. Ct. at 1231.

Furthermore the court concluded that the injury to
plaintiff was n do rrnriimis, but %vas substantial:

j T) he Co,:rt re. ' sizes that athletics has come to he gener-
ally recogni e. as fundamental ingredient of the educa-
tional . Athletic:: is nn longer strictly an -
trocurnoilar" din vitv, but has 1-4....om:r an integral ingredient
in a well round-i curriculum. Thss . nv injury suffered by
the plaint:ft ."n be spo,-n of to ten:.- .t a depnvation 01 an
equal educational opFortun-ty sole:\ reason of her .sex
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Cape v. Tennessee Se( ondartt School Athletic Association
F. Supp. at 743.

To substantiate this conclusion, the court relied ;',
proof presented at trial, which demonstrated tla tie
plaintiff was deprived of the greater health bent-tiS. en-
oyed by male players under the full-court rule,. mel
that she had a lesser opportunity to gain a college cnol-
arship than she would if she could play under i;,t till

court rules.
On appeal, the court noted that the plainhir not

challenged the creation of entirely separate bay -.
leagues for males and females. From this fac. the :';art
assumed therefore that for the purposes of this cast , this
classification by gender was valid. Having made this as-
sumption, the court went on to hold that wl`n thy
classification . . . relates to athletic activik , be
apparent that its basis is the distinct differ.tice,
cal characteristics and capabilities between .text.-- and
that the differences are reflected in the snort of Ixt:ket-
ball by how the game itself is played. It takes little ii,,ags
illation to realize that were plan and comr:etiti, i;,t
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separatt, by sex, the great bulk of females would
quickly be eliminated from participation and denied any
meaningful opportunity fur athletic involvement." cape

Tennessee Secondaru School Athletic Association, 563 F. 2d
at 79'). Thus having concluded that girls are less capable
athletes than boys. the court reversed the district court
decision and recommended that plaintiff seek relief
within the framework of the association. Scr also Jones

;, ()Mallow,' 5ecovdary School Acti;,itics Ascociation, 453 F.
Supp. 150 (W. Okla. 1977) where the court reached .a
similar result after having identified the plaintiff's chal-
lenge as insubstantial.

Section 86.41(d) contains an adjustment period similar
to that in Section 86.34. Recipients that operate or
sponsor ..:,Nered athletic programs at the elementary
school level must have complied as expeditiously as pos-
sil but in no event later than July 21, 1976. Recipients

offer covered athletic programs at the secondary or
-)ast-secondary level must also have complied as ex-

.'tiously as possible, but in no event later than July
1978.



§ 86,42 Textbook and Curricular Material

thing in this regulation shall be interpreted as requiring or
prohibiting or abridging in any way the use of particular
textbooks or curricular materials.

DISCUSSION

Ihis section of the regulation exempts from Title IX's
coverage textbooks and curricular materials. The De-
partment of I lealth, Education, and Welfare has taken
the position that although sex,stereotyping in textbooks
and curricular materials is a serious matter, the imposi-

tion of restrictions in this area would "inevitably limit
communication and would thrust the department in to
the role of federal censor. Accordingly, the department
has construed Title IX as not reaching textbooks and
curricular materials on the ground that to follow another
interpretation might place the department in a position
of limiting free expression in violation of the First
amendment." 40 Fed. Reg. p. 24135 (June 4, 1975).

However, the regulation does not prohibit recipients
from voluntarily adopting screening procedures, consis-
tent with the First Amendment, to be used in the selec-
tion of curricular materials.
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Subpart E Discrimination on the Basis of Sex in Employment in Education
Programs and Activities Prohibited

Subpart F contains the provisions covering employment
in education programs and activities. In general, the
subpart consists of a commingling of the Guidelines on
Discrimination Because of Sex (29 C.F.R. Part 1604) of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EFOC-1ind the regulations of the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance (OFCC), United States Depart-
ment of Labor (41 C.F.R. Part 60). The subpart covers all
aspects of employment, from recruiting through job as-
signment, compensation, and fringe benefits.

this subpart has been one of the more controversial
portions of the regulations. Central to this controversy
has been the debate as to whether or not the regulation
can, consistent with Title IX, extend to the employment
practices of recipients. The two sides of this debate can
best be illustrated by examining the decision in Romeo
Communitti Schools United States Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, 438 F. Supp. 1021 (E.D.
1977), aff'd, F.2d , 19 FEP Cases 1720 (6th Cir.

In Romeo, a recipient of federal financial assistance (in
the form of funds earmarked for remedial reading pro-
grams, the purchase of library books, the provision of
vocational education, and the provision of free milk to
disadvantaged students) challenged the authority of
HEW to promulgate those portions of the regulation that
purport to cover employment. Specifically, the Romeo
School District challenged the provision of the regula-
tion relating to pregnancy and maternity leave (section
86.57).

HEW argued to the court that the employment provi-
sions were consistent with Title IX and within the de-
partment's authority. HEW based its position on a com-
parison of Title IX to Title VI. Although Title IX was
initially intended as an amendment to Title VI (and par-
allels the language of Title VI), there is one important
ditferenee between the two statutes. Title VI contains a
provision specifically excluding discrimination in em-
ployment from the act's general coverage. Title 42
U.S.C. Section 2000d(3) provides that nothing contained
in the nondiscrimination mandate of Title VI "shall be
construed to authorize action under this subchapter by
any department or agenty, or labor organization, except
Nvhere a primary objective of the federal financial assist-
ance is to provide employment." Title IX contains no
such provision. Thus, because no such limitation ap-
pears in Title IX, HEW argued that Congress did not
intend to limit the scope of Title IX to exclude coverage
of sex discrimination in employment.

HEW also conter4ied that the legislative history ,f

ride IX demonstrated a congressional intent to regulate
employment practices. The department cited the re-
marks of Senator Birch Bavh relating to the coverage of
facult employment, and to the fact that Congress re-
viewed the Title IX regulation's employment provision:*
in July 1975, and declined to disappn.i:e them as incon-
sistent with the act. During the heari:igs on the regula-
tions employment practices under Title IX were specifi-
cally discussed Thus, HEW concluded that employment

practices of recipients were intended to.be covered by
the act.

The Romeo schools analyzed the problem in a dif-
ferent manner. Romeo attributed the discrepancy be-
tween Title VI and Title IX to the fact that Title IX was
enacted as part of a larger legislative program, which
included amendments to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, to bring educational institutions within that act's
mandate of nondiscrimination. (In addition, the Equal
Pay Act was amended to extend coverage to :ertain
theretofore exempt employees.) Thus, to avoid con-
tradiction within the statute (between amendments to
Title VII covering employment and a portion of Title IX
exempting employment), Congress removed the provi-
sion from Title IX.

Furthermore, Romeo contended that the legislative
history of Title IX supported its position. Relying on the
debate surrounding Title VI, it was argued that Congress
never considered Title VI, even without the limiting lan-
guage of Section 2000d(3), to cover race discrimination in
employment. Rather, the exclusionary language was in-
cluded as an afterthought to make this point clear and to
resolve whatever ambiguity may have arisen.

Romeo also pointed out that all of those who had tes-
tified in support of Title IX's employment provisions did
so in relation to the amendments to Title VII and the
Equal Pay Act and not in reference to the nondiscrimina-
tion provision of Title IX.

The district court, noting these two positions, chose to
analyze the language of Title IX rather than to examine
the legislative history of the Act. The court noted that
although section 1681 was cast in broad terms, it
nevertheless

addresses itself only to sex discrimination against the partic-
ipants in and the beneficiaries of federally assisted education
programs. Section 1681 must therefore be read to protect
from sex discrimination only those persons for whom the
federally assisted education prograth; are established, and
this can only mean the school children in those programs.
As a reference to the faculty employees, the language of g
1681 is indirect, if not obscure. Teachers participate in these
programs only to the extent that they may teach and help
administer some of them; teachers benefit from these pro-
grams only to the extent that the funds for them may be
used to pay their salaries; teachers are 'subjected to dis-
,:rimin?tion under' these programs, (emphasis added), only
to the extent that the programs themselves may be estab-
lished and operated in An employment-related discriminat-
ory way.. .. When Congress means to statutorily regulate
employment discrimination, it uniformly does so in more
explicit tr,srins than this.

Romeo Cominunihi Schools v. United States Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 438 F. Supp. at. 1031 -32.

The court finally concluded that Title IX was written in
broad terms, not to cover all forms of sex discrimination
in education, but to cover the variety of education pro-
grams funded by the federal government and the many
ways in which sex discrimination against students in
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those programs can be nianitested. Support for this con-
clusion was found in the tact that all exclusions provided
for in section 1681 relate only to student activity or en-
rollment, suggesting either that Congress meant to allow
wide open coverage of employment practices under sec-
tion 1681, while closely regulating the act's coverage in
all other respects, or that Congress never meant to in-
clude employment practices within the coverage of the
act in the first plate. The court found the second alterna-
tive the more likely.

Furthermore, the court concluded that the "program-
specific" language of section 1682, which limits HEW's
enforcement power, necessarily was a limitation on the
scope of section n5I

II in a situation where a federally assist.. ! school system dis-
criminates against its teacher employees, the Section 1682
sanction has very limited justification. Termination of fed-
eral aid will have no mox enforcement value in such a case,
and the students participating in affected programs will still
b the ones to suffer from the aid termination sanction, even
though the sanction will not be imposed for the purpose of
cntorcing their rights. The court doubts that Congress
would resort to such an arbitrary enforcement measure
where alternatiJe methods or prohibiting employment dis-
crimination, more effective and less costly than this, are
readily available.

ROmeo Community Schools v. United States Department of
Health, Lducatimi, and Welfare, 438 F. Supp. at 1032-33.

The court was of the opinion that because an educa-
tional institution's employment policies are general in
nature, covering all faculty employees in all education
programs, whether federally funded or not, the HEW
regulation would entail the regulation of employment
practices unrelated to the particular programs funded by
the federal government and without regard to whether
the practices result in sex discrimination against the be-
neficiaries of the programs. This would result in institu-
tion wide reform, contrary to the program-specific lan-
guage of section 1682.

Even more persuasive in the court's opinion was that
Congress specifically provided for the regulation of em-
ployment discrimination (under both Title VII and the
Equal Pay Act) elsewhere in Title IX as initially pro-
posed. Concluding that because the governmental agen-
cies created to enforce these acts have the expertise and
entort ement machinery necessary to compel compliance
with regulations against sex discrimination in employ-
ment (which HEW lacked under Title IX), the court
found it difficult to believe that Congress perceived any
need under Title IX to delegate to HEW authority similar
to that already delegated to other agencies.

Thus the court concluded that section 1681 must be
interpreted as a prohibition of sex discrimination by fed-
erally funded educational institutions against their stu-
dents only, even if it can be shown that the discrimina-
tion against the employees results in discrimination
against the students. Although the court's opinion de-
tared ,all of subpart E to be invalid, the court's judg-

ment, entered to implement its opinion, took a narrower
approach, striking down only that section of the regula-
tion relating to pregnancysection 86.57.

On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit agreed with the district court, concluding
that its analysis was a reasonable construction of Title IX
as part of the mosaic of federal statutes that protect the
rights of women and minorities. Romeo Community
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Schools v. HEW, -- F.2d , 19 FEP cases 1720, 1722
(6th Cir. 1979). See also lsleboro School Committee v.
Calitano, 593 F.2d 424 (1st Cir. 1979), affirming Brunswick
School Board v. Califano, 449 F. Supp. 866 (D. Maine 1978);
Junior College District of St. Louis v. Califano,

F.2d , 19 FEP Cases 301 (8th Cir. 1979), affirm-
ing 455 F.Supp. 1212 (E.D. Mo. 1978); University of Toledo
v. HEW, 464 F.Supp. 693. (N.D. Ohio 1979); McCarthy v.
Burkholder. 448 F.Supp. 41 (D. Kansas 1978).

This decisn...1 leaves many questions unanswered.
First, the result is ilntrary to the conclusion reached by
the court in Piascik v. Cleveland Museum of Art, 426
F.Supp. 779 (N.D. Ohio 1976). In Piascik, a female appli-
cant for the position of museum security guard- alleged
that she had been denied employment because of her
sex in violation of Title IX. In discL3sing whether itle IX
was available to the plaintiff as a cause of action, the
court considered the scope of the act. The court noted
that section 1681 was enacted in the same bill that re-
moved the specific exclusion of educational institbitions
from Title VII, and recognized 'that to permit Title IX
charges of sex discrimination would duplicate the ex-
press private remedy for such employment discrimina-
tion contained in Title VII. Nevertheless, the court con-
cluded that Title IX did reach the employment practices
of recipient institutions. Piaseik V. Cleveland Museum of
Art, 426 F.Supp. at 780-781, n. 1.

Romeo is also contrary to the results reached under
Title VI. In instances where federal funds are received
expressly for the purpose of employment, Title VI gives
the federal agency administering those funds the author-
ity to impose employment related regulations on the re-
cipient of those federal funds, Cf. Afro American Pa-
trolmen's League v. Duck, 503 F.2d 294 (6th Cir. 1974);
NAACP, Western Region it. Brennan, 360 F. Stipp. 1006
(D. D.C. 1973), despite the fact that recipient may have to
adopt two separate sets of employment policiesone set

. for employees paid out of federal funds, and one set for
employees paid for by the recipient out of its own funds.
(Similar dual standards could develop as a result of
Executive Order 11246, which bans discrimination on
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin in
employment on all government contracts performed by
private individuals or contractors. See Contractors Associa-
tion of Eastern Pa. v. Secretary of Labor, 442 F.2d 159 (3rd
Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 854, 92 S. Ct. 98 (1971)).

Furthermore. in U.S. v. Jefferson County Board of Educa-
tion, 372 F.2d 836 (5th Cir. 1966), decree corrected 380 F.2d
385, cert. denied, 839 U.S. 840, 88 S.Ct. 77 (1967), the
court was faced with the question of whether, within the
confines of Title VI. race discrimination against faculty
employees was covered by the act. Citing to the legisla-
tive history surrounding Title VI, the court noted that
Title VI was intended to reach at least those employees
who were the beneficiaries of federal assistance pro-
grams. However, the court refused to accept the defen-
dant's argument that Title VI could rot permit interfer-
ence with the employment practices of schools. "Faculty
integration is essential to student desegregation. To the
extent that teacher discrimination jeopardizes the suc-
cess of desegregation, it is unlawful wholly aside from
its effect upon individual teachers." U.S. v. Jefferson
County Board of Ldueation 372 F.2d at 883.

In addition, although the Romeo courts recognized that
those who testified in support of Title IX's employment
provisions did mot make reference to any substantive



provision of the At the Court ( (included from this that
testimony was intended to relate soluy to thi. proposed
amendments to Title VII. however, the testimony at
that time not only made reference to Title VII, but it also
urged Congress to remedy the shortcomings of Execu-
tive Order 11246. Under that order, the federal govern-
ment has banned discrimination on the basis of race.
color, religion, sex, and national origin in employment
on all government contracts, including but not limited
to construction contracts. HEW has been delegated the
enforcement authority for this order in regard to educa-
tional institutions. Because Title IX is written in terms of
federal financial assistance, it is equally consistent to
conclude that the act was in-tended to strengthen
enforcement powers thi.' the federal government had
over programs funded by federal monies.

This conclusion becomes more persuasive when it is
understood that the coverage of Title VII is not coexten-
sive with the coverage of Title IX. Title IX applies to
recipients of federal financial assistance. Title VII, how-
ever, has no relationship to federal financial assistance.
Title VII prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, and national origin by employers of
15 or more employees. Employers who employ less than
15 employees are not covered. As a consequence, the
suggestion that there are more effective and less costly
methods for prohibiting discrimination than Title IX tails

to recognize that as to those employers who receive fed-
eral financial assistance but who employ less than 15
employees there is no prohibition of discrimination, a
result that Congress- surely could not have anticipated.

Thus the Romeo case leaves many issues unresolved,
and, as in all other areas of litigation, the final solution of
these issues may take years. In the meantime, these con-
tradictions, of necessity, will continue to exist until
further clarifying legislation .or litigation develops.

Numerous other enactments continue to govern the
employment practices of most educational institutions:
the Constitution of the United States, Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Pay Act of 1963,
Executive Order 11246, Title VII and Title VIII of the
Public Health Service Act, and numerous local antidis-
crimination statutes and ordinances. sec the discussion
accompanying section 86.6 of the regulations, supra.
These many enactments, all of which affect employer/
employee relations,. have resulted in a substantial body
of case authority defining the parameters of legal actions
relating to employment. This authority cannot he
adequately synthesized in a work such as this. One can
only hope to present illustrative examples where they
will be useful. So, here, as is the case in all areas, when a
problem of legal interpretation arises, it is always best
for recipients to seek advice from competent counsel
whenever evaluating specific policies and practices.
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§ 86.51 Employment

(a) General.

(I) No person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination in employment, or recruitment, consideraton,
or selection therefore, whether full-time or part-time, under
any education program or activity operated by a recipient
which receives or benefits from Federal financial assistance.

(2) A recipient shall make all employment decisions in any
education program or activity operated by such recipient in a

non-discriminatory manner and shall not limit, segregate, or
classify applicants or employees in any way which could
adversely affect any applicant's or employee's employment
opportunities or status because of sex.

(3) A recipient shall not enter into any contractual or
other relationship which directly or indirectly has the effect
of subjecting employees or students to discrimination prohi-
bited by this Subpart, including relationships with employ-
ment and referral agencies, with labor unions, and with or-
ganizations providing Or administering fringe benefits to
employees of the recipient.

(4) A recipient shall not grant preferences to applicants for
employment on the basis of attendance at any educational
institution or entity which admits as students only or pre-
dominantly members of one sex, if the giving of such prefer-
ences has the effect of discriminating on the basis of sex in
violation of this part.

(h) Application. The provisions of this subpart apply to:

(1) Recruitment, advertising, and the process of applica-
tion for employment;

(2) Hiring, upgrading, promotion, consideration for al:d
award of tenure, demotion, transfer, layoff, termination, ap-
plication of nepotism policies, :fight of return from layoff,
and rehiring;

(3) Rates of pay or any other form of compensatio'., and
changes in compensation:

(4) lob assignments, classifications and structure, includ-
ing position descriptions, lines of progression, and seniority
lists;

(5) The terms of any collective bargaining agreement;

(6) Granting and return from leaves of absence, leave for
pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termination of preg-
nancy, leave for persons of either sex to care for children or
dependents, or any other leave;

(7) Fringe benefits available by virtue of employment,
whether or not administered by the recipient.

(8) Selection and financial support for training, including
apprenticeship, professional meeting, conferences, and
other related activities, selection for tuition assistance, selec-
tion for sabbaticals ane leaves of absence to pursue training;

(9) Employer-sponsored activities, including social or re-
creational programs; and

(10) Any other term, condition, or privilege of employ-
ment.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.51, through both the general and specific
subparts, sets forth the nondiscrimination mandate as it
relates to the employment practices of a recipient. As has
been pointed out, Romeo Community Schools zY. United
States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 438 F.
Supp. 1021 (Ell Mich. 1977), aff'd, F.2d , 19
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FEP Cases 1720 (6th Cir. 1979) declared that this section
and all succeeding sections relating to employment were
invalid and of no legal force and effect. However, be-
cause another case has suggested a contrary result, Pia.s-
cik v. Cleveland.Museum of Art, 426 F. Supp. 779 ('J.D.
Ohio 1976), the status of the employment portions of the
regulation is not yet resolved.

Subpart (a)(1) restates the concept of section 1681 in
the employment sphere, applying the language
of the act to employment or recruitment, consideration,
or selection therefore. Subpart (a)(2) expands on (a)(1),
requiring recipients to make all employment decisions in

-a nondiscriminatory manner. Prohibited by this section
are practices that limit, segregate, or classify applicants
or employees in a way that could adversely affect their
employment opportunities beCause of sex. Banned by
this provision are not only policies that restrict individu-
als of a particular sex to certain jobs, departments, or
functions, but also those seemingly neutral policies that
restrict individuals on the basis of characteristics that are
the functional equivalent of "sex."

Thus, an employer cannot refuse to hire an employee
on the basis of stereotyped characterizations of his or her
sex (e.g., women make better flight attendants than
men, Diaz Pan American World Airways, Inc., 442 F.2d
385 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 950, 92 S.Ct. 275
(1"71)), nor assign an employee to a particular job or
department on the basis of preconceived opinions as to
the capacities of individuals of his or her sex. (Pond n.
Braniff Airways, Inc. 300 F.2d 161 (5th Cir. 197.4)).

In addition, practices that appear neutral may result in
discrimination. When an employer's total work force
comprises only individuals of one sex, word-of-mouth
recruiting may perpetuate past discrimination and result
in discrimination on the basis of sex. Nance v. Union Car-
bide Corp.. Consumer Products Division, 397 F. Supp. 436
(D.N.C. 1975).

Subpart (a)(3) prohibits a recipient from entering into
any conhactual relationship that has the effect of subjeCt-
ing employees or students to discrimination. This in-
cludes contracts with employment agencies for referral
purposes, union c 'ntracts, or contracts with any entity
that provides or administers fringe benefits to the em-
ployees of the 7.-tipient (i.e., insurance companies).

:ibPart (a)(4) carries into the employment sector the
limitation discussed in section 8(.22, supra in the admis-
sions sector. Thus a recipient shall not give pr,...ference to
applicants for employment because such applicants at-'
tended any institut -1 or entity that limits its enrollment
totally or predominantly to members of one sex, if the
result of this practice has the effect of cI:scriminz.:ting. on
the basis of sec. In other words it is not sufficient for a
recipient to abandon facially discriminatory. policies if, as
their replacement, the t...:ipient adopts the discrimina-
tory policies of a third party.

Of concern is the effect of v !..: n's preference in this
area. Many public employers t preferences for ap-
pointment to veterans. Yet because of the history of
discrimination against women in the military (as well
as a congressionally imposed quota on the number of
women annually to be admitted to the armed forces),
such a practice has the effect of preferring men over



%vomen for employmentind could violate the regula-
tion Just such a question has developed in the public
employment sphere, independent of Title IX.

In Feeney v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 17 FEP
Cases o50 (D. Mass. 1978), a three-judge court declared
that the Massachusetts veterans' preference statute
granting preference in public employment violated the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Although the court concluded that the statute was not
facially aisciiminatory, it did find that it was not impar-
tial or neutral because of its impact on the opportunities
of women. Persuasive to the court was that the statute
effectively tied women's employment opportunities to
the discriminatory admission standards of the Armed
Fork-es, and that service in the military bore no demon-
strable relationship for civilian public service.

The Supreme Court disagreed. The Court reiterated its
earlier licAdings that when a neutral law has a disparate
impact on a group that has historically been the victim of
discrimination, an unconstitutional purpose may be at
work. A mere showing of disparate impact, however, no
matter how severe, does not end the inquiry, but is
rather the starting point for the application of a two-fold
test. "The first question is whether the statutory classifi-
cation is indeed neutral in the sense that it is not
gender-based. If the classification itself, covert or overt,
is not based upon gender, the second question is
whether the adverse cited reflects invidious gender-
hosed discrimination." Pen:our:et Administrator of Alas-
sa, Itusetts I eeney. U.S. 99 S.Ct. at 2293.

Applying this test to the facts before it, the Court con-
cluded that the Massachusetts scheme was not uncon-
stitutional: "( NIothing in the record demonstrates that
the c;.ciei en. e for veterans was originally devised or
subsequently reenacted h..,:use it would accomplish the
collateral goal of keeoing ,..,wrkeri in a stereotypic and
predetmed place in the Masacliteetts Civil Service. Per-

Feeneu, U.S.
99 S.Ct. at 220,

siibpart 0:0 sets forth the aspects of employment to
which the general employment regulations apply. In-
cluded ate all aspects ot recruitment, hiring, promotion,
retention. rates of pay and compensation, job assign-
ment. terms ot collective bargaining agreements, leaves
of absent (Including leave resulting from pregnancy
uid pregnancy-relateo conditions), fringe benefits,
tra.ning and apprenticeship programs, employer-
sponsored activities (whether social or recreational), and
any other term. condition, or privilege of employment.
Although some ot these areas are the subject ot further
provisions of the regulation (recruitment, section 86.53;
rates of pay. section 86.14, lob classifications, section
86.55; pregnancy. section 86.57; triage benefits, section
56.;6), others are mentioned only here and deserve dis-
cussion.

Subpart (1,1)(2) bringwithin the act's coverage the ap-
plik anon ot nepOtiRm policies. Although nepotism
policies. in and of themselves, do not violate Title IX, (t.

Trims tVorld Inc., 525 F.2d 409 (8th Cir.
1r7;), %Oen. a nepotism rule, which prohibits the pa-
rent child, brother, sister, husband, or wife of any
member of the academic or nonacademic staff of a col-
lege trout appointment to that college, is applied un-
evnly and results in discrimination against women. it is
prohibited. -C,iii,oilinatsu n. Royer, 8 EPD 4. 9704
(N. Y. A.D. 1074).

Furthermore, recipients may not adopt one policy
concerning the hiring and retention of male employees
and maintain a separate and different policy for the em-
ployment of females. McArthur p. Southern Airways, Inc.,
40-1 F. Supp. 508 (D. Ga. 1975). Standards for hiring and
promotion, once adopted, must be applied uniformly to
all employees.

Similarly, the courts have been unsympathetic to the
contention of employers that customer or co-worker pre-
ference requires the hiring of a person of a particular sex.
The most-famous case in this area is Diaz o. Pan American
World Airways, 442 F.2d 385 (5th Cir. 1971), cert. denied,
404 U.S. 950, 92 S.Ct. 275 (1971). In Diaz, a male had
been denied a job as a flight attendant because the air-
line, Pan Am, hired only females for the job. Pan Am,
through the presentation of the testimony of a psychia-
trist, attempted to prove that because of the unique envi-
ronment created in an airplane cabin, the special
psychological needs of the passengers could be met only
by female flight attendants. In addition, the airline ar-
gued that its passengers preferred female attendants.

The court rejected both arguments. First, the court
found the primary function of an airline to he to trans-
port passengers safely from one point to another, and
although a pleasant environment may he important, it is
tangential to the essence of that function. As to the pas-
sengers' preference, the court said:

While we recognize that the public's expectation of finding
one sex in a particular role may cause some initial difficulty,
it would be totally anomalous if we were to allow the prefer-
ences and prejudices of the customers 'o determine whether
the sex discriminatioc. was valid. Indeed, it was, to a large
extent, these very prejudices the, Act %vas meant to over-
come. Thus, we fed that customer preferenq may be taken
into account only when it is based on the company'- inabil-
ity to pretorm the primary function or service it offers.

Diaz Ian American IVorld Airicaus. Inc.. 442 F.2d at
389.

Subpart (13)(10) brings within this section's coverage
all other terms, conditions, or privileges of employment.
Language similar to this, appearing in Title VII, has re-
ceived some interpretation. In Harrington v. Vandalia-
Butler Board of Lducaton, 418 F. Supp. 603 (S.D. Ohio
107e), reie'd on other grounds, 585 F.2d 192 (6th cir. 1978),
cot dPricd. U.S 09 S.Ct. 1269 11979) the

plaintiff, a female physical education teacher, alleged
that because she was always assigned to teach physical
e.-iacation in the girls' facility (which was substantially
interior to the boys' facility), she was being denied her
Title VII right to equal conditions of employment. In
ruling in her favor, the court found that the girls' gym-
nasium lacked the natural light and ventilation of the
boys' gymnasium; that it was,substantially smaller than
the boys' facility; that because of the nature of the acu-
ity, the female teacher could not supervise her entire
class properly; that she was handicapped in the per-
formance of her job by being provided with inadequate
equipment; and that she was not provided with private
shower or toilet facilities comparable to those provided
for the male teachers. In awarding the plaintiff S6,000
for her injuries, the court concluded that it is a violation
of Title VI! to assign female teachers, who perform the
same services as male teachers, to facilities that are in-
ferior to those available to the males and, therefore,
handicap the teacher's ability to supervise and teach.
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§ 86.52 Employment Criteria

A recipient shall not administer or operate any test or o%h,A-
critenon fur any employment opportunity which has a d4ro-
portionately adverse effect on persons on the basis of sex un-
less:

of Use of such test or other cirterion is shown to predict
validly successful performance in the position in question; and

(h) Alternative tests or criteria for such purpose which du
not have such disproportionately adverse effect, are shown to

.c be unavailable.

DISCUSSiON

Section 86.52 CN pa n d:, upon section 86.51 to provide that
a recipient shall not use any test or criterion for employ-
ment opporturil.,, that has a disproportionately adverse
effect on persoit,, or, the basis of sex unless the test is
shown to predict validly successful performance ir. the
job and no alternative test is available that does not have
such an adverse effect. This is not to say that a recipient
may never test applicants for employment. The regula-
tion merely prohibits the use of a device that is dis-
criminatory and not necessarily job related. That a reci-
pient did not intend to discriminate in the administra-
tion of the test is no deli This section is merely a
restatement of theprinciple announced in Griggs u. Duke
Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 91 S.Ct. 849 (1971). In Griggs,
the Court was analyzing the requirement that all em-
plovees have a high school education as a condition of
employment. Although neutral on its face, it was shown
statistically that this practice had the effect of denying
employment to substantially more blacks than to whites,
thus perpetUating the company's earlier discriminatory
hiring practices. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that
a high school education was not necessary for the suc-
cessful performance of the job. The Court concluded that
in Ugh! of the discriminatory, impact of the test, the prac-
tice must b#: discontinued unless the company could
show that a high school education is necessary ior the

-successful n of a specific job and the opera-
tion of the business.

Since the announcement of Griggs, its principle has
been applied broadly throughout the employment pro-
cess. -Fsts has been interpreted to mean not only the
traditional paper-and-pencil type, but also any device
used to selct employees for :iirc or promotion. In addi-
tion, zw/iiiation has become a term of art. It is through the
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process of validation tht employers determine whether
or not a specific test or criterior has a significant rela-
tionship to actual performance on the job. There are es-
sentially three types of validation, criterion-related vali-
dation, construct validation, and content validation. A
test has criterion validity if test scores match job perfor-
mance ratings, construct validity if it tests for traits
necessary for performance of the jab, and content valid-
ity if the test closely duplicates the duties of the job. The
most accurate kind of validity is criterion validity. This
kind of validity is not always feasible, however. In these
Situations, construct and conter,t validity may be used
by employers. .5:,t, Nem:rain,. AThetninle r. Aloeitit. 422
U.S. 305, 95 S.Ct. 2362 (1975).

Even when a test is shown to be a valid predictor of
success. its use may still be prohibited. The regulation
further requires that it be demonstrated that no alterna-
tive valid predictor be available that does not produce a
discriminatory result. Only if such an alternative does
not exist will the use of an otherwise discriminatory de-
vice be permitted. Of course, if a discriminatory test
does not validly predict successful performance, then it
cannot be employed.

This concept as it relates to sex bias was recently the
subject of discussion by the Supreme Court in Dotliarti v.
Raw/inson, 333 U.S 321, 97 S.Ct. 2720 (1977). In Dothan!,
the Court was asked to review a district court decision,
that held that Alabama's minimum height and weight
requirements for eligibility for employment by the
Alabama Board of Corrections were sexually dis
criminatory and violated Title VII. In its opinion, the
Supreme Court note) that the impact of the require-
ments was clearly discriminatory, exchicling 41.13% of
the female population from consideration, but excluding,
less than 1% of the male population. Furthermore, the
Court found that the height and weight requirements
were not job related on the basis of their alleged relation-
ship to strength. No evidence was presented that estab-
lished a comlation between the height and weight re-
quirments and the requisite amount of strength thought
necessary to perform the job. Furthermore, even assum-
ing that strength is essential to successful job perfor-
mance, the state could have achieved its purpose by
adopting and validating a test for applicants that mea-
sures strength directly. The state's failure properly to
validate this selection device resulted in it being held to
be invalid under Title VII.



86,53 Recruitment

ai Nondis nnunatory recruitment and hinng. A recipient
shall nut discriminate on the basis of sex in the recruitment and
hiring 111 imp loy cc!s. Where a recipient has teen found to be
presently discnminating on the basis of sex in the recniitimmt
or hiring of employees, or has been tound to hav in the past so
discriminated. the recipient shall recruit members of the sex so
disk 11111111.1tOd against so as to overcome the effeCts of such past
or present discrimination,

;hi Recruitment patterns. :\ recipient shall not recruit primar-
ily or exklusiveli, at entities which furnish as applicants only or
predominantly meinbers of one sex it such actions have the
effect of discrimination on the basis of sex in violation of this
subpart.

DISCUSSION

'wction covers the recruitment and hiring practices
of recipients. Prohibited is discrimination on the basis of
-ex in recruitment and hiring. In addition, when a recip-
ient has been found to be presently discriminating or to
have in the past discri,nir,ated, the recipient is mandated
to attirmatively recruil members of the sex so discrimi-
nated against so as to overcome the effects of such past
or present descnnnnation. Relevant to this requirement

is the language of the court in Johnsc.! v. University of
Pittsburgh, 359 F. Supp. 1002 (MD. Pa. 1973). In joimsort,
a female assistant professor in the School of Medicine
challenged the iiversity's decision to terminate her. In
support of its decision to grant an injunction, the. court
found intentional wrongdoing on tft., part of the univer-
sity,

from the failure to implement or set any data for an affirma-
tive action plan to eliminate 5tich discrimination anc' fact
that while affirmative was supposed to h,ive been
taken, the number of v.. men fac: "v members in this schoo'
substantially decreased instead of increased.

Poison Universitu of Pittsburgh, 359 F. Supp. at 1010.
Thus, any affirmative action plan instituted by a recip-

ient should he monitored to make certain that it is %York-
.ng and not merely a paper promise.

Subpart (b) provides that a recipient shall not recruit
primarily or exclusively at institutions that furnish appli-
cants who are members of a particular sex if such re-
cruitment has the effect of discriminating onthe basis of
sex. The regulation d 's not purport to ban recruitment
through such institutions, but rather places the burden
on the recipient to make certain that the decision to use
the services of such entities does not circumvent the
purpose's of the act.
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86.54 Compensation

A rt.vipient "'hall not make or enforce any policy or practice
y..hich. on the "ex.

tai Ntakes di,tinctions in rates of pa or other compensation,
(1,1 lieults In the payment lit w,rges to employees ut one se\

at a rate less than that paid to employees of the e pocite sex for
equal work on 'ohs the performance iit which requires equal

effort, and responsibilitymd ire performed under
similar working «,m.,itions.

DISCUSSION

8h.',1 prohibits sox discrimination in rates of pay
or other compensation. Although intended to parallel
the wording of the Equal Pay Act of 1963, the regulation
also prohibits those practices which are discriminatory
independent of the Equal Pay Act. Thus, a recipient
cannot discriminate in compensation between men and
women because a woman may be willing to work for less
than a man, Di Salta) v. Chamber of Commerce of Grroter
i-Ovv4a,; City. 416 F. Supp. 844 (D. Mo. 1976), or by deny-
ing women the opportunity for overtime work assign-
ments, Garneau v. Raytheon Co., 323 F. Supp. 391 la

i(171).
Subpart (h) adopts the language of the Equal Pay Act

of 1963 as the standard under "Fitle IX. Thus, case law
established under that act will be looked to for guidance
when evaluating the compensation policies of recipients.
In general, employees of one sex must be paid at the
same rate as employees of the other sex when perform-
ing ..qual ev-rk on jobs, the performance of which re-
quires equal skill, effort, and responsibility, and which
are performed under similar working conditions. This
proscription applies to all kinds of compensation, includ-
ing wages, bonuses, overtime, fringe benefits, sick pay,
and noncash items.

In determining whether two jobs are "equal- for Equal
Pay purposes, the inquiry turns fir whether the' jobs re-
quire equal skill (as measured by the actual skill needed
to perfor the job, not the skill possessed by certain
employees in that job), equal effort (as measured by the'
physical or mental c ,,,Ttion nee'de'd for the perforamnce
of the job), equal responsibility (as measured by the de-
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gree of accountability involved), and are pertormed
under similar working conditions (measured by an
analysis of the surroundings and the' hazards encoun-
tered by the employees).

In meeting this test, it has been established that the
two jobs need not be identical to be considered ''equal.''
If the two jobs are substantially equal, insignificant dif-
ferences SN'ill he deemed irrelevant. Hodgson p. Corning
(Mass Works, 417 U.S. 188, 94 S.Ct. 2223 (1974). Further-
more, the actual requirements and performance of the
job, and not formal job descriptions or titles, are control-
ling. Bnnmin r'. Prince William Hospihil Corp. , 503 F.2d 282
(4th Cir. 19741, cert. denied, 420 U.S. 972, 95 S.Ct. 1392
(1973); Katz I'. School Dist. of Clayton, Vlo., 14 EPD E 7650
(8th Cir. 1977).

This standard was applied in Brewton r. Woodbridge
School District, 8 EPD 9640 (D. Del. 1974). In Woodbridge
the girls' softball coach was paid $300 under a supple-
mental contract; the boys' hardball coach was paid 5400.
In finding a violation of the Equal Pay Act, the court
examined the duties of the two coaches, finding that
both coaches were responsible for recruitment, supervi-
sionmd instruction of their respective teams. Both had
to account for equipmrnt and arrange schedules for
practice,. play, and transportation. Both teams had 16
players, used the same equipment, played under the
same rules, and had the same season length. Although
the court recognized that certain incidental differences
(including but not limited to those mentioned above)
may make the jobs different, the two we're still equal for
equal pay purposes. Both involved the same primary job
function (teaching) and required substantially equal
skill, effort, and responsibility. Furthermore, the' court
states that the incidental differences between the two
jobs must he ignored unless it is shown that the per-
formance of those differences required extra skill, effort,
or responsibility; consumed a significant amount of time
of all those whose pay differentials were to be justified;
and we're of an economic value commensurate with the
pay differential. See tic Pretman Goose Creek Consoli-
dated Independent School District, 21 WTI Cases 25 (S.D.
ri`X. 1973), uff'd, 519 E.2el'03 (5th Cir. 1975), (school dis-
trict found to have discriminated against female jaMtors
by paying them less than it paid its male janitors).



§ 86,55 Job Classification And Structure

A re Tient shall not
(1 (ashy a lob a': being for males or for

hl Maintairi or establish separate lines of progression,
mono,. lists. ltIrt:Cr ladders, or tenure systems based on sex,

trl Morton or establish separate lines of progrossion,
seniority systems, career ladders, or tenure systems or similar
;ohs, position descriptions. or job requirements which classify
persons on the bases of se\., unless se\ is a bona fide occupo-
Ainnal quahti,ation for the position, ill question E11 set forth in
§Sh:11.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.',3 prohibits a recipient from classifying jobs
as being for males or for females and from maintaining
or establishing separate lines of progression, seniority
lists, career ladders, or tenure system based on sex.
Subpart (c) provides, however, that if sus is a bona fide
occupational qualification for the position in question (as
that term is defined in section 86.61 (the reference. to
section .86.51 obviously is a typographical error( ), a re-
cipient may classify employees on the ba,-;is of sex.

A recipient need not label jobs as being for males or
females to be found to 43a ve classified the jobs on the
basis of sex. It is sufficieht if there is an identifiable. job
category that can be shown to have been limited to one
sex. brifey P. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 36h F. Supp 763
(D.D.C. 19770, ref /'e.1, 13 PEP Cases 1068 (1).('. Cir. 19761,
cert. denied, 16 PEP Cases 998' ( 1978).

When jobs, have been so labeled or classified, how-
ever, courts have been quick to find violations of Title
VII. Bowe v. Colgate-Palmolive Co., 416 l-.2e1 711 (7th Cir.
1969) (Title VII violated bv employer who refused to
permit females to compete for jobs requiring the lifting
of 35 pounds or more); Ridiver v. General Motors Corp.,

323 F. Supp. 1089 (N.D. Ohio 1971), rey'd on other
grounds, 474 F.2d.,A9 (6th Cir. 1972) (the denial of over-
time work assigiments to females violates Title VII).
Similar results have been reached as to seniority, Palmer

p. Genera/ Mills, Inc., 513 F.2d 1040 (6th Cir. 4075)

(seniority system that freezes women into formerly all-
female jobs violates Title. VII); lines of progression,
EEOC Decision No. 71-865 (1970), CCH EEOC Decisions
4. 6190; and systems of promotion, Kober v. Westinxhousi
Electric Corp., 480 F.2d 240 (3rd Cir. 1973) (reliance on
state law is no juStification for sex discrimination in

promotions, demotions, and transfers).
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§ 86.'6 Fringe Benefits

(al "Fringe BenAits defined. For purposes of this part,
"fringe benefits- means: any medical hospital, accident, life
insurance or retirement benefit, service, policy or plan, any
profit-sharing or bonus plan, leave, and any other benefit or
service of employment not subject to the provision of * 86.54.

lb) Prohibitions. A Recipient shall not:
(I) Discriminate on the basis of sex with regard to making

tringe benefits available to employees or make fringe benefits
available to Spouses, families, or dependents of emplic, es
differently upon the basis of the employee's sex;

(21 Administer, operate, offer, or part ipate in a fringe
benefit plan which does not provide either for equal periodic
benefits for members of each sex, or for equal contributiens
to the plan be such recipient for members of eacr sex; or

(1) Administer, operate, otter, or participate in a pension
iir retirement plan which establishes different opdonal or
omoulsory retirement 'ges based on sex or which otherwise

list 'inmates in benefits on the basis of sex.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.5o relates to the policies of recipients ;Alm-ern-
ing fringe benefits. Subpart (a) defines benefits to in-
( Rid(' any benefit or service of nplovment other than
wages or salaries. 'ncluded are medical, hospital, acci-
dent, life insurance, retirement, profit-sharing, and
leave plan

L;(1bpart 86.5611. 11) prof ibits recipients from making
fringe benefits available to employees or dependents of
imp! eos (inHuding spouses and family members) dif-
ferentiv on the basis of sex. Thus, a recipient cannot
make family-plan coverage available to male married
employees, but dent' such coverage to female married
employees

tit hpart h)(2) provides further that as to those fringe
benefits which are provided, recipients must make cer-
tom that the plans provide for either equal periodic bone -
ti's for members of each se \ or for equal contributions to
the plan by such recipient for members of Cach sex. Thus
order this provision, recipients are fret- to decide which
alternative to adopt. The inquiry must not stop there,
however. 'rile question of equality in fringe benefit pions
has been considered by other government agencies.

b_xecutiye Order 1124h, either equal periodic
hf.'nehts or euual contributions will satisfy the require-
menk of the order Unt.I.'r the Equal Pay Act of '190, the
Wage and I lour Division of the Department of Labor has
concluded that when providing benefits for employees,
on employer can comply w:',11 the law by making equal
contributions (even though the resulting benefits 'are dif-
ferent) or by making differing contributions to provide
equal benefits. The Equal Employment Opportunity

onmussion, however, in interpreting Title VII, has
InlItilied that 'lithe VII is violated where a benefit plan

1111Ht1,11 benefits to employees, even it em-
ployer contrilJutions arc 1.`qtral.

in \Linhoyf of Los 553 1'.2d 381, 592 (9th
( ir. 1076), the Ninth Circuit was presented with the
question of whether a retirement plan that required
women employees to contribute from their wages 15')o,
more than similarly situated male employees be cause of
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the longer average life expectancy of women violated
Title VII. Urider the plan ofcered by the city, women and
men received the same monthly benefits on retiring. In
declaring:fie city's policy to be violative of Title VII, the
court rejected the argument that the difference in bene-
fits was justified because of the statistically longer life
spans of women.

It is undisputed that the overriding purpose of Title VII is to
require employers to treat each employee (or prospective
employee) as an individual, and to make job related deci-
sions about ears' employee on the bases of relevant indi-
vidual characteristics, so that the employee's membership in
a . .. sexual group is irrelevant to the decisions To
reqi.c re every individual women to contribute 15% more
into the retirement fund than her male counterpart must
_ontribute because women 'on the average' live longer than
men is just the kind of abstract generalization, applied to
individual women because of their being women, which
Title VII was designed to abolish. Not all women live longer
than all men, yet each individual woman is required to con-
tribute more, not because she as an individual will live
longer, but because the members of her sexual group, on he
average, live longer.

Alatthart v. City of Los Anseles, 353 F.2d at 585.
Fhe court not only enjoined the city from continuing

to charge the higher rate to its female employees, but
also awarded a refund of all excess contributions made
on or after April 5, 1972. On rehearing, following
the Supreme Court's decision in Gin -nil Llectnc CO. p.
Gilbert, 429 U.S. 125, 97 S.Ct. 401 (1977), the Ninth Cir-
cuitreaffirmed its decision in Maul:art, 553 F.2d at 592,
stating that unlike in Gilbert, here the Court was faced
with discrimination in a pension plan that is based on
sex in that its basis is the presumed characteristic of
women as a grouplongevitywhile it disregards
every factor other than sex that is known to a fleet
longevity.

The Supreme Court, although altering the relief
awarded to the plaintiffs, affirmed this decision. Citv of
Les Anell'S Nlarthart, , 08 S.Ct. 1370
(1978). Writing for the Court, Justice Stevens recognized
that this case was different twin others the Court had
considered in the past.

.1:,,ths and purely habitual assumptions about a kvoman's
mobility io perform certain kinds of work are no longer ac-
ceptable reasons for refusing to employ qualified individu-
als, or paving them less. This case does not, however,
incoh a fi(tional difterence betiven men and ;umen. It
involve, ,;eneralitation that the parties accept as unques-
tionable true: women, is a class, do live longer than
men. . . It is equally true hvever, that all individuals in
the respective classes do not share the characteristic which
differentiates the average (las representatives. Many worn-
(it do riot live as long c the average man and 111,111' Men
0110:VC the average Wonldr lire question, therefor' , Is

whether the existence or nonexisteni.e of d'scrinu nation
be determined by comparison of cla. 1,araitenstics or ;ndi-
vidual characteristics.

I lit/ el Lo, .Vlitriliart, 08 LI.(t. at I "IT-) I liwvever,
despite this difference, 01(7 "mandate of title VII is clear.



It pret hides natment tut individuals as com-
ponents ot a . . sexual . . . class. . liven a true gen-
erohiation aboui the class is On insufficient reason ..,r
disqualifying an individual to whom the generalization
does not apply." City lit Los .,1'/s zu. Alm:hart, 98 S.Ct.
at I17,.

Ibis concept teas seen by the court to be critical, be-
t ause there could be no assurance that any individual
wluman would lice longer than any individual male. In
fact, mono of the females would not live as long as the
average man. As a consequence, while worki' . women
would receive smaller paychecks than men ot
their sex, but would receive no compensating . t..tge

when the', retired. As a resul., the Court held
employment rit-acticv which requires 2,000 indi ,!m

contribute more mono,' into a fund than 10,00
emplo-,,ee., simply because each ot them is a wi;ni. n.
rather. dim a man,.-is in direct conflict with (Fide Vif

Aitelt., r Alaithart, 08 S.Ct. at ;377.
Thos, as in many other areas, recipients must look ?,,`,

only to regulation under Title I \, but must al.
examine ti', iegulations of other..federal and state ag,
cies to determine if their fringe benefit policies con ?Iv
with th- r

',tit-Tart Sh."in(b)(1) provides that recipients shall not
otter their employees a pension or retirement plan that
t-tablishes t.F;ferent optional or compulsory retirement
ages based on sex, or which otherwise discriminates in
benctits on the basis of sex. This requirement is consp.-
tent with the cases it!ti under Title VII that have
held that the forced retirement of women at an earlier
age than men violates Fitle \'11 Piddle tier-Pio.
/ I t : , am/ Ca-, Co.. 77 F.2c1 00 I 1rd Cir.107:9;

P-r.Tni, LI ti A.. Irk', 444 F.2d I P'n (7th Cir. I971).
Similarly in Wan/ t. RobriNvi. . ;: 2d ;71, 13

' I I,520 (Indiana Sup. Ct. ,,
S Ct. 71 (10771, the Supreme Court of lr dian .Loocluded
!hat the lodidnd ..acher !:etiremert Fur. .1 vio-
lated the Indiana ititution (on,i the Fourte-0.1)
Amendment) Inv e sex-segregatd mortality tables,

result,. in the payment of differential retirement bene-
fits to and female retired teachers. The Fund ar
gued ..-cause women live longer than men, they
viii colic 'nefits for a longer time. Therefore. to

equalize t. uisparity, the fund must grant to males
higher ben?fits. Thus, on the average, each
person will ha- the same tota! amount in bene-
fits.

iii L' court, how`
to the legislative po, .

that the fund classifPd :

sex, but ignored
expectancy. The ce- .

rented, which estal:.

`od this argument as contrary
the fund and further noted
,ents on the basis of their

iactors thiit influence life
;(3 the evidence pre

that 82.(P/0 ye.:r of death
82.9% of the males 3 ,r,:e.i.menc se females will
die having received ilan those malc; a,,d that the addi-
tional income given red mak: permit them
to live in retirement more cornfort.eAv th.s.p retired females.

11 FPI) at p. 7342.
to holding the scheme to bc ..in,.unstiturional, the
elrl concluded thai "the mopul'ul aruluitv payments

are ;Mended to he perceived by potential benetidaries as
satisfaction of short-term daily needs arising

dining retirement. By providing greater payments to
men, the Appellant Fund has provided men with a
great. r panoply against risks arising from daily human
need,. No difference in those risks between men and
women exists, justitving the additional protection af-
forded men." i3 FIT) at p. 7345. (In a separate concur-
ring Justice Arterhurn noted that the fund had
failed to proVe that, in the teaching profession, females
lvve a longer life span than males: 'We are dealing in
t case solely with the teaching profess: on. I am in-
dined to believe that the stresses, strains hazards of
that profession apply alik, he ri,ule and fern.''.'
teacher. Until there is evident the t ontrorv, 1 ra

conclude the ortalitv rate is the :came." 13 1:1'1) at l
7346.)
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tfl 0.57 Marital Or Parental Status

tal General. A recipient shall nut apr any policy or take
any employment action:

ill Concerning the potential m ,rital, parental, ca family
status of an employee or applicant fur employment which
treats persons differently on the basis of sex; or

(2) Whii:h is based upon whether an employea or applicant
tor employment is the head of household or principal wage
earner in such employee's or applicant's family uit.
rb) Pregnancy. A recipient shall not discriminate against ur

exclude term employment any employee or applicant fur em.-
ployment on the bask of pregnancy, childbirth, :also preg-
nancy, termination of pregnancy, or recovery therefrom.

(e) Pregnancy as a temporary disability. A rt-,:ipient shall
treat pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy. termination of
pregnancy, and recovery therefrom and any temporary disabil-
ity resulting therefrom asany other temporary disability for
lob related purposes, including commencement, duration and
extensions of leave, payment of disability income, ac( .ual of
seniority and any other benefit or service, and reinstatement
and under any fringe benefit offered to emp:oyees by virtue of
eraploment.

id) Pregnancy leave. In the case of a rcipien( whit ;a does not
maintain a leave policy for its employees, or in the case of
employee with insufficient leave or accrued employment rime
to quality for leave under such a policy, a recipient shad treat
pregnancy, childbirth, false pregnancy, termination pre-
gnancy and iecovery therefrom as a justification for a .t'c of
absence without pay for a reasonable period of time, at he
conclusion of which the employee shall be ninst-,tee! to the
status which she held when the leave began or to a comparable
position, withoat decrease in rate of compensation or loss of
promotional opportunities, or any other right of pi,' doge 4
employment.

DISCUSSION

Section M.57 contains the provisions of the reguidor
relating to recipient policies concerning the marital
parental status of employees. In general, recipients are
prohibited t ront applying any policy or taking any em-
ployment action concerning the potential marital, paren
cal, or family status of an employee that treats persons
differently on the basis of sex, or that is based n
whether an employee or applicant for employment is the
head of household or principal wage earner in such em-
ployee's or applicant's family unit. This provision paral-
lels to some degree section 86.40(a) relating to the rights
of students. Thus, the legal considerations relevant
when analyzing the rights of students will also be relev-
ant when analyzing the rights of employees and appli-
cants for t mployment.

Furthermore, the regulation may prohibit the applica-
tin of poly-ies that may seem nondiscriminatory. In An-
dr,;is Drcic Municipal Scpurate School District. 507 F.2d
hl l (ith (jr. 1975), ccrt dvznussed Irs impnrc,idently xran-
trd . . cl6 S.Ct. 1752 (1976), two unwed
mothers challenged the constitutionality of a sch_lol dis-
tri,:t rule that prohibited the employment of 1.111,. ed pa-
rents. The school district ar-ned that the policy was
necessary to create o properly moral scholastic environ-
ment because wed parenthood is prima facie proof

immorality; (2) unwed parents arc imprwer com-
munal role models, after whom students may pattern
their lives; and (1) the employment of an unwed parent
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in a scholastic environment materially contributes to the
problem of schoolgirl pregnancies.

The court held that the first rationale put forth by the
school district violated thy Constitution because the pre-
sumed factimmorality--did not !iecessarily follow
from the proven fact of unwed parenthood. Further-
more, the court concluded that there were reasonable
alternatives by which the district could remove or sus-
pend teachers engaging in inimora conduct

The second rationale was also fount to be la.:king. The
court noted that there was no evidt-i-e that the vornen
involved were proselytizing pupils, but rather the record
demonstr; ted that each woman had taken steps to keep
her private separate from their public life.

Finally, the court concluded that the tl,ird rationale
was not based on fact, but rather on nothing more than
sp,culation and Issertions of opinion.

Although the court of appeals failed to discuss the
,-.iiegation that the policy amounted to discrimination on
the basis of sex, the trial court did examine this claim.
The court concluded that the rule created a suspect chs-
...ification based on sex, noting that

only unmarried females have been prohibited from em
Flo ritent under the p_licy and it is self-eyii1ent that tit!:
rule can only be applied gain them. Although the rule
professc, r be neutral, proscribing employmei'it of any pa-
rent, male or female, of an illegitimate child, the rule cannot
operate that way. Unless the man either adni1is paternity or
is so adjudged jud.xiall.., it -s virtt.vlly mpei,siri!e to prove
his involvement. Natui Foes not readily, if ever, identify
the ,11spring's sire. A wsiman, however, is impregnated,
i;.yes birh, and often raises the child alone.

Andrews c. Drew &Tana,' Si reel District 371 F.
Stipp. at 35.

Thus, . s is the ease with students, recipient:, musl
c,r.-,sider more than just the Title IX miilations when_

,'mploymert decisions.
Subpart &,.57(a)(2), tvhich prohibits recipients from

making employment decisions or the basis o' whether
or not the applicant or employee is the head of house-
tiold or principal wage earner, is the recognition that in
some state; the husband is defined as the head of
householc. therefore, to allow a 4pient is hire on a
ba,a of being the head of hous,:hoi 7 ,would be to permit
hi; ng on the basis o' -taracteristic that is the func-
tii .al equivalcnt of "sex." Furthermore, as the regula-
tion imphedly recovnizes, to permit a recipient to adopt
o policy that resui in the terminaLon of women em-
ployc,,s who marry becau of the belief that, on the
average, .vt:.,!n cannot work effectively and keep an
adequate home life, wound he to sanction discrimination
on the basis of sex. CI Sprogis United At- Lincs. Inc.,
444 F.2,1 :194 (7th (_ir. 1971).

Subparts g6.57(b), tc) and (d) concern themselves with
the treatment that may boaccorded pregnant employees
or applicants for employment.

Under Subpart (b), the regulation Likes the position
that to classify employees on the basis of pregnancy,
childbirth, false pregnancy, termination of pregnancy,
or recovery therefrom is to classify on thy basis of sex.
.th -, aside from the constitutional consideration dis-
cussed below, the regulation prohibits, on discrimina-
tion grounds, the refusal to lure or the discharge of any



person on the Hsi. ot pregnant y or pregnancy- related

Subpart to is premised on the tact that although preg-
nancy per se is not a disability, at some time during each
pregnancy dn.,rhilrt :' is inevitable. It is essentiAllY a Lich-
nitional provision defining disabilitic. resulting front
pregriarick as a temporary disability. Under this subpart
reCiptcrits regained to treat pregnancy, childbirth,
talst. pregnancy, termination ot pregnancy, recot..r\
therefrom, and any ternpJuary disability resulting there-
from as they \vould treat any other temporary disability
for all lob-r.lated purposes, including leaves of absence,
eligibility for liktihilitV accrual of seniority
on lo,IVc. remstatt..ment tollo\ving leave, or any other
tringe benefit uttered to employees.

Subpart (dl provides that it arecipient does not regu-
larly maintain a leave policy for its c.mplovec.s (or it a

into tilar employee has Msulticient Ica \.i. or accrued
employment time to qualify for leave under such a poi-
icv I. the recipient must treat pregnancy and relatc.c1 (Its-
abilities as a ;k1,,tilica tti )11 for a leave of absence without
pal' Ior a roasonahlt. period. After such period, the em-
ployee on such leave is to be reinstated to the status she
held t.vhen the leave began or tt cornparable position
\yitllout any dec-reast. in rate of compensation or loss ot
other benetits, opportunities, or privileges ot employ-

I he conk opt ot prcg11,111C \' dlarinlllldtlolt as
ha, it. development in both constitutional

and statutory cast. law. Constitutionally, courts had con-
coded that to impose mandatory Ica VCS ot absence on
pregnant teat hers was to discriminate against them on
the 10 their sex. 1.al le/IP I'. C'hiTli11/11 ilturd of hiliCa
ttoP2, -In"; 1'.2l1 I IS.; (6th Cir. 1972); f-,rci./1 z..

I.(...(/,/ 173 F.2ii 629 (2nd Cir. 11173): BucAfcii
(Ti!o,. -176 F.2c1 92 (10th Cir. 1973).
I lowever. in ( /,;''farad Ito,m1 of Lancia-. 414

612, S.Ct. 791 ( 1974), the Supreme Court
,itlopted an alternative ('it. \y. lieforL. the Court in laI /cup.
'.wen' the mandatory maternity leave policies of t

separate school t,.sterns requiring pregnant teachers to
leave their Imes tour or five months bcfore childbirth.
rho sch rk had contended that the mandatory leaves
weft' net es.,arY to maintain continuity of classroom in-
struction and because some teachers were physically in-
capable of adequately pertorniing certain of their duties
during the latter stages of pregnancy. the Court dis-
ar,reeLl kvith the ofiChtifin).; that to require a
healthy, but Efc);11.1nt (,.)cher to take a mandatory leave
of absence at an arbitrary date during pregnancy (and
pnilubilint:, return to employilicrit until ffiree months fol-
lowing the birth ot Violated the due process
rights ot teachers in that it created an irrebuttable pre-
sumption that \vas not necessarily true.

Independent ot the t onstitutional consideratiims
mandated by 141/cut. courts had concluded that man-
datory maternity leaves violated Titli. VII. In Steiger

(oiintit it Mental l:etaritation, 379 I:.
5Upp, 98h (N.D. ()Elio 1974), the cool/, concluded that
ivIlen a pregnant woman i. capable of performing her
lob adequately, to force maternity have on her is
riminatitm based ('Ti a physical condition peculiar to her

se\ and violative of Title VII. Sri. also Aiaritn
F.2t1 364 (6th Cir. 1977) cert.

l'.S. 97 S.Ct. 2180 (1977).
loyyver, -ti.iprt..nle Court decisions questioned

the scope ot sir, analysis. zlic/lo, 417 U.S.

484, 94 S.Ct. 24t+5 (1974), the Court scrutinized under t
Fourteenth Amendment the State of California's poht
ot not providing insurance under its disability benefits
program for women unable to work because ot normal
pregnancy. In concluding that the program did not vio-
late the Equal Protection Clause, the Court stated, in
tootnote 21), that

ky !hilt.. it is trite that only vornen can become pregnant, it
does not follow that even,. legislative classification Concern-
ing pregnancy is a sex-based classification.... Absent a
showing that distinctions involving pregnancy are more pre-
texts designed to effect an invidious discrimination against
the members of one sex or the tither, lawmakers are con-
stitutitmallv free to include or exclude pregnancy tram the
(-Overage of

Geihdiftg .11C/i0, 417 U.S. at 496, n. 20.
This concept was reaffirmed by the Court under Title

VII. In Genera/ idecfnc Co, i'. Gilbert. 429 U.S. 125, 97
`n.Ct. 401 (1977), the Supreme Court, relying on t;c,i!tl.
lity. ruled that an employer did not violate Title VII by
excluding pregnancy from coverage of its disability plan.
In so ruling, the Court refused to follow the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission's guideline (similar
to Section 86.57), requiring ,01 employer to trt:at disabili-
ties resulting from pregnancy as temporary disabilities
under any health insurance or sick leave plan.

The Court concluded that, even assuming that intent
is not necessary to establish a prima lacie case ot dis-
crimination, the mere exclusion of pregnancy-related
disabilities from coverage \vas not discrimination, even
though this underinclusion impacts more heavily on one
gender than on another. The Court did, of course, con-
clude, as it did in Cciii(///iN, that it it could be shown that
distinctions involving pregnancy \vere mere pretexts
designed to effect an invidious discrimination. it would
present a different

Despite tilt.. Gilbert decision, the Office for Civil Rights
continued to insist that Title IX and its regulation man-
dated a different result. In a letter dated January 10,
1977, to Nis. Margaret I)unkle, the (Mice for Civil Rights
reaffirmed its position that section 86.57 would continue
to be enforced by the office. It is I fEW's position that
because the Title IX regulation is substantive in nature
and was approved by Congress and the President, it
accurately reflects the intent ot Congin.s., ce
lustice Frennon's dissenting opinion in (,111,,,! (17

at 419.
Subsequently, in Naslivinc Gas Co. r. Saint. 434 U.S.

136, 98 S.Ct. 347 (1977) the issue was further cc,nfused.
In Satty, the court of appeals had held that the failure t.
provide sick pay to an employee while on pregnancy
leave, which leave was accompanied by a loss_ol ac-

In (-giber/. the Suprerile Court refused to give great deference
to t Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Guideline
in question because (1) the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission had Ti, t been given the authority to promulgate
rules or regulations interpreting Title VII; (2) the guideline iv, ,
not a contemporaneous interpretation of Ink VII sink,. It
promulgated eight years atter enactment ot I ale VIE and the
guideline in question v.:as contradictory to the position which
the Isclual Employment Opportunity Cornr ;ion had taken at
an earlier date. 'Illus. when measured ag,t1;,t the standard, 1'1
.Cknirnore ,`- . 323 U.S (15 S.(1, Ihl ,11144). the
stiRleline ricivcil low mark, I I IF I IN( ,
lq.(..;ULATION. The Autheritahyt. s'. et the I {egul,ituut
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cumulated lob seniority, violated Title VII. The 4. ?reme
curt in its review separated the issue into two parts: I)

denial of sick pay; and 2) denial of accumulated seniority
upon returning to work. Concerning the seniority issue,
the Court held that the policy of "depriving employees
returning from pregnancy leave of their accumulated
seniority acts both to deprive them 'of employment op-
portunities- and to "adversely affect (their( status as an
employee.' .\.'w,hvtile Gas Co. t, Salty, 98 S.Ct. at 350- I.
This was held to violate Title VII because employers are
not permitted to burden female employees in such a way
as to deprive them of employment opportunities be-
cause of their biological role.

The sick leave pay issue, however, was considered
indistinguihable from that considered in General Do-frit-
:T. Gilbert, 424 U.S. 125, 97 S.Ct. 401 (1976). In holding
that the denial of sick pay to pregnant women did not
violate Title VII, the Court relied on a "benefitiburden"
distinction. "(1 it is difficult to perceive how exclusion of
pregnancy twin a disability insurance plan or sick leave
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compensation program 'deprives an individual of ern-
loyment opportunities' or 'otherwise adversely affects

nis status as an employee' in violation of VIII. The
direct effect of the exclusion is merely a loss of income
for the period the employee is not at work; such an ex-
clusion has no direct effect upon either employment op-
portunities or job status." Nashville Gas Co. z, Sqlfy. 98
S.Ct. at 352-3.

Following the decision in Gilbert, Congress began de-
bates on legislation that was intended to reverse the
Court's decision. On October 23, 1978, Congress passed
this legislation and amended Title VII. Pursuant to these
amendments, the phrases "because of sex" or "on the
basis of sex" must be interpreted to include within their
meaning because of or on the basis of pregnancy,
childbirth, or related medical conditions; women af-
fected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical con-
ditions must now be treated the same for all employ-
ment related purposes as other persons not so affected
but similar in their ability or inability to work.



§ 86.58 Effect Of State Or Local Law Or Other Requirements

tal Prohibitory requirements. The obligation to comply with
this subpart is not obviated or alleviated by the existence of any
State or local law or other requirement which imposes prohibi-
tion, or limits upon employment of members of one sex which
are not imposed upon members of the other sex.

CM Benefits. A recipient which provides any compensation,
service, or benefit to members of one sex pursuant to a State
local law or other requirement shall provide the same compen-

semce, or benetit to members of the other sex.

DISCUSSION

restates in the employment sphere the
concept contained in section 86.6(b). Subpart 86.58(a)
provides that a recipient's obligation to comply with the
emplilvmnt sections of the regulation is not obviated or
alleviated by any state or local law that imposes prohibi-
tions or limitations on the employment of members of

one sex that are not imposed on members of the other
sex. This provision adopts the concept that when federal
and state legislation have conflicting requirements, the
Constitution requires that the federal act takes prece-
dence. In the area of civil rights, this principle has
withstood thorough consideration in th ases
arising under Title VII that involve state ctive
laws" that restricted the employment opportunities of
women. Uniformly, the courts have concluded that in
such instances, the state laws have been supplanted by
Title VII and are of no further force or effect. Rosenfeld v.
Southern Pacific Company, 444 F.2d 1219 (9th Cir. 1971);
Meaning v. General Motors Corp., 466 F.2d 812 (6th Cir.
1972), cert. denied, 410 U.S 946 (1973).

Subpart 86.58(b) further provides that if any state or
local law provides any compensation, service, or benefit
to members of one sex only, then a recipient must ex-'
tend that benefit to the formerly excluded sex to comply
with Title IX, rather than denying the benefit to the spec-
ifically covered sex.
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§ 86.59 Advertising

A recipient shall not in any advertising related to employ-
ment ini.1nate preterence, limitation, specification, or discrimi-
natain based on sex unless sex is a bona tide occupational qual-
ification for the partftular lob in question.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.'19 prohibits a recipient from including in any
advertisement relating to employment any preference,
limitation, specification, or discrimination based on sex
unless sex is a bona fide occupational qualification for
the particular job in question. This section, imposing on
rek ipients certain limitations concerning their recruit-

ment practices, finds its genesis to some degree in the
case of Pittsburgh Press Co. Pittsburgh Commission on
Human Relations, 413 U.S. 379, 93 S.Ct: 2553 (1973). In
Pittsburgh Press, the Court held that a Pittsburgh ordi-
nance prohibiting newspapers from carrying sex-
designated advertising columns did not violate the
newspaper's First Amendment rights, because the regu-
lation of the want ads was incidental to and co-extensive
with the regulation of employment discrimination.

.
As a consequence, unless a particular job is subject to

limitations due to the application of the hona fide occu-
pational qualification concept, all advertising relating to
the job must be free of bias. See section 86.61 for a dis-
cussion of the hona fide occupational qualification excep-
tion.

§ 86.60 Pre employment Inquiries

la) Marital status. A recipient shall not make pre-
employment inquiry as to the marital status of an applicant for
employment. including whether such applicant is "Miss or
Mrs."

tb) !--,es. A recipient may make pre-employment inquiry as to
the sex of an applicant for employment, but only if such inquiry
is made equally of such applicants of both sexes and if the
results of suite inquiry are not used in cm nmection with dis-
:Tunination prohibited by this part.
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DISCUSSION

Section 86.60 applies the principles contained in section
86.2I1c)(4), relating to the rights of students, to appli-
cants for employment. Recipients are prohibited from
making any preemployment inquiry as to the marital
status of an applicant for employment. Therefore, re-
questing that applicants designate on their application
Mr., Ms., Miss, or Mrs. will result in a violation of this
section.

Subpart 86.60(b) further provides that if a recipient
makes a preemployment inquiry as to the sex of an ap-
plicant for employment. such inquiry must be made
equally of applicants of both sexes and that information
must not be used in connection with discrimination that

prohibited h' the regulation.



§ 86.61 Sex As A Bona-fide Occupational Qualification

.\ rt.t IILIV take action otherwise prohibited by this sub-
prt proildrd It is shown that sex IS a bona-fide occupational

anon for that a; hon. such that consideration ot sex with
regard to such action is essential to successful operation of the

tunction conc,..rned A recipient shall not take a-
tion pursuant to this sit thon vIlich is based upon alleged corn-
parativ..., employment characteristics or stereotyped charact'an-
:anon. 01 One or the other se., or upon preterence based on sex
of the retainer-it, employees, studen(., or other persor(s. but
nothing contained in tins section shalt p:ceent a recipient trim)

an employee s ,ex in relation to employment in ,i
krr r, ooh or tOlit't 141111tV used only by IncIIINTS of one \

DISCUSSION

rt lion permits a recipient to take action as to cm-
pl,iees otherwisiTrolubiteti by the regulation it sex is
bona tide oi ',motional qualification (131:0Q) for that ac-
tion such that t 011.-dlit'NltIO11 Of SIX \\'Itl! regard to such

him is essential to successful operation of the em-
plot -anent function concerned. Fhis section was intended
to make I itly l\ consistent with Title \'11. Title \'11 pro
vides that to employer t2,111 tanidou employees on
thy' basis al sex it -,ex is a 131s1)() reasonably necessary to
Ow normal operation of that particular business or en-
terprise I ilk. § 2000e-2(e). This Hr ()( excep-
tion Lis ;-eceived substantml interpretation. Both the

inploYment Opportunity Commission and the
courts .,,;reed that this exception must be narrowly con;
,trued. Iii its guidelines, the I-Aia' hmployivient Oppor-
tunity t unumission concluded that the exception is not
applkahlc ...fiery the refusal to hire women is hosed on
asLamiptions of the t:l)1111.1,)r,Itive employment character -.

.oinen in general. a stereotyped charoctenta-
bon the sexes. or hecatise of the preferences of 01-

ci, employers. ustomers. Rather.
must be considered on the basis of individual

1 at hies not on the basis of charactere-ti,%. generalle
,c..tiilqitcd it the pinup. kqual kniplomerit Opportunity
( ( ,indelines on 1)iscrimination Because ot
tiex. 2't ( `,cction

ourts have Liken a similar approach. In IVr.'ks
. lc!. t 08 F.2,1 228, 23 (5th Cir.

'w), the hit!' t ;I, int held that thy test of y,.liether
exist, 1. \Ali,ther there is reasonable cause to

1,.lie\ tl.,.t is. a tactual basis tor believing that all or
substantially all wonien would be unable to portorm
safely and eniciently the (1(ities of the lob involved.-

kirtherinore. haracteristics, rather than
that 11)15111t, to one degree or another, «,r-

; elate y, ith a paw. ular sex, roost be the basis for the
11'In tip ii if the lit l 1l)

.'_1! 'til l Ir. H7"1) 11111, t,,(1111,10V

in jobs involving strenuous lifting, 1\ ccks t.
R(11 1 c1 71. 408 F.2d 228 (5th Cir. i9691, or where
co-workers were antagonistic to working with women,
Long 7'. Sapp, 502 F.2c1 34 (5th Cir. 1969), did not justify
application of the [WO() exception.

Applying this narrow except ion to the facts presented
in Dot/lard Rawlinson, 47,3 U.S 321. 97 S.Ct. 2720
(1077), the Supreme Court has held that being male is a
bona fide occupational qualification for the job of correc-
tional'counselor in "contact" positions in the Alabama
male maximum-security penitentiary. In so holding, the
Court was quick to point out that the conditions in the
Alabama prison system have been found to be constitu-
tionally intolerable and characteriie'd by rampat- vio-
lence and a jungle atmosphere. Thus the opinion's prec-
edential value is limited to the unique fact s,iruation
found to exist in Alabama. Dotharii ut. Riiwlinson, 07 li.Ct.
at 2720. Thus,

Mil a prison system where violence is the order of the day.
where inmate 'mess to guards is facilitated by dormitory
living arrangements, where every institution is understaff-
ed, and where a substantial portion of the inmate popula-
tion is composted of sex offenders mixed at random with
other prisoners. Mere are few visible deterrents to inmate
assaults on women custodians.... The likelihood that in-
mates would assault a woman because she was a woman
would pose a real threat not only to the victim of the assault,
but also to the basic control of the penitent; ry and proc-
tion of its inmates and the other security personnel. The

very womanhood would thus directly under-
mine her capacity to provide the security that is the essence
of a correctional counselor's responsibility.

Pothard R,cePar.:(al, 07 S.Ct. at 27:10 In a partial dis-
sent. lustice Marshall, joined by lush. Brennan, mad,..
clear that the Court's decision "was impelled by the
shockingly inhuman conditions in the Alabama prison,
and that the narrow iii70Q exception will not be allowed
to -swallow the rule" against sex discrimination.

S.Ct. at 2735 (Nlarshall, 1. on-
timing in part 'and dissenting in part).

Section Soml further provides, however, that a recipi-
ent /1101' consider an employes sex in relation to em-
ployment in a locker room or toilet facility used only by
members of one sex. 'Hits ex'certion is in keeping teeth

prevalent standards of morality and decency. I hi,,
when one's lipb is that of restroom attendant, the t
plover can make ,r,,10,11111011k on the basis ot sex.
Produtt, Le. 'I'll, t \ti71`,i I .1

lerom9 Croy-, Arbitrator. Ilan. 0, 1070), 7(1 I,

Arh. ' S-13g (1070). let sex is not a iiis0Q !or flit' Hit t t

lifeguard at a hotel swimming pool where, as part at tor
lob, the lifeguard cleans both the ,111C!

locker rooms. II( tC Decision No. 70-28i,
l't} (VII )(' Pecktons, 4 hi177 (1073).
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Subpart F Interim Procedures

Subpart F merely adopts for Title IX purposes the proce-
dures applicable to Title VI proceedings during the
interim period between the effective date of regulation

and the effectiveness of a final consolidated procedural
regulation to simplify the enforcement responsibilities of
1 !kW.

§ 86.71 Interim Procedures

For the purposes of implementing this part during the period
between its effective date and the final issuance by the Depart-
ment of a consolidated procedural regulation applicable to Title
Ix and other civil rights authorities administered by the De-
partment, the procedural provisions applicable to Title VI of the
Civil !tights Act of 1964 are hereby adopted and incorporated
herein by reference. These procedures may be found at 4
c.F.R ti;§ SO- II and 45 C.F.R. Part 81.

DISCUSSION

Section 86.71 incorporates, as interim procedures, the
procedural regulations applicable to Title VI. Under
these regul,:- ,,ns, an individual wishing to complain of
allegedly dis, . minatory practices must do so in writing,
setting forth the individual's name and address, the re-
cipient's name, the date of the alleged violation, and the
basis of the complaint.

Of major concern under Title I was the question of
whether or not a private individu:-, ran pursue his or her
Title IX rights independently in court, or whether the
administrative procedure provided by HEW is the only
course available to aggrieved individuals, That question
was answered in Cannon v. Ur:versify of Cluci No, 559 F.2d
1063 (7th Cir. 11)77), U.S. 99 5.0. 1946
( P479), the firs, case -to confront that --;sue. In the first
opinion of the court of appeals in CaH,:on, the Seventh
Circuit held th.0 Title IX does not provide for a private
right of actio, against a recipient. Although i IEW had
unequiol'1.ally stated that such a private right was meant
to exist, the court found morn compelling the fact that
now:wre in the legislative history -lid Congress indicate
an 'mention to create such a right.
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In its opinion on rehearing in Cannot, however, the
court of appeals modified this approach to some degree.
Although still concluding that Title IX did not create, by
implication, a private judicial remedy for \-ls. Cannon,
the court hinted that this outcome did m,: necessarily
foreclose the question. "Were we confronted with an
alleged violation of a fundamental federal constitutional
or statutory right for which Congress has provided no
remedy at all, or for which the remediesavailable have
proven to be wholly inadequate to the task of protecting
these rights, we might take a different view of the ma t-
ter." Can tutu p. University of Chicago, 559 F.2d at 1082 (7th
Cir. 1977). The court further indicated that had Ms.
Cannon been able to invoke the federal court's jurisdic-
tion to enforce a claim independent of Fitle IX (for exam-
ple, a federal constitutional claim), her action could have
included a claim of the violation of Title IX. Cannon v.
University of Chicaxo, 559 F.2d at 1083 (7th Cir. 1977).

The Supreme Court, 1101XCV19", reversed this decision,
finding the existence of a private right to sue. The Court
found that Title IX was enacted so as "lt, avoid the use of
federal resources to support discriminatory practices"
and "to provide individual citizens tte-..tive protection
against those practices." Cannot' r. Utnversity of Chu-ao.

S.Ct. at 11)61. That being the case, the Court held
that "it makes little sense to impose on an individual,
whose only interest is in obtaining a benefit for her-
self . . . the burden of demonstrating that an institu-
tion's practices are so prevasiyely discriminatory that a
complete cut-off of federal funding is appropriate. The
award of individual relief to a private litigant who has
prosecuted her own suit is not only sensible but is fully
consistent with-- and in some cases even necessary to --
the orderly enforcement of the statute.'' . 10-
tyr!,itu CInca:o 99 S .Ct . at 1962.

t



APPENDIX A

45 C.F.R., PART 1061 Nondiscrimination on
the Basis of Sex in Education Programs and

Activities Receiving or Benefiting From
Federal Financial Assistance

hi itintain, the regiilation t implement I itlo I\ : tht. 1,,trication ot rerublislieri in Igtitt ati 45

I Part lin, the ogrilation originally Itut,11,11eil in 1,175 C F.is ut tit,, 11111 it I, the ,iictirui number, at, they

appeared in \vim ii in uttli..teit throughout the body iit riTuttlislied regulation iorre,pontlt, to the
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PART 106 - NONDISCRIMINATION ON
THE BASIS OF SEX IN EDUCATION
PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
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FEDERAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
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Appendix AGuidelines for Eliminating
Discrimination and Denial of Services on
the Basis of Race, Color, National
Origin. Sex, and Handicap in Vocational
Education Programs.

Subpart Aintroduction

§ T96.1 Purpose and ettecttv. data.

The purpose of this part is to
effectuate title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972. as amended by
Pub. L. 93-588. 88 Stat. 1855 (except
sections 904 and 908 of those
Amendments) which is designed to
eliminate (with certain exceptions)
discrimination on the basis.of sex in any
education program or activity receiving
Federal financial assistance, whether or
not such program or activity i3 offered
or sponsored by an educational
institution as defined in this part. This
part is also intended to effectuate .

section 844 of the Education
Amendments of 1974. Pub. L 9:3-380. 88
Stat. 484. The effective date of this part
shall be luly
(Secs. 901. 902 Education Ameodments of
1972 88 Staff 373-174: 20 U.S.C. leaz_ as
amended by Pub. L 93-588, 88 Staff Lassa and
Sec. 844. Education Amendments 011474. 88
Stat. 484, Pub. L 93-380) -

§ 106.2 Definitions.
As used in this part. the term
(a) "Title IX" means title LX of the

Education Amendments of 1977.. Pub. L.
92 -318. as amended by section 3 of Pub.
L. 93,-568. 88 Stat. 1855, except sections
904 and 906 thereof: 20 U.S.C. 1681. 1682.
1683, 1685. 1688.

(b) "Department"rneans the
Department of Health. Education.. and
Welfare.

(c) "Secretaty" means the Secretary
of Education.

(d) "Assistant Secretary"means the
Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights of
the'D e pa nen en t.

(e) "Reviewing Authority "rneans that
component of the Department delegated
authority by the Secretary to appoint,
and to review the decisions of.
administrative law judges in cases
arising under this part

(f) 'Administrative low judge "means
a person appointed by the reviewing
authority to preside over a hearing held
under this part.

(g) "Federal financial assistance"
means any of the following, when
authorized or extended under a law
administered by the Department:

Ii) A grant or loan of Federal financial
assistance. including hinds made
available for:

(i) The acquisition. construction.
renovatior.. restoration, or repair of a

building or facility or any portion
thereof: and

(ii) Scholarships, loans. grants, wages
or other funds extended to any entity for
payment to or on behalf of students
admitted to tbat entatv. or extended
directly to such students for payment to
that entity.

(2) A grant of Federal real or personal
property or any interest therein.
including surplus property. and the
proceeds of the sale or transfer of such
property. if the Federal share of the fair
market value of the property is not, upon
such sale or transfer, properly
accounted for to the Federal
Government.

(3) Provision of the services of Federal
personneL

(4) Sale or lease of Federal property or
any interest therein at nominal
consideration, or at consideration
reduced for the purpose of assisting the
recipient or in recognition of public
interest to be served thereby. or
permission to use Federafproperty or
any interest therein without
consideration.

(5) Any other contract, agreement, or
arrangement which has as one of its
purposes the provision of assistance to
any education program or activity.
except a contract of insurance or
guaranty.

(h) "Recipient" means any State or
political subdivision thereof, or any
instrumentality of a State or political
subdivision thereof, any public or
private agency. institution, or
organization. or other entity. or any
person. to whom Federal financial
assistance is extended directly or
through another recipient and which
operates an education program or
activity which receives or benefits from
such assistance. including any subunit.
successor, assignee, or transferee
thereof.

(i) 'Applicant"means one who
submits an application. reqnest, or plan
required to be approved by a
Department official. or by a recipient, as
a condition to becoming a recipient.

(j) 'Educational institution" means a
local educational agency (LEA.) as
defined by section 801(f) of the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 (20 881). a preschnol.
a private elementary or secondary
school, or an applicant or recipient of
the type defined by paragraph (k). (1).
(m). or (n) of this section.

(k) "Institution of graduate higher
education" means an institution which:

(1) Offers academic study beyond the
bachelor of arts or bachelor of science
degree. whether or not leading to a
certificate of any higher degree in the
liberal arts and sciences; or

(2) Awards any degree in a
professional field beyond the first .

professional degree (regardless of
whether the first professional degree in
such field is awarded by an insuratinn
of uncierg-actuate education or
professional educanon): or

(3) Awards no degree and offers no
further academic study..but operates
ordinarily for the purpose of facilitating
research by persons who have received
the highest graduate degree in any field
of study.

(I) "Institution of uhdergrcduate
hi,szner education" means:

(1) An institution offering at least two
but less than four years of college level
study beyond the high school level,
leading to a diplpma or an associate
degree, or wholly or principally
creditable toward a baccalaureate
degree: cr

(2) An institution offering academic
study leathng.to a baccalaureate degree;
or

(3) An agency or body which certifies
credentials or offers degrees, but which
may or may not offer academic study.

(ra) "Institution of professional
education"means an institution (except
any institution of undergraduate higher
education) which offers a program of
academic study that leads to a first
professional degree in a field for which
there is a national specialized
accrediting agency recognized by the
Secretary.

(n) "Institution of vocational
education" means a school or institution
(except an institution of professional or
graduate or undergraduate higher
education) which has as its primary
purpose preparation of students to
pu.-sue,a technical, skilled, or
semiskilled occupation or trade. or to
pursue study in a technical field.
whether or not the school or institution
offers certificates, diplomas. or degrees
and whether or not it offer, fulltime
study.

(o)"Administratively separate unit"
means a school. department or college
of an educational institution (other than
a local educational agency) admission to
which is independent of admission to
any other component of such institution.

(p) "Admission"rneans selection for
part-time. full-time. special. associate,
transfer, exchange. or any other
enrollment. membership, or
matriculation in or at an educa'ion
program or activity operated by a .

recipient.
(q) "Student" means a person whd has

gained admission.
(r) "Transition plon"means a plan

subject to the approval of the Secretary
pursuant to section 901(a)(2) of the
Education Arter.dments of 1972. under .

.,.. ,
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which an educational institution
operates in making the transition from
being an educational institution which
admits only students of one sex to being
one which admits students of both seaes
without discrimination.
;Secs. 901. 932. Education Amendments of
1972. 68 Stat. 3.73, 374: 20 U.S.C. 1681. 1682)

§ 106-1 Remedial and affirmative action
and salt-evaluation.

(a) RemecZai action. If the Assistant
Secretary finds that a recipient has
discriminated against pet-sons on the
basis of sex in an education program or
activity, such recipient shall take such
remedial action as the Asi;istant
Secretary deems necessary to overcome
the effects of such discrimination.

(b) Affirmative action. In the absence
of a 'finding of discrimination on the
basis of sex in an education program or
activity, a recipient may take affirmative
action to overcome the effects of
conditions which resulted in.limited
participation therein by persons'of a
particular sex. Nothing'herein shall be
interpreted to any affirmative
action obligations which a recipient may
have under Executive Order 11.23-8-

(c) Self-evaluation. Each recipient
education institution shall. within one
year of the effective date of this part

(1) Evaluate, in terms of the
requirements of this part. its current
policies and practices and the effects
thereof concerning admission Of
students, treatment of students, and
employment of both academic and non-
academic personnel working in
connection with the recipient's
education program or activity

..(2) Modify any of these policies and
practices which do not or may not meet
the requirements of this part and

(3) Take appropriate remedial steps to
eliminate the effects of any
discrimination which resulted or may
have resulted from adherence to these
policies and practices.

(d) Avciiabili ty of self-evaluction and
related materials. Recipients shall
maintain on file for at least three years
following completion of the evaluation
required under paragraph (c) of this
section. and shall provide to the
Assistant Secretary upon request. a
descr,ption of any modifications made
pursuant to paragraph (c) (ii) of this
section and of any remedial steps taken
pursuant to paragraph (c) (iii) of this
section.

(Secs. 901. 902, Education Amendments of
1972_ 88 Suit. 373. 274: 20 U.S.C. 1581. 1882)

140 FR 21428. June 4. 1975; 40 FR 39504 Aug.
28, 1975)
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§10814- Asset ranee./ equi red,

(a) General. Every application for
Federal financial assistance for any
education program or activity shall-as
condition of its approval contain or be
accompanied by an assurance from the
applicant or recipient. satisfactory to the
Assistant Secretary. that each education
program or activity operated by the
applicant or recipient and to which this
part applies will be operated in
compliance with this part. An assurance
of compliance with this part shall not be
satisfactory to the Assistant Secretary if
the applicant or recipient to whom such
assurance applies fails to commit itself
to take whatever remedial action is
necessary in accordance with § 88.3(a)
to eliminate existing discrimination on
the basis of sex or to eliminate the
effects of past discrimination whether-
occurring prior or subsequent to the
submission to the Assistant Secretary of
such assurance..
- (b) Duration of obligation. (1) In the
case of Federhl financial assistance
extended to provide real propertyor
structures thereon, such assurance shall
obligate the recipient or. in the case of a
subsequent transfer. the transferee. for
the period during which the real
property or structures.are used to
provide an education program or
activity.

(2) In the case of Federal financial
assistance extended to provide personal
property. sash assurance shall obligate
the recipient for the period during which
it retains ownership or possession of the
property.

(3) In all other cases such assurance
shall obligate the recipient for the period
during which Federal financial
assistance is extended.

(c) Form. The Director will specify the
-form of the assurances required by
paragraph (a) of this section and the
extent to which such assurances will be
required of the applicant's or recipiInt's
subg-antees, contractors,
subcontractors. transferees, or
successors in interest.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 StaL 373. 374; 20 U.S.C. 1861, 1882)

§ 106.5 Transfers of property.
If a recipient sells or otherwise.

transfers property financed in whole or
in part with Federal financial assistance
to a transferee which operates any
education program or actin 'ty, and th-u
Federal share of the fair cat value of
the property is not upon such sale or
transfer properly accounted for to the
Federal Government both the transferor
and the transferee shall he deemed to be
recipients. subject to the provisions of
Subpart B of this part.

(Secs. 90T. 902. Education Amendment:S.-of--
1972. 88 Su 373.374: 20 U.S.C.. 1581. 1882)

§ 109.8 Effect of other requirements.
(a) Eec: of other Feder el provisions.

The obagations 'imposed by U117 part are
independent of. and do not alter.
obligations not to discriminate or. the
basis of sex imposed by Executive
Order 12246. as amended: sections 799A
and B45 of the Public Health Service Act
(42 U.S.C. 295h-9 and 298b-2): Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1984 (42 U.S.C.
2000e et seq.): the Equal Pay A (29
U.S.C. 206 and 2.06(d)); and any c.her
Act of Congress or Fede"Lregulation.
(Secs. 901. 902. 905. Educators Amendments
of 1972. 88-Stat. 373.374. 375: 20 U.S.0 1681,
1681 1585)

(b) Effect of State or local low or
other requirr_rnenti. The obligation to
comply with this part is not obviated or
alleviated by any State or local law or
other requirement which would render
any applicant or student ineligible-or
limit the eligibility of any applicant or
student. on the basis of sex, to practice
any occupation or profession.

(c) Effect of rules or regulations of
privatesorganizations. The obligation to
comply with this part is not obviated or
alleviated by any rule or regulation of
any organization. club. athletic or other
league.or association which would
render any applicant or student
ineligible to participate or limit the
eligibility or participation of any
applicant or student. on the basis of sex,
in any education program or activity
operated by a recipient and which
receives or benefits from Federal
financial assistance.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1971 88 Stat. 373. 374; 23 U.S.C. 1581. 1682)

§ 106.7 Effect of employment
opportunities.

The obligation to comply with this
part is not obviated or alleviated
because employment opportunities in
any occupation or profession are or may
be more (Milted for members of one sex
than for members of the other sex.
(Secs. 901. 907_ Educauon Amendments or
1977- 58 Stat. 373, 374: 20 U.S.C. 1881. 1582)

§ 106.8 Designation of responsible
employee and adoption of grievance
procedures.

(a) Designation of responsible
employee. Each recipient shall designate
at least one employee to coordinate its
efforts to comply with and carry out its
responsibilities under this part.
including any investigation of any
complaint,communicated to such
recipient alleging its noncompliance
with this part or alleging any actions
which would be prohibited by this part-
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The recipient shall notify all iti students
and employees of,the name. office
address and telephone number of the
employee or employees appointed
pursuant to this paragraph..

(b) Complaint procedure of recipient.
A recipient shall adopt and publish
gneviance procedures providing for
promrpty and'equitable resolution of
student and employee complaints
alleging any action which would be
prohibited by this part..
(Secs. 901. 602.. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373. 374: ZO U.S.C. 1581. 1.582)

§ 106.9 Dissemination of policy.
(a) Notification of policy. (1) Each

recipient shall implement specific and
continuing steps to notify applicants for
admission and employment, students
and parents of elementary and
secondary school I tuderiis. employees,
sources of referral of applicants for
admission and employment. and all
unions or ptolessional organizations
holding collective bargaining or
professional agreements with the
recipient that it does not discriminate
on 'he oasis of sex in the educational
progams or activities whic.hit operates.
and that is required by tide IX and this
part not to discriminate in such a
manner. Such notification shall contain
such information, and be made in such
manner. as the Assistant Secretary ands
necessary to a prise such persons of the
protections against discrimination
assured them by tide IX and this part.
but shall state at least that the
requirement not to discriminate in
education programs and activities
extends to employmant therein. and to .
admission thereto unless Subpart C does
not apply to the recipient and that
inquiries concerning the application of
title LX and this part to such recipient
may be referred to the employee
designated pursuant to § 108.11. or to the
Assistant Secretary.

(2) Each recipient shall make the
initial notification required by
paragraph (a) (1) of this section within
90 days of the effective date of this part
or of the date Lhis part first applies to
suchrecipient, whichever comes later.
which notification shall include
publication in: (i) Local newspapers; (ii)
newspapers and magazines operated by
such recipient or by student. alumnae. or
alumni groups for or in connection with
such recipient and (iii) memoranda or
other written communications
distributed to every student and
employee of such recipient.

(o) Publications. (1) Each recipient
shall prominently include a statement of
the policy described in paragraph (a) of
this section in each announcement.
bulletf t. catalog or application form

which it makes available to any person
of a type. described in paragaph (a) of
this section, or which is otherwise used
in connection with the recruitment of
students or employees.

(2) A recipient shall not use or
distribute a publication of the type
described in this paragraph which,
suggesis, by text or illustration. that
such recipient treats applicants.
students, or employees differently on the
basis of sex except as such treatment is
permitted by this part.

(c) Distribution. Each recipient shall
distribute without discrimination or. the
basis of sex each publication described
in paragraph (b) of this section. and
shall'apprise each of its admission and
employment recruitment representatives
of the policy of nondiscrimination
described in paragraph (a) of this
section, and require such
representatives to adhere to such policy.
(Secs. 901, 902. Education Amendments of
11/72.1S8 Stat. 373. 379: 20 U.S.C. 1881, 1382)

Subpart B-Coverage

§ 108.11 Application_

Except as provided in this subpart
this Part 88 applies to every recipient
and to each education progrtm or
activity operated by such recipient
which receives or benefits fro:n Federal
financial assistance.
(Secs. 901. 902. Educe tion Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C. 1381, 1582)

§ 66.12 Educational Institutions controlled
lay'rellgious organizations.

(a) Application. Thispart does not
apply to an educational institution
which is controlled by a religious
organization to the extent application of
this part would not be consistent with
the religious tenets of such organization.

(b) Exenciptiorz. An educational
institution which wishes to claim the
exemption set forth in paragraph (a) of
this section. shall do so by submitting in
writing to the Assistant Secretary a
statement by the highest ranking official
of the institution, identifying the
provisions of this part which conflict
with a specific tenet of the religious
organization.
(Secs. 903. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373. 374; 20 U.S.C. 1881.1682)

I( 106.13 Military and merchant marine
educational institutions.

This part does not apply to an
educational institution whose primary
purpose Is the training of individuals for
a military service of the United States or
for the merchant marine.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373. 374; 20 1681, 1882)

§ 105.14 Membership practices of curtain
organizations.

(a) Sociol fraternities and sororities.
This part does not apply to the
membership practices of social
fraternities and sororities which are
exempt from taxation under section
501(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954; the active membership of which
consists primarily of students in
attendance at institutions of higher
education:

(b) YMCA. YWCA. Cirl Scouts. Boy I
Scouts and Camp Fire Girls. This part
does not apply to the membership
practices-of the Young Men's Christian
Association. the Young Women's
Christian Association, the Girl Scouts;
the Boy Scouts and Camp Fire Girls.

(c) Voluntary you4th service
organizations. This part does not apply
to the membership practices of
voluntary youth service organizations
which are exempt from taxation under
section 501(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 and the membership of
which has been traditionally limited to
members of one sex and principally to.
persons of less than nineteen years of
age. .

(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendmeras of
19 2, d8 Stat. 373, 374::0 U.S.C. 1681. 1882;
Sec. 3(a) of P.L. 93-568, 88 Stat. 1882
amending Sec. 901)

§ 106.15 Admissions.'
(a) Admissions to educational

institutions prior to June 24. 1973. are not
covered by this part.

(b) Administratively separate units.
For the purposes. only of this section.
§§ 88.18 and 88.17, and Subpart C. each
administratively separate unit shall be
deemed to be an educational institution.

(c) Application of Subpart C Except
as provided in paragraphs (d) and (e) of
this section. Stbpicrt C applies to each
recipient. A recipient to which Subpart'
C applies shall not discriminate on the
basis of sex in admission or recruitment
in violation of that subpart. .

(d) Educational institutions. Except as
provided in parsparagraph (e) of this section
as to recipien .ch are educational

-institutions. S bpart C applies only to
institutions of vocational education.
prbfessional education. graduate higher
education, and public institutions of
undergraduate higher educatiori.

(e) Public institutions of
undergraduate higher edueotion.
Subpart C does not apply to any public
institution of undergraduate higher
education which traditionally and
continually from its establishment has
had a policy of admitting only students
of one sex.
(Secs. 901.1402. Education Amendments of
1972, 88 StaL 373, 374 :20 U.S.C. 1881. 1584-
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§ 106.111, Educat .s eligible
to submit tranattloi,

(a) App/ication. Tit
to each educational U...
Subpart C applies whit-.

(1) Admitted Only stucieciL ,.f ooe sex .

.as regtllar students as of June 23, 227:24
or

(2) Admitted only stu.:;'.c.nis of one sex
as regular students as.ol lune 2.3, 1965,
but thereafter admitted4.:. regular
students. students of !I:, not
admitted pricir to Jung ;.185.

(b) Provision for Litirts;.:/on plans. An
educational institution to which this
section applies shall not discriminate on
the bas& of sex in adraissicin or
recruitment in violation of Subpart C
unless it is carrying out a transition plan
approved by the Secreta.ry ds described
in § 108.17; which plan provides for the
elimination of such discrimination by-
the earliest practicable date but in no
event later than June 23.1979.
(Secs 902. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Star 373.374: 20 U .S.C. 1681. 1682)

applies
to which

§ 106.17 Transition plans.
(a) Submission of plans. An institution

to which § 108.18 applies and which is -
'composed Of more than one
adminiltratively separate unit may ,
submit either a single transition plan
applicable to all. such units, or a
separate transition plan ,ipplicible'to
eachsuch unit.

(la) Content of plans,-In order to be
approved by the Secretary 'a transition
plan shall:

(1) State the name, address, and
Federal Interagency Committee on
Education (F10E) Code of the
educational institaion submitting such
plan. the administratively separate units
to which the plan is applicable, and the
name. address, and telephone number of
then person to whom questions
concerning the plan may be addressed.
The person who submits the plan shall
be the chief' administrator or president
of the institution. or another individual
legally authorized to bind the institution
to all actions set forth in the plan.

(2) State whether the educational
-institution or administratively separate
unit admits students of both sexes. as
regular students and. if so. when it
began to do so.

(3) Identify and describe with respect
to the educational institution or
administratively separate unit any
obstacles to admitting students without
disriraination on the basis of sex.

(4) Describe in detail the steps
necessary to eliminate es soon as
practicable each obstacle so identified
and indicate the schedule for taking
these steps and the individual directly
responsible for their implementation.

O
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(5) Include estimates of the number of
-students. by sex. expected to apply for,

be admitted to. and enter each class
during the period covered by the plan.

(c) Nondiscrimination. No policy or
practice of a recipient to'which § 106.1
applies shall result in treatment of

.applicants toot students of such
recipient in violation of Subpart C
unless such treatment is necessitated by
an obstacle identified in paragraph (b)
(3) of this section and a"sciaedule for
eliminating that obstacle has been
provided as required by paragraphgraph (b)
(4) of this section.

(d) Effects of past exclusion. To
overcome the effects of past exclusion of
students on the basis of sex. each \
educational institution to which § 106;18
hpplies shall include in its transition
plan. and shall implement, specificsteps
designectto encourage individuals of the
previously excluded sex to apply for
admission to such institution. Such steps
shall include instituting recruitment
programs which empties iie the
institution's commitment to eruolling
students`of the sex previously excluded.
(Secs. '' Education Azienclinents of
19- . Stat. 371 374: 20 U.S.C. 1681. 1682)

c§ 106.18-106-20 (Reserved)
..-.-

Subpart C-Discrlmination on tho
Basis of Sex in Admission and
Recruitment Prohibited

§.106.21 Admi'esion.
(a) General. No person shall, on the

basis of sex; be denied admission, or be
subjected to discrimination in
admission. by any recipient to which
this subpart applies. except as, provided
in §§ 106.18 and 1138.17,
.(b) Specific prohibitions. (1) In

determining whether a person satisfies
any policy or criterion for admission: or
in making any offer of admission. a
recipient to which this Subpart applies
shall not:

(i) Give preference to one person over
another on the basis of sex, by ranking
applicants separately on such basis, or
otherwi4e:

(ii) Apply numerical limitations upon
the number or proportion of persons of
either sex who may be admitted; or

(iii) Otherwise treat'one individual
differently from another on the basis of
sex.

(2) A recipient shall not administer or
operate any test or other criterion for
admission 'which, has a
disproportionately adveise effect on
persons on the basis orsex unless the
use of such test or criterion is shown to
predict validly success in the education
program or activity in queition and
alternative tests or criteria whiCh do nth

o

have such a disproportionately adverse
effect are shown to be unavailable.

(c) Prohibitions relating to marital or '

parental status. In determining whether
a person satisfies any policy or criterion
for admission, or in making any offer of .
admission, a recipient to which this
subpart applies:

(1) Shall not apply any rule
concerning the actual or potential
parental, family;or marital status of a
student or applicant which teats
persons differently on the basis of se

(2) Shall not discriminate against or
exclude any person on the basis of
pregnancy. childbirth, termination of
pregnancy. or recover-Y. therefrom, or
establish or follow any ride or practice
which so discriminatei or excludes:

(3) Shall treat disabilities related to
pregnancy, childbirth, termination-of
pregnancy. or recovery therefrom in the
same manner and under the seine
policies as any other temporary
disability or physical condibon: and

(4) Shall not make pre-admission
inquiry as to the marital status of an
applicant for admission; including
whether such applicant is "Miss" or
"Mrs." A recipient may make-pre-
admission inquiry as to the Sex of an
applicant for admision. but only if such
inquiry is made equally of such
applicants of both sexes and if the
results of such ineuiry are not used in
connection with_ cliscriminabon .

prohibited by this part.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972., 86 StaL 373. 374:20 U.S.C., 1681. 1682)

§ 106.22 Preference in admission.
recipient to which this subpart

applies shall not give preference to
applicants for admission, on the basis of
attendance at any educational
institution or other school or entity
whi admits as r.tudents or .
predominantly members of one sex. if
the giving of such preference has the
effect of discriminating onthe basis of
seii in violation of this subpart.
(Secs. 901, 9012. Education Amendments or
1972. 86 Stat. 373, 374:-2 1) U.S.C. 1681. 1682)

§ 106.23 Recruitment
(a) Nondiscriminatory recruitment. A

recipient to which this subpart aPplies
shall not discriminate on the basis of
sex in the recruitment and admissiOn of
student?. A recipient ma!) be required to
undertake additional recruitment efforts .

for one sex as remedial action pursuant
to §106.3(,a). and may choose to a.
undertake such efforts as affirmative
action pursuant to § 10.6.3(b).

(b) Recruitment at *certoin id titutions.
A recipient to which this subp rt applies
shalknot recruit primarily or exclusively
at eduCational institutions, schools or

C.
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entities which admit as students only or
predominantly members of one sex. if
such actions haVe the effect of
discriminating on the basis of sex in
violation of this subpait
(Secs. 901. 002_ Education Amendments of
1672.88 Stat. 373. 374: 20 U.S.C. 1881. 1882.)
'

§1' 106.24-106.30 fRerservedl

Subpart DDiscrlinination on the
Basis of Sex in,Education Programs
and Activities Prohibited

§ 106.31 Education program.s and
activities.

(a) Geiteral. Except.as provided
elsewhere in this part, no person shall.
On the basis of sex, be-excluded from
participation in. be denied the benefits
of: or be subjected to discrimination
under any academic. extracurricular. .

research. occupational training. or other
education program or activity operated
by a recipient which receives of benefits .

from Federal financial assistance. This
subpart does not apply to actigns of a
recipient in connection with admission
of its students to an education program
cr activity 01(1) a recipient to which
Subpart C does not apply. or (2) an
entity., cot a recipient. to which Stibpart
C would not apply if the entity were a
recipient.

(b) Specific prohibitions. Except as
provided in this Subpart. in providing
any aid, benefit. or service to a student.
a recipient shall not. on the basis of sex:,

PI-Treat dne person differently from
another in determining whether such
person satisfies any requirement or
condition for the provision of such aid.
benefit, or service:

(2) Provide different aid. benefhs, or
services o'I provide aid. benefits, or
services in a different manner.

(3) Deny any person any such aid.
benefit. or service:

(4) Subject any person to separate or
different rules of behavior. sanctions, or
other treatment :'

(5) Discriminate against any person in
the application of any roles of
appearance:.

(6) Apply any rule concerning the
domicile or resideoce of a student or
applicant. including eligibility for in-
state fees and tuition;

(7) Aid or perpetua)e discrimination
against any perSon by providing
significant assistance to any agency.
organization. or person which
discriminates on the basis of-sex in
providing any aid: benefit or service to
students or employees:

(8) Otherwise limit any person in the
enjoyment of any right. privilege.
advantage. or opportunity.

. (c) Assistance admini?tered by a
recipient educational institution to
study at o foreign' institution. A recipient
educational institution may administer
or assist in the administration of
scholarships, fellowships. or other
awards established by foreign or
domestic wills, trusts, or similar legal
instiuments, or by acts of foreign
governments'and restricted to members
of one sex. which are'designed to
provide. opportunities to §tudy abroad.
and which are awarded to students who
are already matriculating at or who are
graduates of the recipient-institution;
Provided. a recipient educational
institution which administers or assists
in the administration of such
scholarships. felloWship, or other
awards which are restricted to members
of one sex provides. or otherwise makes
available reasonable opportunities for
similar studies for members of the other
sex. Such opportunities maybe derived
from either domestic or foreign sources.

(d) Programs not operatd by
recipient. (1) This paragraph applies to
any recipient which requires
participation by any applicant. student.
or employee in any education program
or activity not operated wholly by such
recipient. or which facilitates. permits,
or considers such participation as part.
of or equivalent to an education program
or activity operated by such recipient.
including participation in educational
consortia and cooperative, emplpyrnent
?and student-teaching assignments.

(2) Such recipient:
(i)'Shall develop and implement a

procedure designed to ass9.re itself that
the operator or sponsor of such other
education program,or activity takes no
action affecting any applicant, student.
or employee of such recipient which this
part would prohibit suclirecipient from
taking and

Shall not facilitate. require. permit,
or consider such participation if such
action occurs.
(Secs.-901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. Be Stet 373. 374; 20 1).S.C.16.91. 1632)

§ 106.32 Housing.
(a) Generally. A recipient shall not. on

the basis of sex. apply different rules or
regulations, impose different fees or
requirements. dr offer different services
or benefits related to-housing. except as
provided in this section (including
housing provided only to married
students).

(b) Housing provided by recipient. (1)
A recipient may provide separate
housing on the basiS of4ex.

(2) Housing provided by arecipient to
-students of one sex: when compared to
that provided to students of the other.
sex, shall be as a whole:
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(i) Proportionate in quantity to the
number of students of that sex applying
for such housing; and
..(ii) Comparable in quality and cost to
the student.

(c) Other housing. (1) A recipient shall
not, on the basis or sex. administer
different policies or practiceS cor.cerning
occupancy by its students of housing
other than provided by such recipient.

(2) A recipient which. through
solicitation. listing. approval of housing,
or otherwise, assists.aily agency,
organization. or person in making
housing available to any of its students.
shall take such reasonable action as
may be necessary to assure itself thaf
such housing as is provided to students
of one sex, when compared to that
provided to students of the other sex. is
as a whale: (i) Proportionate in quantity
and (ii) comparable in quality and cost
to e studenL A recipient may render
siit assistance to any agency.
org ation. or person which provides
all at- part of such housing to students
only of one sex.
(Secs. 901, 902_ 907. Education Amendments
of 1972:88 StaL 373. 374, 375; 2881.
168:...' 1686)

§ 105.33 Comparable facilities
A recipient may provide separate

toilet, locker'room. and shower facilities
on the basis of sex. but such facilities
provided for students of one sex shall be
comparable to such facilities provided
for students of the other sex.
(Secs. 901, 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373. 374)

§ 106.34 Access to course offerings.
'A recipient shall not provide any

,course or otherwise carry out any of its
education program or activity separately,
on the basis of sex. or require or refuse
participation therein by any of its
students on such basis. includinehealth,
physical education. industrial. business,
vocational, technical, home economics.
music., and adult education courses.

la) With respect to ciasses and
activities in 'physical education atthe
elementary school level, the recipient
shall-comply fully with this section as .

expeditiously as possible but in no event
later than one year from the effective
date of this regulation. With respect to
physical education classesend activities
at the secondary and post-secondary
levels, the recipient shall comply fully,
with this section as expeditiously as
possible but in no event later than three

_ years from the effective date of this
regulation.

(b) This section does not prohibit
grouping of students in physical,
education classesand activities by
abilitk.as assessed by objective

107
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-standards of individual perfprmance:
developed and applied without regard to
sex. :as

(c) This section does not prohibit
separation of seidents by sex within
physical education classes or activities
during sarucipauon in wrestling. box-mg.
rugby. ice hoCkey. football. basketball
and other sports the purpose or major
activity of which involves bodily
contact.

(d) Where use ef a sirale standard, of
measuring skill or progress in 4 physical
education class hasan adverse effect on
members of one sex, the recipient shall
use appropriate standards which do not
have' such effect.

(e) Portions of classes in elementary
and secondary schools which deal
exclusively with human sexuality may
be conducted in separate sessions for
boys snd psis.

(f) Recipients may make requirements
based on vocal range or quality which
may result in a chorus otclaorusesof
one or predominantly one sex.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972, 88 StaL 373. 374 ;."0 U.S.C. 1681. 1682)

§ 106.35 Access to schools operated by

A recipient which-ie a local
educational agency shall not, on the
basis of sex. exclude asaypersen from
admission to:

(a) Any institution of vocational
education operated by such recipient or

(b) Any other school or educational
unit operated by such recipient. unless
such recipient otherwise make%
available to such person. pursuant to the
same policies and criteria of admission.
courses, services and facilities
comparable to each course. service. and.
facility offered in or througl. such
schools.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 StaL 373, 374; 23 U.S.C. 1681..168.2)

§ 106.38 Counseling and use of appraisal
and counseling materials.

(a) Counseling. A recipient shall not
discriminate against any person on the
basis of sex in the counseling or
guidance of students or applicants for
admission-

(b) L,'.>e of appraisal and counseling
materials. A recipient which uses testing
or other materials for appraising or
counseling students shall not use
different materials for 'students on the
basis of their sex or use materials which
.permit or require different.. t etitrneril of
students on such basis unless such
different materials cover the same
occupations and interest areas and the
use of such different materials is shown
to be essential to eliminate sex bias.
Recipients shall develop and use

108
fensaa i ;

internal procedures for ensuring that
such materials do not discriminate on
the basis of sex. Where the use of a
counseling test or other. instrument
results in a substantially,
disproportionate number of members of
one sex in any particular couree of study
or classification. the recipient ;hall take
such action as is necessary to assure,
itself that such disproportion is not the
result ofaliscriminazion in the
instrument or its application.

(c) Disproportion in classes. Where a
recipient finds that a particular class
contains a substantially
disproportionate number of individuals,
of one sex, the recipient shall take such
action as is netessaryso assure itself
that such disproportion is not the result
of discrimination,en the basis of six in
counseling or appraisal materials or by
counselors.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972.88 Stat. s73, 374; 2D U.S.C. 1581.1882)

§ 108.37 Financial earristznce.
(a) General. Excepsas provided in

paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section. in
providing financial assistance to any of
its students, a recipient shall not: (1) On
the-basis of sex, provide different
amount or types of.such assistance. limit
eligibility forsuch assistance which is of
sny partibular type or source, apply
different criteria, or otherwise
discriminate: (2) through solicitation.
listing, approval, provision of facilities
or other serviceo, assist any foundation.
trust..agency. organization. or person
which provides assistance to any of
such recipient's students in a manner
which discriminates on the basis of sex;
or (3) apply any rule or assist in
application of any rule concerning
eligibility for such assistance which
treats persons of one sex differently
from persons of th4 other sex with
regard to marital or parental statusr

(b) Financial aid established by
certain legal instruments. (I) A recipient
may administer or assist in the
administration of scholarships.
fellowships. or other forms of financial
assistance established pUrseant to
domestic or foreign wills, trusts.
bequests, or similar legal instruments or
by acts of a foreign govemmeut which
requires that awards be made to
members of a particular sex specified
therein: Provided, That the overall effect
of the award of s'uch'sex-restricted,
scholarships,. fellowships, and other
forms of financial assistance doesnot
discriminate on the basis of sex.

(2) To ensure nondiscriminatory
awards of assistance as required in ,
.subpardgraph (b)(1) of this,section,
recipients shall develop and use
procedures under wlaich:

(I) Students are selected for award of
financial assistance on the basis of
nondiscriminatory criteria and not on .
the basis of availability of funds
restricted particularto members of a pacular

(ii) Acs appropriate sex-restricted
scholarship. fellowship. or othfasiorm of
financial assistance is allocatkd to each
student selected under subparagraph
(b)(2)(i) of this paragraph: and

(iii) No student is denied the award
for which he or she was selected under
paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section
because of the absence of a scholarship. ,
fellowship. or ether form of financial
assistance designated for a member of
that student's sex..

(c) Athletic scholarships. (1) To the
extent that a recipient awards athletic
scholarships or grants-in-aid it must
provide reasonable opportunities for
such awards for members of each sex in
proportion to the uumber of students of
each sex participating in interscholastic
or intercollegiate athletics.
c- (2) Separate athletic scholarships or

sgrants-in-aid for members of each sex
(. maybe provided az part of separate
\athletic teams for members of each sex

to the extent consistent with this
paragraph and § 103.41.
(Secs..901. 902. Educaiirm Amendments of
1972. 88 StaL 373, 374; 23 U.S.C. 1551. 168.2.-
and Sec- 844. Educ.ation Amendments of 1974,
Pub. L 93-380. 88 Stat 484)

§ 106.38 Employment assistance to
students.

(a) Assistance by recipient in making
available outside employment. A
recipient which assists any agency.
organization er person in making
employment available to any of its
students:

(1) Shall assure itself thal such
employment is made available without
discrimination on the basis of sex: 2nd

(2) Shall not render such services to
any agency. organization. of person
which discriminates on the basis of sex

'in its employment practices.
(b) Employment of Students by

recipients. A recipient which employs
any of its students shall not do so in a
manner which violates-Subpart E of this
part
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972.. 88 Stat 373, 374: 2D U.S.C. 1551.1e62)

§ 106.39 Health and Insurance benefits
and services.

In providing a raedisal, hospital,
accident, or life insurance ber.efit,
service. policy. or plan Is any of its
students, a recipient shall not
.discriminate on the basis of Sex. or
provide such benefit. servile. policy. fir
plan in a manner which would violate
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Subpart E of this part if it were provided
to employees of the recipient. This
section shall not prohibit a recipieni
from providing any benefit or service
:which may be used by a different
eroporenn of students of one sex than of
Lae otner. including family planning
services. 1-iweve, any recipient which
provides full coverage health service
shall provide gynecological care.

`(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
13:'`.118 StaL 373. 374; 20 U.S.C. 1881. 1682)

§ 106.40 F.4arttal or parental status.
(a) Status generally. A recipient shall

not apply any role concerning a
student's actual or potential parental,
family, or marital status which treats
students differently on the basis of sex.

(b) Pregnancy and related conditions.
(1) A recipient shall not discriminate
aaainst any student. or exclude any
'dent from its education program or
activity. including any class or
extracurric-ular activity. on thellasis of
such student's pregnancy. childbirth.
false pregnancy. termination of
pregnancy or recovery therefrom. unless
the student requests voluntarily to
participate in a separate portion of the
program or activity of the recipient.

(2) A recipient may require such a
student to obtain the certification of a
physician that the student is physically
and emotionally able to continue
participation in the normal education
program or activity so long as such a
certification is required of all students.
for other physical or emotional
conditions requiring the attention of a
physician.

(3) A recipient which operates a
. portion of its eduCation program or
activity separately for pregnant
students, admi:tance to which is
completely voluntary on the part of the
student as provided in paragraph (b)(1)
of this section shall ensure that the
iostructonal program in the separate
program is comparable to that offered to
non-pregnant students.

(4) A recipient shall treat ptegnancy.
childbirth. false pregnancy, termination
of pregnancy and recovery therefrom in
the same manner and under the same
policies as any other teMp6rary
disabilire with respect to any medical or
hospital benefit, service, plan or policy
which such recipient administers.
operates. offers. or participates in with
respect to students admitted to the
recipient's educational program or
activity.

(5) in the case of a recipient which
does not maintain a leave policy for its'
studes, or in the case of a student who
does. not otherwise qualify for leave
under such a pOliEy. a recipient shall
treat.pregnancy. childbirth. false

pregnancy. termination ofPregnancy
and recovery therefrom ES a justification
for a leave of absence for so long a
period of time as is deemed medically
necessary by tho student's physician. at
the conclusion of which the student -

shall bo reinstated tothe status vhicle
she held when the leave began.
(Secs. 901, 902. Education Amendments of

r 1072. B8 StaL 373, 3741 20 U.S.C. 1861. 1632)

§ 106.41 AthlotIca
(a) General. No person shall, on the

1 asis of sex. be excluded from
participation in. be denied the benefits
of, be created differently from another
person or otherwise be discriminated
.against in any interscholastic.
intercollegiate. club or intramural
athletics offered by a recipient. and
recipient shall provide any such

,athletics separately on such basis. .

, (b) Separate teaxs. Notwithstanding
the requirements of paragraphs(a) of this
section. a recipient may operate or
sponsor separate teams for members of
each sex where selection for such teams
is based upon competitive skill or the
activityinvolved is a contact sport.
However, where a recipient operates or
-sponsors a team in a particular sport for
members of one sex but operates or
sponsors no such team foranembers of
the other'sex. and athletic opportunities
for members of that sex have previously
been limited, members of the kxcluded
sex must be allowed to try-out fbr the
team offered unlessbie sport involved is
a contact sport. For the purposes of this
part. contact sports include boxing.
wrestling. rugby, ice hockey, football.
basketball and other sports the purpose
cf major activity of which involves
bodily contact.

(C) Equal opportunity. A recipient
which operates or sponsors
interscholastic. intercollegiate. club or
intramural athletics shall provide equal
athletic opportunity for members of both
sexes. In determining whether equal
opportunities are available the Director
will consider, among other factors:

(1) Whether the selection of sports
and levels of competitor. effeotively
accommodate the interests and abilities
of members of both sexes:

(2) The provision of equipment and
supplies;

(3) Scheduling of games and practice
time:

(4) Travel and per diem allowance:
(5) Opportunity to receive coaching

and academic tutoring:
(6) Assignment and compensation of

coaches and tutors:
(7) Prov;eion of locker rooms, practice

and competitive facilities:
(8) Provision of medical and training

facilities and services;

1 C)

(9) Provision of housing and dining
facilities.and services;

(10) Putolicity.
Unequal aggregate expenditures for
members of each sex cr unequal
expenditures for male and temaie teams'
if a recipient operates or sponsors
separate teams will not c:-.insittute
noncompliance with this section. but the
Assistant Secretary may consider the
failure to.provide necessary funds for
teams for one sex in assessing equality.
of apportunity for members of each sex.

(d) Adjustment period. A recipient
which operates or sponsors
interscholastic. intercollegiate, club or
intramural athletics at the elementary
school level shall comply fully with this
section as expeditiously as possible but
in no event later than one year from the
effective date of this regulation. A
recipient which operates or sponsors
interscholastic. intercollegiate. club or
intramural athletics at the secortOary or
post - secondary school level shall
comply fully with this section as
expeditiously as possible but in no event
later than three years from the effective-
date of this regulation.
(Secs. 901. 902, Education Amendments of
1972. 88 StaL 373, 374; 20 U.S.C. 1681. 11182:
and Sec. 644; Education Amendments of 1974.

0-380, as Stat. 464)

g 106.42 Textbooks and curricular
material.

Nothing in this regulation shall be
interpreted as requuing or'prohibiting or
abridging in any way the use of
particular textbooks or curricular
materials.
(Secs, 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 03 StaL 373, 374; 20 U:S.C. 1681,1682)

§ 106.43-1P6.50 (Reserved)

Subpart E-- Discrimination on the
Basis of Sex In Employment in
Education Programs and Activities
Prohibited

§ 106.51 Employment.
(a) General. (1) NO person: shalt, on

the basis of sex, be excluded from
participation in, he-raenied the benefits.
of. or be subjected to discrimination in
employment. or recruitnient.
consideration, or selection therefor,
whether full-time or part-time, Under
any education program or activity
operated by a recipient which receives
or benefits from Federal financial
assistance. ,

(2) A recipient shall make all
employment decisions in any education
program or activity operated by such
recipient in a nondiscriminatory manner
and shall not limit. segregate. or classify
applicants or employees in any way

109
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which could adversely affect any
applicant'd or employee's employment
opportunities or status because of sex_

(3) A recipient shall not enter into any
contractual or other relatior.ship which
directly ormdirectly has the effect of
subjecting employees or srudents.to
discrimination prohibited by this
Subpart, including relationships with
employment and referral agencies. with
labor unions, and with organizations
providing or administering fringe
benefits to employees of the recipient.

(4) A recipient shall not grant
preferences to applicants for
employment on the basis of attendance
at any educational institution or entity
which admits as students only or
predominantly members of one sex, if
the giving of such preferences has the
effect of discriminating on the basis of
sex in violation of this part.

(b) Application. The provisions of this
subpart apply to:

(1) Recruitment advertising. and the
process of application for -mploymen

(2) Hiring, upgrading. promotion.
consideration for and award of tenure.
demotion. transfer. layoff. termination.
application of nepotism policies, right of
return from layoff. and rehiring;

(3) Rates of pay or any other form of
compensation. and changes in
compensation:

(4) Job assignments. classifications
and structure. including position'
descriptions, lines of progression. and
seniority lists:

(5) The terms of any collective
bargaining agreement:

(6) Granting and return from leaves of
nbsence. leave for pregnancy, childbirth,
false pregnancy. termination of
pregnancy. leave for persons of either
sex to care for children or dependents.
or any other leave:

(7) Fringe benefits available by virtue
of employment whether or not
administered by the recipient

(8) Selection and financial support for
training. including apprenticeship.
professional meetings. conferences, and
other related activities. selection for
tuition assistance. selection for
sabbaticals and leaves of absence to
pursue training:

(9) Employer-sponsored activities.
including social or recreational
programs; and

(10) Any other term: condition. or
privilege of employment
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373, 374; 20 U.S.C. 1681. 1682)

§ 105.52 Employment criteria.
A recipient sball not administer or

operate any test or other criterion for
any employment opportunity which has

eaT r-.
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a disproportionately adverse effect on
persons on the basis of sex unless:'

(a) Use of such test or other criterion
is shown to predict vaLdly successful
perfOrrnance in the position in question;
and

l:3) Alternative tests or criteria for
such purpose. which do not have such
disproportionately adverse effect, are
shown to be unavailable.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 86 Stat. 373. 374; 20 US.G 1881. 1682)

§ 106.53 Recruitment
(a) Nondiscriminatory recrui:ment

and hiring. A recipient shall not
discriminate on the basis of sex in the
recruitment and hiring of employees.
Where a'recipient has been found to be
Presently discriminating on the basis of
sex in the recruitment or hiring of
employees. or has been found to have in
the past so discriminated, the recipient
shall recruit members of the sex su
discriminated against so as to overcome.
the effects of such past or present
discrimination.

(b) Recruitment patterns. A recipient
sball not recruit primarily or exclusively
at entities which furnish as applicants
only or predominantly members of one -, .

sex if such actions have the effect of
discriminating on the basis of sex it
violation of this subpart.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972., 88 Stat. 373. 374. 20 U.S.C. 1881. 1682)

§ 106.54 Compensation. .

A recipient shall not make or enforce
any policy or practice which, on the.
basis of sex: e

(a) Makes distinctions in rates of pay
or other compensation:

(b) Results in the payment of wages to
employees of one sex at a rate less than
that paid to employees of the opposite
sex fcr equal work on jobs the
performance of which requires equal
skill, effort. and responsibility. and
which are performed under similar
working conditions.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 83 Stat. 373. 374: 20 U.S.C. 1681, 1682)

§ 106.55 Job classification and structure.
A recipient shall not:
(a) Classify a job as being for males or

for females:
(b) Maintain or establish separate .

lines of progression. seniority lists,
career ladders, or tenure systems based ,

on sex: Or
(c) Maintain or establish separate

lines of progression. seniority systems.
career ladders. or tenure systems for
similar jobs, position descriptions, or job
requirements which classify persons on
the basis of sex, unless sex is a bona-
fide occupational qualification for the

positions in question as set forth in
§ 105.61.

(Secs. SO:. 9C2. F-o'ocatior. AI:le:Id:nen:3 of
1071 88 SiaL. 373. 374: 20 U S.C. 1881. 18.32)

106.58 Fringe trencrts.
) de;:r:ea. For

purposes of this part. "fringe benefits"
means: Any medical. hosp:tal, acmcient
life insurance or retirement benefit.
service. policy or plan. any profit-
sharing or bonus plan. leave. and any
other benefit or service of entObyrnent
not subject to the provision of § 106.54.

Gol Prohibitions. A recipient shalfnot
(1) Discriminate on the basis of sex

with regard to making fringe benefits
available to employees or make fringe
benefits available to spouses. families. '
or dependents of employees differently
upon the basis °Hie employee's sex.

(2) Administer, operate. offer,.o;
participate in a fringe benefit plan which
does not provide either for. equal
periodic benefits for members of each
sex. or for equal contributions to thc
plan by such recipient for members of
each 3ex: or

(3) Administer, operate. offer, or
participate in a pension or retirement
plan which establishes different
optional or compulsOry retirement as2s
based on sex or which. otherwise
discriminates in benefits on the basis of
sex.

(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendment, of
1972. 96 Stat. 373. 374; 20 U.S.C..* 1681, 1682)

§ 100.57 Marital or parantat status.
(a) General: A recipient shall not

apply any policyor take any
employment action:

(1) Concerning the potential marital.
parental, or family status of an
employee or applicant for`employment
which treats personidifferently on the
basis of sex: or

(2) Which is based upon whether an
employee or applicant for employment
is the bead of household or principal
wage earner in such employee's or
applicant's family unit.

(b) Pregnancy. A recipient shall not
discriminate against or exclude frog)
employment any employee or applf'cant
for employment on the basis of
pregnancy. childbirth, false pregnancy.
termination of pregnancy. or recovery
therefrom.

(c) Pregnancy as a temporary
disability. A recipient shall treat
pregnahcy. childbirth, false pregnancy.
termination of'pregnancy. and recovery
therefrom and any temporary disability
resulting therefroci as any other
temporary disability forall job related
purposes. including commencement...
duration and extensions of leave,
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payment of disability incbme. accrual of
seniority and any other benefit or
service. and reinstatement, and under
any fringe benefit offered to employees
by virtue of employment

(di P.-egnoncy leave-. in. the case of
recipient which does not maintain a ,
leave policy for its employees. or in the
case cf an employee with insufficient
leave or accrued employment time to
qualify for leave under such a policy, a
recipient shall treat pregnancy,
childbirth. false pregnancy, termination
of pregnancy and recovery therefrom as
a justification for a leave of absence
without pay for a reasonable period of
tirne. a: the con cluiion of which the
employee shall be reinstated to the
status which she held when the leave
began or to a comparable position.
without decrease.in rate of
cor:.pensition or loss of promotional
opportunities. or any other right or
pr,vtlege of eMp)oyment.
(Secs. 901.90 Education Amendments of

372. Be Stat. 372, 374: J U.S.G. 1881. 1882)

106_58 Effect of Ststei 'or local lams or
°trier requiremenAl.
(a) Prohibitory requirements. The

obligation to compiy with this subpart
rot obviated or alleviated by the
existence of any State or local law or
other requirement which imposer
prohibitions or lirnits upon employment
cf members of one sex which are not
imposed upon members of the otner sex.

(b) Ber:e."its. A recipient which
p:ovides any compensation. service. or
ter.efit tb members cf one'sex ptrsuant
to aStFite or local law or other
requirement shall provide the same
compensation. service, or benefit to
rnernbers of the other sex.
(Secs. 901. 902. Educa!lor, Amendments of
1972. 86 Stat. 373. 3'4: 20 U.S.G 1681, 16a2)

§ 106.59 Advertising.
A recipient shall not in any

ac.ertising related to employment
indicate preference,
specification. or discrimination based on
sex unless sex is a bona-fide
occupational qualification for the.
particular job in question. -

(Secs. 901. 902_ Education Amendments of
1'372_ 86 S ta t. 373. 374: 23 U.S.C- 1681. 1682)

§ 106.60 Pre-employment inquiries-
(a) Alcrital status. A recipient shall

net make pre-employment inquiry as.to
the marital status of an applicant. for
employment. including whether such
applicant is "Miss or Mrs."

(b) Sex. A recipient may make pre-
cmplo2.-ment inquiry as to the sex of an
ecplicant for employment. but only if
such inquiry is made equally of such
applicants of both sexes and if the

results of such inquiry are not used in
connection with discrimination
prohibite I by this part
(Secs- 901. 601. Education Amendments of
1972 B8 Stat. 373. 374: 20 1.1.S.C: 1681.1E182)

§ 105.01 SO7 as a bona-fide occupational
qualification.

A recipient may take action otherwise
prohibited by this subpart provided it is
shown that sex is a bona-fide
occupational qualification for that -1

action, such that consideration of seat,
with regard to such action is essential 10
Successful operation of the employment
function concerned. A recipient shall ribt
take action pursuant to this section
which is based upon alleged
comparative employment characteristics
or stereotyped characterizations of one
or the other sex. or upon preference
based on sex of the recipient.
employees. students, or other persons, .

but nothing contained in this section
shall prevent a recipient from
considering aemployee's sex in
relation to employment in a locker room
or toilet facility used only by members
of one sex..
(Secs. 9012-902. Education Amendments of
1972. 86 Stat. 373, 374: 20 U.S.C. 1681, 1682) .

;§§ 106.62-108.70 (Reserved)

Subpart F-Procedures [Interim)

§ 106.71. Procedures.
The procedural provisions applicable

to title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
are hereby adopted and incorporated
herein b.y reference. These procedures
may be found at 34 CFR 100.6-100.11

, and 34 CFRPart 101.
(Secs. 901. 902. Education Amendments of
1972. 88 Stat. 373. 374: 20 U.S.C. 1681. 1882)

Subject Index to Title IX Preamble and
Regulation
A

Access to Course Offerings (43. 55. 56. 57. 581.
105.34

Access to Schools Operated by LEA's. [441:
106.35

AdM3ssion.s. [5. 6, 30]: 106.15, 106.21
Affirmative and remedial action, (16. 17,

24]: 106.3(a); (b) \ .

Administratively separate units, (30]:
105.15(b) 106.:(0)

Educational Institutions. (301, 106.15(d),
.1052(n)

GeneraL loazif a). 106.2(p).
Prohl5luoks relating to marital and

parental status. (32. 36); 10621(c)
Professional schools. 1301, 106.2(m)
Public institutions of undergraduati'lligher

education. 106.15(e)
Recruitment. [34.34 106-23
Specific prohibitions. 106.21(b)
Tests. [31); 10821(b) (2)

'Prsainble paregroph numbers are in bracken I ).

1n6

Preferente Ln admission, 135): 106.=
Advertising. 106.59
Affirmative Action. see "Remedial and

Affirmative Actions"
Assistance to "outside" discriminatory

organization.s.14a. 531: 108.311b I `,7,. (c)
Assurances. 1181: 102f.4

Duration of obligation. 106.4(b)
Form. 106.4(c)

Athletics. (69 to 78]; 106.41 .

Adjustment penod. re): 106.41(d)
Contact sport defined' 106.41(d) .

Equal opportunity. (76. 771: 106.41(d)
Determining factors. 106.41(c) (I) to (x)
Equipment. 106.41(cl
Eimenditures. 106.41(c)
Facilities, 106.41(c)
Travel, 1.06.41(c)
Scholarships. [64. 6517 109.37(d)
General. 169. 70.71, 72. 73. 74. 75): 106.41(a)
Separate teams, (75.1;106.41(b)

HFOO. [96); iCain
-C
Comparable facilities

Housing, (42.541:,106.32
Other,100-33. 106.35(b)

Compensation. x(84, 87, 92]; 106.54
Counseling

Disproportionate classes. [45. 591; 106.36(c)
General-145. 591; 106.36(a)
Materials. 145. 591: 106.36(b)

Course Offerings %

Adjustment period. (551:106.34(a) (1)
General. 17. 431: 108.34
Music classes. 144 106-34(1)
Physical education. 143, 56. 581;
Sex education. 143. '7J: 106.34(e)

Coverage. [51:106.11 to 106.17
Exemptions ,

Curricular materiels, (54 .106.42(a)

Definitions. 114. 15): 106.2 (a) to (r)
Designation of responsible employee, (20. 22):

106.8(a). (b)
Dissemination of policy. (21], 106.9

Distribithon. 106.9(c).
Notification of policy, 121]:106.9(a)
Publications, 106 9(b)

Dress codes 106.31(b) (4)
E

Education Institutions
Ccntrolled by religiousorganizations.

108.12
Application. (25 :91:106.12(a)

-Exemption. 1251: 106.12(b)
Education Program and 'Activities

Benefiting from Federal financial
. assistance. (10. 111: 106.11

' General. (10.11.53): 106.31(a)
Programs not operated by recipient. (41..

54); 106:31(c)
Specific prohibitions. 13B, 39. 40.53J: 100.31

(b)
EffectlYe Date. (31

Employee responsible for Title DC. see
"Designition of Responsible Employee"

Employment
Advertising. 106.59
Application. 106.51(b)

, Compensation. (84. 921: 106..54
Employinent criteria. 108.5
Fnnge benefits. (38. 891: 108.56
General. [61. 82. 87]: 106.51
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-.job Classification and Structure. 10655
Mantel and Parental Status. 106.57
Pregnancy. [85. 93]; 10e.57fb)
Pregnancy as Temporary Disability. [85,

93): 10657(c)
Pregnancy Leave. (as. 93. 94): 108.57(d)

Pre- employment Inquiry
Recruitment. 183, 90. 91. 951
Sex as a BFOQ.194: 106.81
StUdent Amployment. [66]; 108.38
Tenure, 10851(b) (2)

Exemptions; (5. 27. 23. M 30. 53); 108.12(b).
108.13, 106.14, 106.15(a), 108.15(d), 106.18

F
Federal Financial Assistance. 1,06.2(-a)
Financial,Assistance to students. [48. 60.61):

108.37
Athletic Scholarships. [4.8. 64, 6.51; 106.37(d)
Foreign institutions. study at [63): 106.31(c)
GeneraL 108.37

.Non -need scholarships, 162): 108.37(b) '

Pooling of sex.restrictive. 61, 84.
108.37(h)

Sex-restnctive assistance througii foreign
or domestic wills [48. 81. 82]; 106.3716)

Foreign'Sciuslarships. see "Financial'
assistance" 106.37 and "Assistance to
'outside' discriminatory organizations"
108-31(c)

Fratemitiee/Sororities
Social. [53.27, 28); 106.14(a)
Business/professional. 140. 53, 72. 281:

106_31 (b) (7)
Honor societies. [40. 54 106.31(h) (7)

Fringe benefits. [67.8a. 891: 108.56. 106.39
Part-time employees. [69]

Grievance'Procedure. see "Designation of
responsible employee". 108.8(a), (b)

H
Health and Insurance Benefits and Service,.

[67, 88. 93): 106.39. 106.58
Honor societies, 140. 531: 108.31(b) (7)
Housing. 106.32

Generally. [42]; 106 .32(b)
Provided by recipient. 106.32(b)
Other housing, (34): 108.32(c)

1

lob Classification and Structure. 10655'

LEA's. [441: 106.35hl
Marital and Parental Status

Employment
GeneraL 185. 93. 941: 108.57
Pregnancy, (85.93. 941; 106.57(b)
Pregnancy 13 a temporary disability. [85.

93, 94]; 106.57(c)
Pregnancy leave. (85. 93', 94): 106.57(d)
Students
GeneraL [49); 106.40(a), (b)
Pregnancy and related conditions, 1501:

106.40(b) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Class participation. 1501; 101.40(3) (1)
Physician certification, 45o]; 106.40(b) (2)
Special. classes. 1501: 108.40(6) (3)
Temporary leave, (50): 106.401b) (4). (5)

Membership Practices of Social fraternities
and sororities. [72. 28. 53): 106.14(a)

Voluntary youth service organizations. [27.
531; 106.14(c)

YMCA. YWCA and others. [27.2& 53):
106.14(b)
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Military and Merchant Marine Educational
Institutions, [24 108.13

P.
Pooling, see "Financial Assistance". 108.37
Pre-employment Inquiries

Martsal status. 188, 95]; 106.60(a)
Sax. 108.60(b)

' Preference in AdMissions. [35]; 1082::
See also "Remedial and Affirrnal he
"Action"

Pregnancy, Employment
General. [85. 93, 94); 106.57 .

Pregnancy, (85, 93. 94): 1,0P,.57(b)
Pregnancy as temporary, disability, [as. 93,

94): 108.57(c)
Pregnancy leave, [85. 93, 94 106.,57(d)
Students
General, [49. 50]; 106.40 (a) and (b)
Pregnancy and related conditions: (50):

106.40(b) (1) to (5)
Class Participation. (50. 55. 58];106.40(b) (1)
Physical certification. PO]: 108.40(b) (2)
Special class. (501 ;108.40 (b) (3)
Temporary leave, (50):108.40(b) (4). (5)

Private Undergraduate'Professional Scbools,
(30): 108.15(d)

Purpose of Regulation, (13): 108.1

R
Real Property, 106.2(g)
Recruitment

Employment
Nondiscrimination, [83.91]; 108.53(a)
Patterns. 10e.53(b)

Student
Nondiscrimination. 134.35]; 106.23(a)
Recruitment at certain institutions, 100.=

(b)
Religious Organizations

Application. [29..28); 106.12(a)
Exemption. (2e): 106.12(b)

Remedial and Affirmative Actions, (16.17,
24]; 106.3

Scholarships, see "Financial Assistance".
106.37

Self-evahiation. (18.22]; 106.3(c). (d) .
Surplus Property (see Transfer of Property

106.5)
Duration of obligation 108.4(b).
Real Properly 106.4(b) (1) .

T
Textbooks and curricular materials, [52. 79.

BO): ii6:42
Termination of funds, [10,11]
Transfer of ptoperty. 106.5
Transition Plans

Content of plans, 106.17CA
Different from Adjustment period. 1781;

106.41(d)
Submission of plans. 106.17(a)

Appendix A-Guidelines for Eliminating
Discrimination and Denial of Services on the
Basis of Race, Color, National Origin, Sex..
antlEandicap in Vocational Educatioo
Programs

Note.-For the text'of these guidelines, see
34 CFR Part 100. Appendix B
144 FR 17168, Mar. 21, 1979]

(FR Doc. 30-13130 Nod 3.4-41 &43 sml
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APPENDIX B

The System of
Legal References and Citations
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l he o)urt system in the United States comprises federal,
state, and local courts. The) federal courts operate on a
three-tiered system: a lower, trial-court level; an inter-
mediate appellate level, at which decisions of the lower
courts can be reviewed; and a higher level appellate
court that can render final decisions binding on the other
two levels of courts. Most states have similar tiered court
systems. They operate on basically the same sysiem as
the federal courts, with a trial-court level and one or two
appellate-court levels. Local court systems usually con-
sist-of only the trial-court level.

Because Title IX and other federal civil rights acts are
enforced primarily in the federal system, this work con-
centrates on the decisions of the federal courts. For the
reader to understand the various precedential values of
the cases cited in this work, it is important to understand
the federal legal system.

The United States is divided into small geographic
areas called districts. In each district are the trial courts
of the federal systemthe United States district courts.
This is the lowest level of the federal court system. Deci-
sions of these courts are binding precedent within the
district where the opinion issues. Recent decisions of
these courts are publiShed in volumes of books called the
Federal Supplement, abbreviated as F. Supp.

Appeals from the various district courts are usually
taken to the courts of appeals. There are 11 apppellate
circuits in the United States. These circuits range in geo-
graphical area from the District of Columbia Circuit,
which includes only Washington, D.C., to the Ninth
Circuit, which covers nine states and one U.S. territory.
Decisions of these courts are binding on all district
courts within the circuit. Recent decisions of these
courts are published in the volumes of books called Fed-
eral Reporter, abbreviated as F., and the Federal Repor-
ter Second Series, abbreviated as F.2d.

The Supreme Court of the United States is the highest
court in the land. Although it does act as a trial court in a
limited class of cases, the bulk of the Court's work con-
sists of reviewing decisions of lower federal and state
courts. The Supreme Court's jurisdiction is discretionary
to a great degree and gives the Court the right to decide
which cases it will hear and which it will not.

Almost all cases that eventually: reach the Supreme
Court do so through petitions for certiorari (petitions, in
oiled, for the Court to order a lower court to certify the
record to it for review). Although .some cases, by their
specialized nature, have a "right' to be heard by the
Supreme Court on appeal such "appeals as of right"
have been sharply limited since 1925. The justices of the
Cr rt have discretionary power to grant or deny peti-
tiops for certiorari. The majority of cases' are actually
:"isposed of when the Court simply denies the petition
(noted in a citation by the abbreviation cert. denied), thus
refusing to review the case. The effect of this denial is to
leave the lower court opinion intact. This decision, how-
ever, does not necessarily mean that the Court agrees
with that decision. In fact, the justices will not even con-
sider a petition unless at least one.of them believes it is
important enough, and no case will be accepted for re-
view unless at least four justices believe, that the case
merits review.

Decisions of the Supreme Court are binding on all
federal, state, and local courts. The official volumes of
books reporting decision the United States Supreme
Court are called the United States Reports (abbreviated

U.S.).

Decisions of some states courts often can be found in
regional reporters. Each regional reporter contains deci-
sions of courts in more than one state. The regional re-
porters are: Pacific Reporter (abbreviated as P. and P.2d),
Northwester Reporter,(abhreviated as N.W., and N.W.
2d), Southwestern Reporter (S.W., and S.W. 2d),
Northeastern Reporter (N.E., and N.E. 2d), Atlantic Re-
porter (A., and A. 2d), Southeastern Reporter (S.E., and

11), and Southern Reporter (So. and So. 2d).

Citation to Cases

Cases and legal I'vritings are indexed according to a uni-
form system of citation. By correctly interpreting the ci-
tation, one is able to gain descriptive data about the ease
or writing as well as determining how to find the items
in a law library. Example: Reed v. Reed, 404 U.S. 71, 92
S.Ct. 251 (1971).

Unless in a footnote, the name of the case is under-
lined (or found in italics):

After the name is the official citation, 404 U.S. 71. The
first number, 404, refers to the volume number in a par-
ticular set of looks. The abbreviation after the volume
number refers to the set of hooks in which the case can
be found. Here, U.S. refers to United States Reports, the
reporter that contains the official reports of decisions of
the United States Supreme-Court. The number after the
abbreviation refers to the page number in the particular
volume on which the decision begins. Thus, the cite to
Reed v. Reed refers you to page 71 of volume 404 of the
United States Reports.

After this reference is the citation to an alternative
place where the opinion can be found. In this instance,
the reference is to volume 92 of the Supreme Court Re-
porter at page 251.

At the end of the citation, in parenthesis, appears the
year in which the case was decided by the Court. Deci-
sions by United States Court of Appeals (circuit courts)
are cited like this: Berkelman z'. San Francisco United School
District, 501 F.2d 1264 (9th Cir. 1974). This tells you the
name of the case (underlined), that the decision can be
found in volume 501 of the Federal Reporter, Second
Series, and that it would begin on page 1264 in that
volume.. After, in parentheses, is the name of the circuit
(here, it is the Ninth Circuit) and the year the case was
decided by that particular circuit court (1974).

When a citation is given to a United States District
Court decision, the name of the district is usually listed
in parentheses. Thus, Kirstein v. Rector and Visitors of
University of Virginia, 309 F. Supp. 184 (D. Va. 1970),
would tell you on what page and in which volume of the
Federal Supplement this decision can be found, and that
the case was decided in 1970 by the United States Dis-
trict Court for the District of Virginia.

When a quote is taken directly from a decision, or a
case is being cited for a particular point of law, the cita-
tion may refer you to a particular page number within
that decision. Thus, a quote, followed by the citation
Yick IN() v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 374 (1886) would tell
you that the decision begins on page 356, but the quota-
tion being used was taken from within the decision on
page 374. If the full citation had been previously given in

. the same memo or brief, the quote might be cited like
this: 118 U.S. at 374 or sometimes as Yick We at 374.
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Often in a citation part of the case's history is in-
cluded. There are several standard abbreviations that are
normally used to indicate action taken by one of the
courts in a prior proceeding

, Example: Cape Tennessee .t;ectardini School
Association, 424 F. Su Op. 732 E.D.( Tenn.
1976), rercii, 563 F.2d 793 (6th Cir.1977).

I Jere, the abbreviation rer'd means reversed. In other
woris, the decision of the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
reported at page 793 of volume 563 of the Federal Repor-
ter, Sec Cind Series reversed the decision of the 'district
court reported at page 732 of volume 424 of .the Federal
Supplement.

Following are some of the more common abbrevia-
tions and phrases used in case citations and their mean-
ing:

alrd --atimned. A judgment or order was rendered by
an appellate court declaring that the decision of the
lower court is right and must shang as rendered by
that lower court.

rec'd.--rcuered: A judgment or order is rendered by an
appellate court which vacates or sets aside the deci-
sion of a lower court because of some error or irregu-
larity by that lower court.

mollify: An action by an appellate court which alters
the ruling of the lower court. This can serve to en-
large or extend the ruEng, limit or reduce it, or may
just change the ruling in some incidental manner.

cert. denicil -Certiorari denied: Discretionary action by an
appellate court (used most often in connection with
the Supreme Court) which denies a petition by a,
party to have the court obtain information from the
lower court and re% iew the original decision.

renn!-- remanded: An action taken by an appellate
court to send a case back to the court out of which it
0111e, for the purpose of having some action on it
then.. Often, the appellate court will decide the
case, then remand it to the lower court, directing it
to formulate a remedy that will be consistent with
the appellatk court's decision.
F
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CITATION TO STATUTES

Laws passed by the U.S.,Congress make up the United
States Code. The U.S. Code is divided into 31) parts,
called titles, ach dealing with a specific area of law.
When a citation is given to a federal statute, the title
number is given first, then the name of the books con-
taining the law, then the section number within that title
where the 'particular law may be found. This section
number may include one or several numbers or letters in
parenthesis, which may lead you to a specific part of the
particular law being cited. Thus, 20 U.S.C. § 1618(a)(2),
would lead you to Title 20 of (he United Staks Code,
then to section. 1681 of that Title, then-to part (a)(2) of
that section.

CITATION TO ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS.

Administrative agggIcies of the federal government usu-
ally issue rules relating to their specifiC area of responsi-
bility. Such rules, called regulations, lre compiled in a
set of paperbound volumes called the Code of Federal
Regulations (abbreviated as CFR). The CFR is divided
into 50 titles, which represent broad areas subject to reg-
ulation by federal agencies. Each title is further divided
into parts and sections. Regulations issued by the De-
partment of Labor concerning Executive Order 1 1246 are
found in 41 CFR. Regulations issued by HEW concern-
ing Title VI, Title IX, and the Public Health Services Act
are found in 45 CFR.

When a regulation is cited, the title number is givea
first, then the abbreviation for the Code, then the section
number of the regulation. (Example: 45 CFR 86.41). The
section number is actually the number of the part (here,

, 86) followed by a decimal point and another number that
helps to locate the correct section.


